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S U M M A R Y 
=============== 

The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the origin 

of the es say and its development in South Sotho, taking a 

close look at the theme, structure and style of the Southern 

Sotho essay in the acknowledged collections of Mocoancoeng's, 

Moiloa's, Ntsane's, Mofokeng's and Morojele's. 

In the first chapter, the origin and nature of the essay are 

discussed, ending with the early essayistic writings in 

Southern Sotho which opened the way to modern essay writing. 

This was traced from early translations and explanations of 

biblical texts, through articles in the Leselinyana series, 

to Motsamai's and Segoete's writings. A drifting away from 

religious subjects was noticed from the 1880's, and from 1909, 

writings on all kinds of themes emerged. It was also noticed 

that the traditional themes in Segoete's book re-appeared in 

the modern essays of Moiloa's, Ntsane's1 Mofokeng's and 

Morojele's. 

A thematic survey in chapter two showed that Moiloa and 

Mocoancoeng were more traditionally orientated, Moiloa being 

more informative and defensive of certain customers, while 

Mocoancoeng ridiculed them. Even in the socio-political 

theme, Mocoancoeng ridiculed the status quo, while Moiloa 

expressed his discontent with the lack of human iustice 

directly or essayistically. Ntsane and Mofokeng wrote more 

on human nature and life, respectively. While Ntsane 

satirised man's tendencies, Mofokeng pondered over life in 

all connotations of the word, always overlapping into the 

' hereafter. His entire volume was found to be structured into 

a thematic unity always reflecting on life, his main theme. 

i 



Morojele wrote on a variety of subjects which leaned on the 

traditional theme. He was found to be the most essayistic 

of the five, always arguing cleverly on both sides of his 
subject. 

In chapter three the structure of the Southern Sotho essay 

was analysed. Many variations were found which were 

largely Within the conventional introduction-contents-

conclusion form. Each of these three parts also exhibited a 

standard form and variations. The effects of the variations 

on each Writer's works were studied and compared. While 

Moiloa's, Ntsane's and Morojele's essays were largely conven

tional in form, the tendency to divide the body into phases 

was noticed in Mocoancoeng's and Mofokeng's. 

Chapter four dealt with the stylistic deVices emnloved bv each 
L / • 

writer, and their effect. While all the writers made great 

use of parallelism and the rhetorical question, Moiloa's use 

of alliteration, Morojele's proverbial themes, Mocoancoeng's 

skilful use of the narrative and Ntsane's and Mofokeng's 

constant contact with the reader by means of the apostrophy, 

were distinctive features. 

In reviewing the dissertation according to Scholes and Klaus, 

in chapt e r five, the Southern Sotho essay was re-classified 

into the persuasive essay, the narrative essay, the dramatic 

essay an d the meditative essay. The narrative and meditative 

essays we re represented overKhelmingly in 

Mocoanco e ng's and Mofokeng's respectively. 

Most of t he collections revealed a positive relationship 

between their titles and their contents. 

ii 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1.0 AIM OF STUDY 

1.1.1 The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the 

origin, development, theme, structure and style of the 

essay in Southern Sotho with specific reference to the 

·acknowledged essay(istic) writings by J.G. Mocoancoeng 

(MEQOQO EA PHIRIMANA 1), J .J. l\·1oiloa (SEDIBA SA MEQOQ0 2), 

K.E. Ntsane (MAKUMANE 3), S.M. Mofokeng (PELONG YA KA 4), 
and K.T. Morojele (KI\IKUTL0 5)· 

1.2.0 ON THE ESSAY P~D ITS ORIGIN 

1.2.1 The essay, a prose composition of moderate length, 

dealing in an easy and casual way with any chosen subject, 

reflects the writer's own point of view of that subject. 

Shipley (1972 : 145) holds the same view of an essay, but 

adds that the composition should be on a restricted topic, 

thus agreeing with Grov§ and Botha (1966 : 107) that an 

essay is a discussion of a subject where the aim is not 

always to exhaust the subject. Elize Botha (1957 : 7) 

goes further to give the original definition of the 

essay as an attempt at an exposition, which she regards 

as the writer's personal vision of the subject. In short 

the essay is a literary form whereby expression is given 

of viewpoints relating to subjects that are regarded as 

important by the writer. 

1 ~ 
•) iLP.B., 1953 

2) A.P.B., 1959 

3) A.P.B., 1961 

4) Wits. 
' 

1962 

5) 1.! •• l"!Orl.J a ·' 1973 

1 
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This view of an essay is also held by Hallward and Hill, 

in Lamb's book (1967:iv). The general definition of the 

essay may therefore cover a wide range of s ubjects, which 

Botha and Shipley agree may extend from treatises, 

biographical sketches, critiques, editorials, character 

portrayals, to playful sketches or caricatures. 

1.2.2 The essay originated in France in 1580 when Montaigne 

published the first two books of his Essais. He gave this 

title to the new form of writing to explain the experimental 

character of his work. The word, then, meant to try. In 

this Essais Montaigne wrote of himself, his fancies and 

the ultimate things of life with masterly skill. In 

Sir Edmund Gosse's summing up of Montaigne's work, the 

basic character of an essay becomes clear: 

It was in the delightful chapter of his new strange 
book that Montaigne introduced the fashion of writing 
briefly, irregularly, with constant digressions and 
interruptions about the world as it appears to the 
individual who writes (1967:714) 

1.2.3 In 1603 John Florio published the first translation of the 

Essais in London and spread Montaigne's work through England. 

Abraham Cowley, called the father of the English essay of 

Montaigne's type, was the first English writer of note to 

conform to the English conception of what a true essay 

outght to be. His 'Essays in Prose and Verse' was published 

in 1668. In 1709 Steele published a number of his 

compositions , which he called 'Tattler' in 'The Tattler', a 

penny newspaper in which he amused and instructed readers 

with a series of papers on human affairs. Addison later 

i o ined Steele in the 'Tattler' and the 'Snectator', the .. : .... 

word 'essay' being deliberately avoided in those days, 

both in France and in England, to be used only by the 

two masters - Montaigne and Cowley. 
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1.2.4 In 1820 Charles Lamb's 'Essays of Elia' began to appear, 

and were recognised all over as the work of great genius 

in all respects, and satisfied all requirements of a 

perfect essay. This new genre enabled writers to ponder 

over an even wider field and various subjects: 

De Quencey On Murder considered one of the ~ine Ar~s 

Confessions of an English npium Eater 

Powys The Grave of William Barnes 

Though the essay originated in France, it gained such 

mo~entum in England, and produced so many good writers, 

that it came to be spoken of as 'a peculiarly English 

thing', and 'one of the glories of English Literature'. 

(Op cit: 113). To American writers the essay served as a 

means of expression for the Transcedental ~ 1ovement, 

especially as evidenced in the works of Ralph Waldo 

Emerson who wrote on subjects of nature, self-reliance and 

compensation in pithy stimulating sentences. 

1.3.0 CHAF~CTERISTICS OF THE ESSAY 

1.3.0 By briefly describing the essay as 'something formal and 

academic and high brow' and 'also personal and spontaneous', 

Richard Aldington (1969:9) agrees with Ward and Shipley 

that there are formal and informal essays. 

The formal essay is concerned with facts and 

information or philosophical truths, i.e. "it is 

objective and intellectual" as Shipley (1972:145) 

puts it. 

(b) The familiar or informal essav is concerned with .. 
anything that may interest the writer at the moment. 

Halward and Hill (1967:xxxii) regard it as a picture 

of the writer 1 S mind as affected for the moment bv 
•' 

the subject with which he is dealing, and that its 

most distinctive feature is its egotistical element. 



(c) In the formal essay the subject is developed 

logically, and is characterised by an intentionally 

literary quality in which attention is given to the 

manner of expression. On the other hand, in the 

informal essay, ideas are associated freely according 

to the writer's sentiment and his imagination or 

fancy. There is also concern for excellence in the 

manner of expression, and the tone is conversational 

and intimate, a quality which (according to Shipley) 

has been inherited from Montaigne. 

(d) According to Williams ( 1965:11) the essay is also 

characterised by the writer's role, which is more to 

provide some moral instruction than to entertain. 

The essay provides a social philosophy or criticism, 

and reflects more on a mood than a topic. It is, 

perhaps, for this reason that Bruwer (1960:166) 

declares that "die essay laat hom nie maklik 

gedefineer deur formele kenmerke nie''. He maintains 

that it is not an essay because it has a definite 

form or a particular type of content, but because it 

is the product of a particular kind of creative 

personality. And because it is so self-revealing, he 

regards it as the. prose form that is nearest to 

lyrical poetry. 

1.3.2 The essay is, therefore, a prose composition of moderate 

length, dealing in an easy and casual way with any chosen 

~ erne, reflecting the writer's own point of view, often 

persuasive in nature, but showing no conscious attempt 

at exhausting the subject. Although belonging to what 

could be called 'imaginative literature', and also 

having structural properties that resemble those of 

other literary forms, the essay 1s a non-fictitious, 

argumentative form of art in which skilful structuring, 

witty formulation and the arousing and maintenance 

of interest play an important part. 
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1.4.0 EARLIER ESSAYISTIC WRITINGS IN SOUTHERN SOTHO 

1.4. 1 In Southern Sotho the early literature which can be said 

to have paved the way to essay writing, consisted mainly 

of translations of biblical texts ana religious matter. 

Only those translations and works the writers of which, 

like the essayist, assume a moral or religious role, will 

be mentioned here. We have, for instance, the following 

in Southern Sotho: 

.Meylan, A. 

Bonnefor, D. 

Coillard, E. 

Dieteren, H.: 

Phutholln ea mantsue le mabitsn a Bibele, 
Morija, 1912, an adapted translation and 
explanation of the words and names of 
the Bible. 

Matshohlo a lent~oe le haJalelang la 
Modimo. Testament ea khale, Morija, 1912. 
(Pondering over the Holy Word of God, Old 
Testament). 

Matshohlo a lentsoe le halalelang la 
Molimo Testament: e ncha, Morija, 1917. 
(Pondering over the Holy Word of God, 
New Testament) 

1. Meaogo (Talks), MoTija 1911, a booklet 
on vaTious subjects concerning christian 
life. 

ii. Bahlanka ba Fora (The young men of 
France), Morija, 1918, consists of 
talks on religious and moral subjects 
to the Sotho troops in FTance during 
the late war. 

The latteT two books have the makings of essays, but are 

actually all sermons designed to look after the moral and 

religous life of the people. These writings were 

apparently an inspiration to J. Mohapeloa, for he wrote 

Mating a phehoang (Brewed strong drinks}, Morija, 1924, a 

religous monograph on the use of fermented drinks. 

1.4.2 The most valuable essayistic articles are to be found in 

the Leselinyana series published in Morija. The following 

made their mark in the development of the Sotho essay 

writing: 
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3 ~ovemb er, 1863: 

(a) Mo gaogedi wa moets a libe (The merciful one 
towards the sinner ) , a sermon or exhor t a tion. 

(b) Matla a tumelo (The power of faith), a 
religious story. 

(c) Sefate ha se omellelitswe ki baku se le 
s eng (A tree is not dri e d by one worm), 
a didactic story. 

1 March, 1864: 

(a) Tsa Ma libnQo le lits e la (The need f or roads 
and guardlng against soil erosion). 

(b) Tsa Tau (About the lion), a pure essay 
refl ecting own ideas about a lion as King 
of Anima ls. 

April, 1864: 

~ l akhethe go tlopha (Cleanliness and tidiness), 
a pure essay. 

1 May 1865: 

Ti s o e ntle e a bana (A good guidance of 
ch i ldren) , an e s say in story form with a 
reli gi ous ending. 

Janu ary , 1 8 8 3 : 

(a) Bagolo le bana (Parents and children) 

(b) Go ipolaya (Killing oneself} 
Both didactic-religious essays by Hermann 
Diete'"len ... 

March 1883: 

(a) Bohl anka ba sebe (Servitude to sin) 

rb1 Pn l n ~ r·1~i+rh_rra~t) \.· ,1 ... J l .J - v ...;._ \.' v ......_._\...-.:. ~ '-- _,_ 

Didactic exhortations against drinks and 
witch-craft, by Hermann Dietelen 

Joala (Beer), A r eli gious denunciation of beer 
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October, 1883: 

(a) Go itlhatsoa (Washing oneself), H. Dieterlen 

(' ) 
'- D Pegi (A Death report), J. Keck 

Both religious articles 

January, 1884: 

Thabo (Happiness), a religious essay 
by Francois Maeder 

March, 1884: 

Tsa Leruo (About wealth), a religious essay 
by H. Dieterlen 

February, 1892: 

(a) Sefaga (Beads), by Carlisle Motebang 

(b) Kopo (A Request), by Job Moteane 
Both religiously flavoured essays. 

December, 1892: 

Difane (Surnames ), an essay by Ed. Mabusa Mpe 

January, 1909: 

(a) Hlonepho ea basali (Women's respect), S. Moeletsi 

(b) Ho sebelisana le Molimo (Working with God) 
E. Segoete 

May, 19 09: 

(a) Mat 1 a a basali (Women's strength) 

(b) Ho lahleheloa ke tumelo (Losing one's faith) 

5 June , 1 9 0 9 : 

Hloekisang metse ea Lesotho (Keep Lesotho clean) 
An Encouragement of hygienic conditions 

August, 1909: 

Boroko (Sleep), A religious exhortation. 

From the above list it is noticed that from the 1880' s the 

essay subjects tended to become increasingly subjective, 

though they were still mainly religious in content. From 

1909 onward, the subjects strongly resemble those of the 

modern essayists. 
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1.4.3 Di e terlen, Keck, Maeder, Motebang, Moteane, Mpe and 

Moe ketsi may be regarded, together with Motsamai, 

Mongoaela and Segoete, as the forerunners in Southern 

Sotho essay writing. The essay volumes that appeared 

late r were an improvement on their techniques, and are 

more in accordance with the requirements of an essay. 

This 

the 

old 

Motsamai, E. Mehla ea malimo (Morija, 1912). 

is a record of actual incidents which occurred during 

tribal warfares (difaqane) as told to the writer by an 

n an. The writer presents the old man's stories in 

direct speech and keeps completely in the background. 

These incidents are in story form and at no time does the 

writer pre sent any view of his own, be it formally or 

info rmally. This is just a collection of stories in 

conversational tone written only for the sake of recording 

the hazards of life in the olden days. The writer only 

takes the role of an e ssayist in the last chapter, 

Oetello. It is the only piece that may be regarded as an 
-'--~ 

essay bearing some moral lesson. In this chapter the 

writer reflects on the pn:. ce d ing stories to draw some 

lesson from them and warn the reader against the devil 

whom, he says, moves amongst us like the wolves in the 

night. With an appropriate introductory chapter, which 

draws attention to the stories following, and their aim, 

the book could form one long essay with illustrative 

stories. The last chapter would be the conclusion, but 

the essay would be over-illustrated and some of the 

illustrations would not be relevant. All the stories 

commence in a simple tell-tale fashion, from the very 

first, Selinyane le Malimo: 

Manna o ne a l e teng mane Ko lo, ya bi ts oang 
Selinyane, ea neng a ahile motseng oa Rou; .... 
0 re mehleng ea difaq an e ntatae o ne a hla a shoa 
eena a sa le monyenyane. 

(There was a man in Kola, known as Selinyane, who 
live d at the village of Rou; ... He savs in the days 
of the tribal warfares, his father aciually died· 
while he ~as still very young.) 
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1.4.4 Z.D. Mangoaela's Hara lihatana l e linvamatsane (Morija, 

1913) is a sequel to Mehla va Malimo and is also a record 

of the hazardous life of the time, but is concerned with 

the dangers of beasts and wild animals. In this book 

there are a number of informative essays interspersed with 

stories of the type discussed above. For instance, 
-: . ~ .. 

ls 1~:l"lli'~L =-~ ,_~.c-. cf & short story 

followed by comments of the writer. This form of essay 

will be discussed in the following chapter. Tau e kena ka 

lapeng has all the makings of an essay. The writer uses 

informal and conversational language, often addressing 

himself to the reader: 

and, 

0 utlwisise, oena ea balang, ha re re a tlolela holima 
eona; (p150) 

(You should understand, reader, when we say he jumped 
onto it); 

Mosali le eena a ema ka bobebe, a etsa ka senna, re ka 
re ka sesali bo, (p150) 

(This woman also s toad up quickly, and got about it in 
a manly fashion, or shall we say in womanly fashion, ... ) 

We see how~the writer shifts from informal to formal; and 

from objective to subjective, often revealing typical 

essay signs in his handling of the subject. This volume 

can, however, not be regarded as an essay volume as only 

seven out of the twentynine subjects handled, are handled 

in an essay manner. But Mangoaela should be credited for 

his contribution. It is on it that our essayists 

improved. 

1 .4.5 E. Segoete's Ranhepheng (Morija, 1913) can be said to be 

the basis of informative essay writing in Southern Sotho. 

Though the writer engages an old man, Raphepheng, to speak 

throughout in direct speech, he describes in minutest 

detail all aspects of traditional Sotho life in formal 

tone. The titles under which these aspects are handled 

are typical essay titles. We can note the following few 

examples, taken at random: 
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Dijo tsa Basotho (The Basotho food) 

Diletsa tsa Basotho (The Basotho musical instruments) 

Ditsie tsa Lesotho (The locusts of Lesotho) 

Tsa Lefu le Kepelo (Death and burial) 

Lenyalo la Basotho ba pele (Marriage among the first/ 

olden Sothos), etc 

This v ariety of subjects is typical of modern essay 

writing. Though Segoete's variety of subjects is 

restricted to Sotho life, it is a valuable contribution 

and pointer to the exploration of a wider field that may 

also allow self expression. In fact, with the removal of 

the rrRaphepheng" character, this book could be regarded as 

the first volume of formal essays. As it is, the first 

chapter is a sketch of a character type exemplified by 

Raphepheng, and, because "ha a bua, ha a rate ho 

hanyetswa" (when he is talking, he doesn't like arguments), 

the writer ostensibly listens patiently as he rattles from 

one subject to the other up to the end of the book. Many 

of Segoete's subjects are also discussed in a more modern 

light by Moiloa, Ntsane and Mofokeng, the difference being 

that Segoete lays more emphasis on the traditional olden 

times even in phrasing his subject. 

Note the following examples: 

Segoete Moiloa Ntsane Mofokeng Morojele 

Len~talc l r' Le:1l'lalo l ~ Leny&lo Lenyalo Lenyalo .J..Q. .!..Cl. 

Basotho ba Sesotho dipakeng 
}>e l.e tsa ditjhaba 

Lebollo la Lebollo Thuto le 
Basotho ba Lebollo 
pele 

Bong aka ba Bong aka ba 
Basotho ba Sesotho 
kg ale 

Borapedi ba Bodumedi ba Thapelo Tumelo ya 
Basotho ba nnete Seholoholo 
pele 

Tsa lefu Lefu 
le kepelo 
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It ~ s not surprising that there seems to be greater 

ag r eement between Segoete's and Moiloa's subjects. Of the 

mode rn Sotho essay i sts Moiloa is overwhemingly obj e ctive 

and formal, the only difference between him and Segoete 

bein g in the times. 

1.4.6 Though Moiloa is one of the modern Sotho essayists, 

havi ng published an essay volume Sediba sa meqoqo, he has 

als o published Di pale le metlae, a volume of short stories 

a !d jokes. In this bo ok , Ha ho bohl a l e mo t hong (Ther e is 

no wisdom in a person) and Leruo (Wealth) are actually 

essay s. Tladi-mothwana and Tjhe l e te ya dipoko are short 

stories with an essayistic touch, in that they are stories 

that convey a poin t of view of the writer's about these 

subjects, which are commonly discussed by the Basotho. 

1.4.7 Th e e s s ay has up to now not proved as p op u lar as oth er 

literary genres. At the moment it appears in only four of 

the African Languages of South Africa and in only twelve 

volumes. 

1.5.0 APPROACH TO PRESENT STUDY 

1.5.1 I propose to approach the Southern Sotho essays from a 

triangular point of view: the thematic, the formal 

(structural) and the s tylistic approach. Th eme will be 

discussed not only as a subject, but as 'the general view 

of life or t he more e xplicit proposition a b out human 

experience' or 'the characteristic view of life that 

perva des a story' (Altenbond and Lewis, 1966:7 8). 

1.5.2 The essays will be divided accordingly. In discussing 

these themes, atLention will be drawn to the writer's 

attitude or reaction to the theme and the reader. This 

will be closely linked with the significance of tone. 

Tl1ough ex. am.ples will be quoted frorrt di:ffe Tent e ssay~s, t:he 

a i m here is to regard the ess ays rel a ting to t h e same 

themes as theme groups and to handle them as such. Ev en 

from the third chapter onward, common theme essays will be 

discussed in dealing with style. This will enable us, I 

believe, to observe whether o r not the writer varies his 

style according to theme. 
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This also means taking into cognisance the reader's 

personal experience with the c oncepts applied. In this 

wa y t h e differences or similarities between the writers 

will be easily discernible. The general characteristics 

of the Southern Sotho essay will, in conclusion, be drawn 

in the fifth chapter. Its appraisal will be made in the 

light of the general essay, p o inting out any basic 

difference, if any. The basic differences between the 

writers, which are typical of eac h, will then be briefly 

pointed out. 

1.5.3 To show the convergence (overlap) or divergence in themes 

handled by the writers, the following conventional 

classification of themes has been adopted 

On social problems 

On Sotho customs 

On traditiona l beliefs 

On Christianity 

On natural phenomena 

On social phenomena 

On historical/biographical themes 

On didactic themes 

On socio-political themes. 

1.5.4 Deviations from the above classification will be noted 

and discussed, and an overall review of the themes given 

in the end, in an attempt to pinpoint the writer's 

inclination. In this way the similarities and differences 

in the writers' approach to their themes will be easily 

discerned. The writer's tone will be studied and his 

feelings and attitude to the world about him ascertained 

theme by theme and compared with the other writers. 

1.5.5 Under form an attempt will be made to analyse the rorm 

of the Sotho essay. Firstly we will try to establish the 

features of the general Sotho essay. Any deviation from 

the standard form will be analysed and classified, and 

e ach wri te r' s inclination in regard to form established. 
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1.5.6 Under style, an attempt will be made to interpret the 

stylistic techniques the writer employs. This will entail 

a close look at the writer's word usage and word choice, 

his sentence construction and manipulation in relation to 

his intention. The method used by the writer to convey 

his thoughts and its effectiveness, depends on the 

appropriateness of the wo rds used and the ability of the 

writer to apply the different connotations of the words to 

call up exactly the desired r esponse. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEM.t\TIC SURVEY OF THE SOUTHERN SOTHO ESSAYS 

2.1.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 .1 Odham regards theme merely as a subject of writing, 

thought, conversation or argument (1955:1074}, while 

Shipley goes further to say it is an underlying action or 

movement, as the general topic of which the particular 

story is an illustration, (1972:417). In this study all 

these factors will be taken into cognisance with an effort 

made, in particular, to bring out the main idea underlying 

the arguments put forward. 

Southern Sotho essays cover a fairly wide thematic field 

as reflected by the table in paragraph 3.1.2. As 

mentioned earlier, this field has been divided for 

convenience into eleven themes which should in no way be 

regarded as water-tight compartments. Some of the 

subjects handled do overlap into themes other than the 

ones under which they have been classified. Such overlaps 

will be duly indicated in the table. Mocoancoeng has 

published seventeen essays on at · least seven themes; 

Moiloa, twenty on eight themes; Ntsane, eleven on five 

themes; Mofokeng, twenty-four on only three themes; and 

Mcrojele, fifteen on at least five themes. The purpose of 

the table below is, therefore, to show at a glance the 

themes that are common ground to certain writers, and the 

extent to which each writer has devoted attention to that 

field. This tabular classification will also help us 

compare the different writers' treatment of their 

subjects, theme by theme) which is the main purpose of 

this chapter. 
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2.1.3 From the above table it strikes us that the earlier 

essayists, Mocoancoeng and Moiloa, devoted time to 

traditional socio-cultural practices and beliefs before 

looking outward into the world at large. They have looked 

at their own cultural set-up, and life among their own 

people, as can be seen in the themes on traditional 

beliefs, Sotho customs, social problems and Christianity. 

Among the recent writers this tendency is seen in 

Morojele's essays. Though Ntsane's Thapelo is ' also 

classified under "Christianity", the writer's handling of 

the subject and religious concepts and practice is such 

that it overlaps into "human nature" and "comments on 

life''. Such overlaps will also be hinted at during the 

present discussion of themes. We also note that the 

earlier writers covered a wider field than the later 

writers. An attempt will later be made to correlate the 

field covered with the standard of writing attained by the 

writer. For the moment a look will be taken into the 

writer's attitude to his theme and the readers, and his 

purpose in the various themes handled. This discussion is 

carried out according to the thematic categories listed in 

the table above. 

2.2.0 ON SOCIAL PHENOMENA 

2. 2. 1 
1) 

In this category Mocoancoeng · has written Ma tswelo-pele 

(The Civilised Basotho) and Ho feta ha Keresemese (the 

passing of Christmas), satirising society for its 'queer' 

way of thinking. In Matswelo-pele he satirises the youth 

and the "acculturated" of the timer who ·were torn be tv:een 

their own culture and the White man's. The Black man 

then, was not as engulfed in the White man's culture and 

way of life as he is today. Change was unavoidable, but 

mdn remains a child of his own culture. The result is a 

mixture that is neither one culture nor the other. It 1s 

this fact that makes the old man Nathane retort sharply: 

1) This volume appears in the old orthography which 

is still in use in Lesotho. For purposes of 

uniformity, the current orthography in the R.S.A. 

will be used throughout. 
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Jwale lana le tswakelang ntho tse pedi tse ronanang 
tsee? (p24) 

(And you, why do you mix these two things that revolt 
against each other?). 

This revulsion and renunciation of foreign culture traits 

has socio-political undertones. The writer does not only 

dislike the incongruity of the White man's way of life in 

a Black set-up, but feels that it is not fully understood 

by those who adopt it. His attitude against misunderstood, 

adopted foreign practices, is unmistakable in Nathane's 

ridiculing of such practices: 

Ba ya kerekeng jwale ka Nakgowa, empa a ke o bone kae 
banyaduwa ba Makgowa ba lla habohlokohloko jwale ka 
ba tho ba qabe lletsweng? (p 24) 

(They go to church like the Whites, but where have 
you ever seen White brides weeping bitterly like 
people who had been compelled?). 

2. 2. 2 The reason why Black brides ah·,rays wept becomes clear, 

while the contrast between the Black and White situations 

makes their combination ridiculous in the eyes of a die

hard traditionalist. After many ridiculous White habits 

have been discussed by the old man and the speaker, he 

finds himself torn between Black traditional values and 

the White man's: 

Ke ne ke le motho ya eteleng Llpuo, n~adikgomo tsa 
ntate. Tsietsi e ne ele hore yena Liuuo ec ke mo 
ratang sehloho sena se se nang ho lekanngwa, 
o a tsuba o hlanyetsa marikgwe, o tlola dintho tseo 
mcnnamoholo a neng a ntse a bua ka tsona. Le dieta 
tsa hae ke tse mo sitisang ho tsamaya! (p25) 

(I was at the point of paying Lipuo, the girl of my 
father's cattle, a visit. The difficulty was that 
she, Lipuo, the girl I love beyond description, 
smokes ahd is very fond of 'trousers', she applies 
the things (i.e. cosmetics) the old man was talking 
about. Even her shoes make walking very uncomfortable 
for her.) 
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2.2.3 The writer is aware that man will always admire the 

goodness in another, regardless of the goodness in 

himself. He points out how people can emulate others, 

much to their own inconvenience, and in however nonsensical 

a manner. The uncomfortable shoes point to this fact. 

The reference to the slack as borikgwe (trousers) has a 

derogatory touch in So~ho. This shows Mcco~ncoeng's 

attitude to modern sophisicated dress that was typical of 

.his time. Without being didactic, he beatifully challenges 

the reader to decide on his own what is good for him. 

2.2.4 Ho feta ha Keresemese is a subtle swipe on people who go 

into untold expense during the festive season. Like a 

thunderstorm, the few joyous hours that make Christmas are 

followed by a lull that must last anoth er three hundred 

and sixty-five days. To him, this is not worth the 

trouble people get into in preparation for that day. In a 

more serious strain Moiloa writes Bo i nol ok o mebileng (road 

safety), Bophelo metseng ~ meholo (life in the cities) and 

Papadi eo ke ~ ratang (the game I like}. In the first two 

there is an underlying feeling of helplessness in the face 

of fate. Despite all efforts to teach safe habits on the 

roads, accidents occur and people die. Despite all 

efforts at law enforcement, delinquency increases in big 

towns and many people fall victim to it. The latter has 

no link with the former two. It is an essay apart, though 

handling a subject of the same thematic category. 

2.2.5 In Boip oloko tseleng the writer is concerned about the 

high death rate on the roads, often caused by the 

negligence of the road user himself: 

hoba lefu ha se la motho ke la Modimo, empa leha ho 
le jwalo, mabitla a mangata ke a batho ba hlokileng 
ho itlhokomela dits e leng. (p75) 

( ... because death has not been created by man, but by 
God. Even though it is so, many graves contain the 
bodies of people who failed to look a fter themselves 
on the roads.) 
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The sight of a grave is more disconcerting than the 

knowledge that death 1s inevitable. For this reason 

graves are generally an eye -sore to a Mosotho . Moiloa's 

choice of the word mabitla (graves) instead of mafu 

(deaths) clearly brings out his distaste for carelessness 

on the roads, as it is a contributory factor to the 

increasing eye-sore of graves. He dis approves strongly of 

people's use of roads in any way when they have had 

intoxicants. Without s ay ing it directly, his attitude in 

this respect is very clear as he refers to the habits of 

drunks: 

Hara matshwele-tshwele ana a batho, ba bang ba bona 
ba tjhele, motho wa bona o phunkgane .... empa leha a 
ntse a tlankella jwalo o ipatla tseleng. (p75) 

(Among these huge crowds of people, some are burnt 
out (i.e. they are dead drunk), you'll find a man 
hopelessly drunk .... but, clumsly as he may be, he 
still wants to be on the road.] 

The words motho vJa bona could, in this context, be more 

appropriately be interpreted as 'the fool'. This strong 

feeling changes somewhat towards the reader, but his 

attitude towards 1 • reaaer lS firm and impersonal. His 

message is clear and didactic: 

Ha le rata ho phela, hopolang tsietsi ya tsela. (p 76) 

(If you want to live long, remember the haz~rds of 
the roads.) 

also -, ., . .... ' .., . .. 
re±~ects on Mo11oa s exposure to re~1g1ous 

influences, a fact to which his strictly formal outlook 

may, perhaps, be attributed. It is an obvious modification 

of the lines, 
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Lena b~. ratang he phela 
Me hlapeng wa Jesu, 
Hopolang tsietsi tsa tsela ... ' 

of the hymn 200 in the hvmn a l Dife la tsa Sione le Be i aki. - . -
While the hymn is figur~tive, Moiloa refers to the literal 

meaning of 'road'. 

2.2.6 In Bophelo metseng ~ meholo, Moiloa depicts the waywardness 

of urban life in contradistinction to the traditional ways 

of the olden days. From the very beginning the reader 

detects a strong longing for the mode of life that 

obtained in those days: 

Ho ne ho se motho ya iketsetsang ho rata ha hae, a 
ink e le molao rna ts chong. (p91) 

(No person could do his own will and take the law 
into his own hands.) 

In this longing for 'the good old days' can also be felt 

the writeT's di s tas te for the apparent lawlessness that 

seems to characterise urban life. It is commonplace to 

see a. man do what he likes and take the law into his own 

hands. This reflects strongly on Moiloa's rural upbringing, 

wherein everything was orderly and done strictly subject 

to the approval of the head of the family. 

2.2.7 For the discrepancy between rural and urban life, Moiloa 

finds the reason in the working mother who has no time to 

care well for her children, and rightly remarks that: 

Letshe hare lena la Modirno bana ba setse ba twebeha 
jwalo, ba be ba kopane le thaka e sa lokang. (p92) 

(For this whole of God's day the children remain 
roaming about until they fall into bad company.) 

This is a known socio-economic factor that contributes 

greatly to chactacter moulding in urban areas. 



2.2.8 Moiloa's attitude to his theme is strictly formal and 

matter-of-fact. He writes about his subject to the 

minutest detail, and is so preoccupied with it that he 

seems to forget his reader. He writes on all aspects of 

the sociological implications of town life like one who 

has done special research in it and desires to exhaust his 

subject. In fact he seems to want to leave nothing for 

the reader's imagina tion : the reader, to him, is a 

vessel to be filled to the brim with information. His 

tone is that of a man who is writing for people who know 

nothing about urban life and cannot, at the same time, be 

said to know much about rural or country life. His 

message is, however, clear : town life is not as heavenly 

as many people suppose it is. 

Mocoancoeng, unlike Moiloa, has been seen to be taking the 

reader into his confidence and thinking along with him, 

rather than talking down on him. In his Matswelo-pele, 

for instance, he asks questions that invite the reader to 

think: 

Ba ya kerekeng jwale ka Makgowa, empa na o ke o bone 
kae banyaduwa ba Makgowa ba lla habohloko-hloko jwale 
ka batho ba qobelletsweng? (See 1i2:1) 

2.2.9 There is a strong resemblence between Mocoancoeng's and 

Ntsane's attitudes, both to their theme and the reader. 

For instance in Tha~elo. Ntsane does not want to sneak 
--·--~ ·" -

down on his reader on its definition. He makes it clear 

that, 

ke a tshaba nna hare ke hle ke bue tje ka ha eka ke 
a tseba, ke mpa ke lekanya feela (pJ2} 

(I fear talking as if I know, I am merely speculating 
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The reader immediately feels that what Ntsane has to say 

is not to be accepted as absolute, but that he is expected 

to think along and make his own contribution, where 

necessary. As has already been seen so far, this room for 

freedom of thought by the reader is somewhat lacking in 

Moiloa's essays. 

2.2.10 S N Mofokeng has written ten essays which have been 

classified as having a bearing on social phenomena. This 

classification is not as easily felt as in the case of 

Mocoancoeng's and Moiloa's essays. In fact his es s ays 

can, despite the classification into groups, be regarded 

as each being a theme on its own. Consequently Mofokeng's 

essays could only be classified into three themes, viz. 

Social Phenomena, Natural Phenomena, and Comments on Life. 

His essays, though on different subjects, display such a 

close relationship with man, life and the hereafter that 

the latter theme would do for all of them. 

In talking about all of Mofokeng's essays overlapping into 

the main theme 'comments on life', it should be pointed 

out that he is not only concerned with life on earth. He 

starts here and develops up to speculation about life 

hereafter. 

2.2.11 In Reisisi, for instance, he starts from the humble 

traditional races, where there was no classification of 

horses taking part, and then moves to the modern July 

Handicap with all its disappointments and resulting 

miseries. Despite all this, the punters cannot re s ist the 

urge to carry on until they lose their last cent. From 

the punter's folly, he rises to 

pronounces his basic message: 

and 



Ke re le bona bophelo bo jwalo. Bo a re taha mme re 
ithetsa ka hare ke ntho e kgolo; ..... mohla re 
e lel lwang hare r e ne r e nts e re lelekisa seriti, ke 
mohla re bonang bowatla ba ho phela. (p25l 

(I say even life is like that. It intoxicates us and 
makes us deceive ourselves by thinking that it is 
something great, ... t he day we realise that we have 
b een chasing a shadow, it is then that we will be 
aware of the nothingness of living.) 

In Phetoho (change) he also deals with change in all its 

known facets. He discusses the changes of people and 

place s , change s in attitudes and relationships; change 

brought about by distance in time and place, and the 

continuousness of change against which man is helpless. 

From this latter fact he rises to his objective of 

speculating on t he here after, and his message to the 

r e ader become s clear: 

Phetoho yona e tla fela mohla re fihlang moo dintho 
di p he thehileng. (p36) 

(As for change, it will end the day all things reach 
perfection.) 

In similar fashion, Mofokeng starts his Hlahlobo (examination) 

by discussing the usual examinations and ends by alluding 

to a final examination, ... ~ tla bolela hore na ~ tla ya 

d i nkung k apa d i poding ( ... which will decide whether you 

will go with the sheep or the goats) - a beautiful 

allusion to the Day of Ju dg ement t hat we r ea d about in the 

Scriptures. 

2. 2.12 iVe have seen how Mo f okeng 's discussion of the s oc ial 

themes overlaps inevitably into the hereafter. A closer 

lo ok into on e e ss ay (e. g . S epe tle1 e) may he lp us s ee how 

he develops his themes and his basic philosophy. 

Sepetlele (hospital ) is a balanced description of life in 

a hospital ward. This e ssay reflects strongly on 

Mofokeng's own observations during his long stay in 

hospi~al as a pa ti ent. 
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It reflects on the time he had to observe everybody, from 

patient to nurse and matron, right up to the doctor~. 

Each of these is classified in two the exemplary ones 

and the type that are thete for reasons other than what 

they should be there for. It is to the latter group of 

nurses and doctors that he at tributes the corr .... 11on tendency 

of going to hospital only as a last resort or when already 

critical. He hints at the f ast growing con c eption that 

the hospital is a 'storing place' of the critical patients 

by quoting what is commonly said of hospital patients: 

Lethola o a kula, o se a bile a le sepetlele. 

(Lethola is ill, he is already in hospital.) 

(p65) 

The use of the progressive se and the auxiliary verb/stem 

-bile (perfect of -ba (to be)} in the second part of the 

sentence, emphasises the idea of 'actually' being in 

hospital, which strengthens the ornenous feeling around 

such a situation. The emphasis brought about by these 

pTogressive se and the auxiliary verb also has a retro

gressive effect on the simple main clause Letho1a c a 

kula, giving it the additional emphasis of 'LethoJa is 

indeed ill'. The reader actually feels what the simple 

rank and file feel about being in hospital. 

2.2.13 From people's general impressions, Mofokeng gets into 

his personal observ ations which , in a way, contribute to 

such impressions. He comments on the elaborate preparation 

of the wards just before visiting times, everything being 

spotlessly clean: 

bakudi ba robaditswe mealong ya bona e mesweu hantle 
e se e bile e ka ba se ba ntse ba itokisetsa bongeloi. 
(p65)_ 

the oaitents are nicely laid on their clean white 
beds: as if they are aiready preparing for the 
angelic state.) 
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Here Mofokeng shows the irony of life. While the hospital 

staff seek to set the patients' famalies at ease with the 

outward show of care and well-being, the worried rank and 

file look upon this as a mask behind which lies the 

impending fate of their kin. Such cleanliness (heavenly 

cleanliness), to them, is a preparatory step for joining 

the heavenly hosts. 

2.2.14 After describing the good side of nursing the well 

behaved patients, he also hints at the hazards of this 

apparently gentle type of job. Some patients are 

decidedly unruly. With a double-edged negative clause, 

Mofokeng reprimands patients who go to the extent of 

assaulting nurses: 

E se hore ha ba yo baoki ba ho otloa. (p67) 

(Not that there are no nurses who deserve being 
thrashed.) 

This further shows the irony of life. The very people who 

do their best often get the raw side of life. From the 

bad type of nurse and patient, Mofokeng focusses attention 

on the doctor. He is even more severe in his criticism of 

doctors who are more interested in patients as a means of 

increasing their knowledge in certain diseases. They do 

not care about the pains the patients may be in, having 

placed themselves entirely at their mercy. This attitude 

is well summarised in the following words: 

Ho yena ha se batho, ho yena e ntse e ka nna ya eba 
ditweba kapa ditshwene. (p70} 

(To him they are not people, to him they could as 
well have been rats or monkeys.l. 

Here we see once more an instance of the irony of life. 
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2.2.15 Mofokeng discusses both sides in a well balanced 

argument. From here he focusses attention on the real 

followers of Hypocrates, ... tloholong sena sa Hypocra tes 

( ... in this grandson of Hypocrates). The attitude of the 

patient and the writer is different to this kind of 

doctor. They become friends and, when the patient is 

discharged he feels torn away from caring friends who had 

enabled him to face his ordeal wi~h ~he necessa ry re-

assurance: 

0 arohana le bona o thabile, o swabile. 

(You part with them happilly and sadly). 

(p 71) 

This is a typical Sotho paradox that expresses mixed 

feelings. You are happy to go back home well, and unhappy 

to part with your friends. 

2.2. 16 Having developed from his observations to his ideal

true friendship - Mofokeng remarks as follows of exemplary 

nurses and doctors, in conclusion: 

Mme ho jwalo, metswalle ya nnete e fumanwa hona 
tsietsing, ha e nke dilemo hore e etswe; (p71) 

(Yet it is indeed so. true friends are found when in 
difficulties, (and) it does not take years to make 
t h em). 

This statement rings of truth through and through. The 

witl1 
"1 • , 

;,vn.lcrl it is made cannot be ntissed. Though 

he is referring to the friendship between the patient on 

the one hand, and the nurses and doctors on the o~her, cne 

can feel the insinuation of a friendship that transcends 

normal friendships in the last words: 

. . . ha e 11ke ' . -
C.lJenJo .nore e ets1-Je. 

( ... it (friendship) does not take years to make). 
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This is greatly suggestive of the hereafter, and the 

concept 'true friendship' is immediately raised to the 

realm of the sublime hereafter. After portraying 

situations that showed the irony of life, Mofokeng leads 

tl1.e Teader .to tl1e so l1.1t i on t.11c.t i ::: tc he fo l rr-:. d ~L n. tT·ue 

friendship, which he further uses as his springboard for a 

thrust into a higher realm. 

2.2.17 Sepetlele is well balanced, factual and unbiased. Yet, 

unlike Moiloa, Mofokeng remains subjective and mindful of 

his reader's presence. He says everything the reader 

knows to be true while presenting personal observations 

and opinions. He does not regard his own views as 

absolute, that is why he always addresses himself to the 

reader (ngwaneso) for his own views. In the above 

statement as he says Mme ho jwalo (Yet it is indeed so 

... ), the reader feels invited to think along rather than 

swallow the writer's vieHs ra1v. And while his message is 

clear, there is room left for the reader's own ideas. 

This is a lacking characteristic in most of Moiloa's 

essays. 

2.2.18 In this theme group Ntsane and Mofokeng have also 

written on the same subject, Lenyalo (marriage}. Mofokeng 

satirises the typically African p r eliminaries that lead to 

a marriage. :tv!arri age is commonly regarded as the 

beginning of new life or happiness for the marrying 

couple, but Ntsane presents it as the end of a long and 

laborious hunt for a husband. To him that is all a woman 

lives for. She mu s t avoid the stigma of being called 

lefetwa (an old maiden} by all means. Mofokeng is not 

uns ympathetic, but he satirises their clumsy me thods of 

trying to get their man. As he remarks about young 

·women that, 
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ho bona lenyalo ke qetello ya bophelo bo thata, bo 
batlang mosebetsi ... ho fumana rnonna (p83) 

(To them marriage is the end of the hard life that 
demands hard work ... finding a husband). 

on e can sense th a t 

fortunate position of being able to take the initiative. 

He deliberately uses the words mosebetsi o thata (hard 

work) to create the impression of a full time and 

difficult occupation in the place of occasional utilization 

of woman's charms. 

2.2.19 Mofokeng's satire is more biting on the girl's parents. 

They were worried when years passed without their child's 

getting married. Then the day dawns when they are 

approached for their child's hand. She is very happy, but 

Ramorwetsana yena o fetohile. 0 hloname. (p84) 

(But the girls father is a changed man. He is 
unhappy/sulky). 

This reflects on the African custom according to which 

even bossom friends behave like total strangers, who have 

nothing in common, as soon as their children decide to 

marry and the boy sends his parents to the girl's 

according to African custom. He derides the fact that 

this man does net want to save his daughter the long an 

arduous work and the stigma everyone runs away from. 

2.2.20 Mofokeng is sensitive to what goes on around him. He 

takes note of the petty jealousies that exist amongst 

girls, especially when one of them gets married. It makes 

them feel in even greater danger of the social stigma of 

'bofetwa' (state of old maiden) . He portrays most 

glaringly their clumsiness as they attempt to motivate 

their lovers into being more serious by writing them 

letters relating another's wedding: 
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Ke ne ke shebile Dipuo ka mahlo, empa ka pelong ka 
mona ke ne ke se ke iponela nna le wena, ngwaneso, 
mohla tsatsi la rona le fihlang. 

(I was looking at Dipuo with my eyes, but inwardly I 
could only see vou and me. my love, when the day of 
our occas~on ha~ arrived}: 

It never happens that a young lady suggests to her lover 

to marry her, at least according to Sotho custom. This 

robust suggestion and presumption, that marriage is the 

inevetible end of their love affair, ridicules the writer 

of the letter. Such a thing in a Sotho cultural 

background is regarded as being shamelessly unscrupulous 

and may cost a young lady her chances. 

2.2.21 To show the extent to which impatience can cloud 

judgement, as if the above is not enough, the young lady 

assures her lover that, despite the doubtful start she 

sees in Dipuo's married life: 

Nna ke a tseba hare wa ka ke tla phela ka kgotso le 
yena ka dinako tsohle, ha ho jwalo? (p85) 

(I know for certain that, with mine, I will live in 
peace at all times - is it not so?) 

This ke a tseba ... and .•• ha ho jwalo? attempt to have 

a man commit himself tend to achieve the opposite result. 

So what Mofokeng is trying to do here, with his satire on 

what he thinks is rashness, is to advocate feminine 

fortitude as a rewarding quality after the 'long and hard 

work' he referred to ear l ier. 
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2.2.22 K E Ntsane's Lenyalo, unlike Mofokeng's, is not a robust 

satire but an interested look in marriage and the people 

Kho often plunge into it without giving it a second 

thought. He is surprised at the ease with which a person 

can relinquish her own surname and adopt that of a 

hitherto unknown person. He looks with surprise at a 

couple who see too many mistakes in each other, and 

wonders: 

Na mohlang ola ba emeng ka pele ho moruti ba ne ba di 
utlwa kgothatso tseo. (p45) 

(On that day when they stood in front of the priest, 
did they hear his exhortation). 

Ntsane does not need any answer to this question, and in 

it, is contained three ideas, viz. that when we are happy 

and excited we commit ourselves readily and forget as soon 

as the excitement subsides; when we are blinded by love, 

we don't see our loved one's mistakes; finally he advises 

couples to stick it out once they are in it. He then 

appeals to squabbling couples to think more deeply about 

what marriage means. He is concerned with the increasing 

rate at which marriages break up. He advocates peaceful 

settlement of differences between husband and wife. To 

this end he is clear: 

Naa molemo o fumanwang ka ho qhwebeshana le ho 
sokelana ke ofe tlasa letsatsi? (p45) 

(Actually, what good under the sun can be reaped by 
squabbles and mutual threats?) 

2.2.23 On this category Morojele wrote Leteketa, Kg6tso, 
Setswalle and Kgotla. Letekela, however, overlaps into 

didactic themes and comments on life. In this essay 

Morojele starts by defining leteketa (traitor/opportunist} 

as one who leaves the services of his chief to join 

another, and necessarily hostile, chief. This is given 

against the background of the olden days when a man's 

occupation was mainly warfare. 
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The reasons for such change of loyalty are g1ven as the 

desire for revenge (where there has been a quarrell, or 

lack of promotion in own community owing to factors which 

may also include own inefficiency. Morojele sees the 

reception of such a character, and his promotion to a 

higher office, as a potential threat to community 

solidarity and harmony. He consequently sounds his 

warning in the form of advice: 

Molemo e ka ba here leha leteketa lena le ka ba 
bohlale ba mehlolo le mpe le fete mothati o mong le o 
mong . . . . . (p43) 

(The best thing would be that this oppo r tunist, 
however. wise he may be, should please pass every 
stage ... ) 

2.2.24 The writer's feeling is clear under no circumstances 

should a foreigner be placed in charge of local affairs 

before being thoroughly studied and observed. The noun 

mQlemo, as used here, implies 'at best', that is, if it is 

not possible to avoid the leteketa at all. The first 

positional demonstrative lena, following on leteketa, 

brings it nearer to the reader's attention that the man is 

an opportunitst and traitor than would the normally used 

second positional leo. ]\'lo l ema is further reinforced with 

~ (rather) which, in this context, has the appealing 

significance of 'please'. Morojele's negative attitude to 

this type of character and social position is now 

accounted for in a positive statement followed by a 

rhetorical question to the reader: 

Enwa ke motho ya ka bolayang a ba a bolaya le yona 
tswala ya hae ha feela a batla pholoho ya hae. Na 
botho bo dumela jwalo? (p45l 

(This one is a man who can kill and even kil his own 
offspring as long as he wants his own salvat on. 
Does human nature permit such?l 
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Morojele deliberately shakes his reader with the treacherous 

acts of a leteketa which are indeed, contrary to human 

nature. This makes the reader reflect upon man's 

beastliness sometimes. He agrees with the writer that 

strange things do happen in life. 

2.2.25 Having told the reader about this social phenomenon, the 

l e teketa, and, having looked at its temperament and 

objectives, Morojele gives his message tersely in the 

concluding sentence: 

Ya amohelang leteketa o lokela ho inahana hantle ka 
lana. (p45) 

( ... whoever receives/welcomes a leteketa, should think 
hard about him ... ) 

To the reader this charge sounds like, 'Let them who have 

ears, hear'. 

2.2.26 In Setswalle, Morojele also starts with a definition of 

friendship in relation to people, races or nations. He 

then rnoralises about friendship and its broader, far

reaching implications. He lays emphasis more on mutual 

helpfulness and mutual faithfulness than on friendship 

for its own sake: 

Ke ntho e molemo haholo hore motho bophelong ba hae a 
lwanele ho ba le metswalle e mengata eo a ka 

, ,. • 1 1 , , . , F 1 . pnea1sanang nant~e ~e ~a Kgo~so ~e yona . ee a Ke 
ntho e bohloko e bileng e nyenyefatsang motswalle ya 
thabelang ho be sale yena a thuswa empa yena a sa 
etse thuso ya mofuta ofe kapa ofe ho motswalle 
wa hae ya mo thusang. (p49) 
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(It is a very good thing that, in his life, a person 
shou l d st r ive to have many friends with whom he can 
live pleasantly and peacefully. But it is a painful 
thing that be littles the fri e nd who is always ready 
to receive, while he never renders any kind of help 
to the friend who helps him). 

The reciprocal phedisana nere me ans rendering mutual help. 

The concept friendship is therefore viewed in a functional 

s ens e , a s o p p o s e d t o l\'lo f o k e :: g ' s C i n r.; e :: s ,,,- 2 11 e ) v; h i c h i s 

presented as an abstract quality which maintains mutual 

trust and depedence between friends, cornpa-:·able to th a t of 

the Messiah. While Mofokeng de velops the concept from the 

social set-up, through the religious re a lm) to the 

here after, Morojele thinks about it strictly as a social 

phenome non. He also warns against the disadvantage of 

overdependence on friends which might lead to social 

nrob l ems: 
~ 

Se h lileng se qojwang ha he tla etswa dithusano ke 
hore e mong le e mong wa metswalle a se ke a qetella 
a sa tse be ho ema ka boye na. (p49) 

(What is actually avoided in helping each other is 
that each of the friends should not in the end find 
himself unable to stand on his own.) 

This essay, like Mphem.phe e a lapisa, is in fact a warning 

against too much reliance other than on one's ability. 

2.2.27 From th e for egoing discus si on of essays on social 

phenomena, Mocoancoeng, Moiloa, Mofokeng, Morojele and 

Ntsane are distinct from each other. The underlying 

message in Mocoancoeng's essays is that the affairs of man 

are not always subject t o manrs planning. Moiloa gives 

f acts, almost nothing but facts, about the subject he 

writes about. Mof ok eng moves in two streams, in one lot 

he is constantly preoccupied with the divine and the 

here after, while in the other he satirises man's judgement 

and certain values. 
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Ntsane s a tirises more subtly than Mofokeng and also plays 

the role of the wise man who warns the young that marriage 

is not a bed of r os es, and tha t it is fine f or a s l ong as 

it is not attained. Morojele informs, argues and warns 

his readers that there is always more to anything than 

see t s the eye . We there for e se e t hat they e ec h have s ome 

philosophy or lesson they want to put across. 

2.3.0 ON NATURAL PHENOMENA 

2 .3.1 In this category Mocoancoeng has written Ditoro tse 

bohloko and Kganyapa ya Phiritona. In the former the 

writer tries to show how fearful situations or experiences 

can return reinforced in one's dreams, resulting in 

nightmares. His tone is friendly and conversational, but 

convincing. His theme, however, builds up logically. 

After describing a live-like picture of a pyth on during a 

biology lesson, he describes a student's emotional 

experiences as follows: 

Le dithutong tse ding moshanyana o ne a re o mametse 
a tshohe a se a bona setshwantsho sane sa tlhware. Le 
moo ho dutsweng lapeng ka phirimana pele ho uwa 
matlung, o ne a sa lebale thuto ya motshehare 
sekolong. Ha fela ha ya robalwa. (p18) 

(Even in the other lessons the boy, whilst listening, 
would sudde?l~ see a v~sio~ of t~at py~hon. Also 
while every body was rel ax ed at n1ght, Defore 
retiring, he cou l d no t for ge t the le s s on of that day 
at school. Everybody indeed went to sleep.) 

By harping on the fact that the boy kept thinking of the 

python throughout the day, the writer ably suggests the 

impact of the impression on the boy's mind. By moving 

with the idea from daytime to evening round the fire, the 

int en s ity o f the i mp r e ssi on is furth e r brought out. At 

this stage the reader already anticipates that something 

might follow from this obsession with the python. 
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After this description of the boy's mental and emotional 

state, even if the writer had merely said, ha ya robalwa 

(all went to sleep), it would, by its brevity, have been 

suggestive enough that something is going to happen during 

sleeping. But the writer uses the word fela (indeed) to 

strengthen this anticipation. This suggests that the 

sleep that was desired as an end, was in fact going to be 

a means to something else unexpected. As expected, the 

night-mare with a python follows. This pattern is so 

clear that when mention of the striking picture of a Zulu 

warrior is made later in the same essay, the reader 

expects a night-mare brav,rl with a Zulu warrior, and it 

follows as expected. 

2.3.2 The above is a presentation of a theme on natural 

phenomena that has a psychological basis. In Kganyapa ya 

Phiritona (The Heilbron tornado), a purely natural 

phenomenon is presented. This is a tornado that is said 

to have swept across Heilbron in 1941. The writer changes 

from subjective to objective at different times. In the 

beginning he indulges in a lengthy description of the 

weather and weather changes, apparently revealing an 

interest in nature for its own sake. His attitude to his 

theme is not glaringly clear. But, whilst describing the 

sudden change of weather, he makes a statement that sounds 

omenous: 

Bathe 
pula. 

ho bona maya 1<apa 

(People felt that it was not out of the ordinary to 
experience strong winds, or even rains.) 

This reference to the negative attitude people have to 

manifestations of nature is suggestive of the extent to 

which nature is often taken for granted. In these words 

there is a sound of an urgent warning that something 

serious is about to happen. 
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In Sotho these words are usually said 1n response to some 

warning against imminent danger, when the warning is 

disregarded. The use of these words by Mocoancoeng, 

without any prior warning, is even more suggestive of the 

imminence of danger. The writer then shifts to the 

background and assumes the role of an obi e ctive story 

teller. He only becomes once more subjective when the 

thunderstorm has taken the form of a torn ado, and 

ridicules the worshippers in church: 

E mong yena a bitsoa ho Emmanuele ka matla ... 
empa motsotsong oo ditaba di ne di se di le ka 
mokgwanyana o mong. (p49) 

(Another called Emmanuel quite vehemently ... but at 
that moment things had become somewhat different.) 

Mocoancoeng shows quite clearly that, while there was time 

to do something, nothing was done. He would like to tell 

us not tb always take things for granted, but his 

ridiculous attitude to this serious theme tends to make us 

almost miss the message. 

2.3.3 Moiloa's Komello (drought), Nako ya hwetla (autumn) and 

Pula ke mahlopha-a-senya(rain does good and harm at the 

same time) deal strictly with natural phenomena that are 

outside man, though they affect him. In all three the 

basic theme or message is the same: 

ke tsela ho kgahlana le tse mpe le tse ntle 
bophelong. (p59) 

( ... it is the (inevitable) way to meet bad things and 
good things in life i.e. 'in the ~idst of life we are 
in death' . ) 

In Komello he relates objectively the sorry plight of man 

and animal during a drought stricken six month period. He 

describes the people's desperation briefly and clearly: 
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... ba hana ho bona leru le leka-leka ba tsoha molota, 
ba dula ka tebello. 

( ... no sooner did they see a cloud gather in the sky than 
they gathered hope, and waited in expection.) 

We note with interest the beautifu l contrast b e tween this 

line and Mocoancoeng in the afore g oing paragrap h. Wh e n 

life goes on normally, man takes everything round him for 

grant e d. Here, th e c l ou~ forma ti on , wh i sh h e usually 

takes for granted, is of special significance to him for 

his surviva l. In fact he takes the trouble to notice it 

and place all his hope on it. By pointing this out, 

Moiloa is actually drawing our attention to the fact that 

we do not always appreciate the role played by nature in 

our lives until a crisis arises. Like Mocoancoeng, he 

warns us n o t to take t h ings for granted. 

2.3.4 Towards t h e end Moiloa b e comes l e ss impersonal and more 

subjective, after relating the results of the prolonged 

drought step by step. He tells the reader that, 

nama ya diphoofolo tse neng di eshwa ha se letha ha 
dijo di le siyo, ke dijo feela ha dijo di le teng. 
(p30) 

( ... the meat of the animals that we re dying is nothing 
when there is no food, it is food only when there is 
food.) 

The word ' fo od' 1s u s ed in different senses to reflect the 

writer's personal taste and opinion. For him real food is 

the one obtained from the soil by cultivating it - staple 

food. Referring to meat, he uses the word to clearly 

denote a flavouring additive that acquires the propery of 

food only when used together with something else - food. 

Mo i l c a is n ot unaware that meat can b e eat en alone, and a t 

its protein content. He brings out the fact that we do 

not only eat for eating's sake - we must enjoy the meal we 

eat. 
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2.3.5 As Moiloa presents his message more directly in the end, 

he goes beyond just the 1aea ot taking things for granted. 

He states quite clearly that, after starvation, deaths and 

untold suffering, man became aware of his own helplessness, 

and 

ba tseba jwale hore ha ho eo ba ka mo tshepang, ha e 
se Morena wa marena. (p30) 

( ... they knew, the~ that there was nobody else they could 
trust, but the King of kings). 

This ba tseba jwale (they now knew) suggests a realisation 

of a fact or truth after a lot of trial-and-error. They 

were face to face with the moment of truth. His reference 

to the Almighty as the 'King of Kings' suggests both His 

fearful greatness and the writer's humility before Him. 

The writer is also suggesting to the reader that there was 

no need for being buffled and suffering before turning to 

the 'King of Kings'. This stance of Moiloa's here 

resembles Mofokeng's in most of his essays. There is more 

oneness of purpose shown by Moiloa than by Mocoancoeng in 

this theme. In all his three essays, he centres natural 

phenomena around the Supreme Being whose ways are above 

man, a characteristic which Mocoancoeng displays in the 

theme 'Social Phenomena', though referring to fate than to a 

diety. Mocoancoeng does also show lack of control man has 

over the natural phenomena he has written about, but he 

attributes them to no common cause. Ditoro tse bohloko 

he ascribes to psychological causes, while Kganyapa ya 

Phiritona is left as merely incidental. He, however, 

takes a positive stand against the traditional belief that 

a tornado is caused by some migrating snake: 

Ke tshamo e monate oaKeng sa ho tshosa bana ba 
thibaneng ditsebe. (p50) 

(It is (only) an interesting tale designed to 
frighten naughty children) . 
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2.3.6 Like in Moiloa's three essays, there is an underlying 

thematic unity in Mofokeng's Lefu (death), Nako (tiJ::e) 

and Noka (river). Mofokeng makes no direct reference to 

the Creator or to a Supreme Being. These phenomena are 

seen as part of the Divine Plan and are inextricably 

intertwined with the perfect life, not only as divine 

express1on, but also as forerunner to the hereafter. On 

all three he gives well balanced views and thinks along 

with his reader. Yet, however, much as we may agree with 

him in every statement he makes, he remains in the 

foreground, and in the end we feel that he has been 

expressing his own views on the subjects. 

2.3.7 In Lefu, Mofokeng looks at death and the different views 

held about death. From what people vaguely feel about 

death, and the fact of death (witnessing of a funeral 

service), he ponders, not over death, but over the concept 

'life'. He then declares his attitude to life after 

asKlng some searching questions for which he does not 

really need any answers: 

1:::1,. .-.1-. •""': 1rr- -;..-.. !'T ..-.? 
J...oi\.o~ua. 1 !--._:;::' ... l.~ ena... 
feela. (p15) 

Ho phela ha rona keng? Ke mohodi 

(Actually, what is this thing? Our being alive, what 
is it? It is mere mist). 

1. This suggestion of living being regarded as analogous 

to the presence of mist, reflects strongly on 

Mofokeng's own frustration. I n the prime of his life 

and, as seen in his biography, at the peak of his 

academic career, he was suffering from the deadly 

tuberculosis, which had no cure at the time. Before 

he has attained his other aspirations as a young man, 

he must the fact of inevitable death, 50011. 

Against this background of how Mofokeng sees life, can 

be seen his immediate reaction to the question, 'what 

1s death? - a nullification of earthly efforts and 

aspirations'. 
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But before he can make up his mind whether or not to agree 

with the popular view that death is cruel, he takes his 

reader to a hospital ward where a long ailing patient 

groans pitiably before all quietens as he dies after 

praying, 

Modimo, nthuse, ntate ... fedisa mahloko aka! 

(0 God, help me, Father ... end my suffering!) 

1n this manner the writer presents to the reader quite 

r 1 7) ,p ' 

forcefully, another dimension of death - an end of 

suffering. After presenting this picture to the reader, 

Mofokeng asks a rhetorical question which reflects his 

attitude to this subject: 

Lefu ... na lefu le sehloho? (p17) 

cruel?) 

The moment at which this question is asked is so well 

chosen, that the answer is implied in the question itself. 

Mofokeng does not say it directly, but hi~ silence is so 

forcefully suggestive that the reader agrees with him 

readily that death is a reliever, that death is a 

messenger of the Lord (Lefu ke moromuwa. ke leqosa la 

Morena.) 

2 .. 3. 8 1\Jak.c is ·ve.r)T closely· Tela ted to or cornplerner1tary· to Lefu .. 

Mofokeng sees one (time) as a means to the other (death). 

His spirits seem to have been elevated abov~ man's world 

in both these essays. He is nearer than ordinary man. This 

reflects on his self- e xami nation where he was - in a hos p ital 

ward. Whether he would stay in this world or repair to the 

next, he regards as a matter of time. Having seen many people 

die in the hospital, he was closer to death than before. He 

pondered over ~he two most important factors in his life at 

tl-.:.e "tin1e death and time. His experiences have broadened his 

horizon as to the concept and functions of time in practice 

and in language usage. He observes how the word 'time' 1s 

often used as a pretext for not being true to oneself: 
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ka nnete ka nako e nngwe re e seb e disetsa ho kwahela 
mashano a rona, kapa ho kwahela moo re sa batleng ho 
bua nnete hobane re tseba hore e tla hlaba. (p3S) 

( ... truly, at times we use it to cover our own lies, or 
as cover when we do not want to tell the truth, 
knowing that it will prick). 

-: "? '1 - ,- +- ... ... ,.- . • ;.... ...... 
....i..... ..L ....... \,.~ .::J :.... •.. {_:. ;._, '-~ 

1 ;_- . ---- ) 

,-.,: ... --- -
'-...:.. ~!..:; ~ 

schoolmates meeting, but the one's wife being very coldly 

disposed. To cover this observation, the other decides he 

has no time to call more often. 

2.3.9 Amongst other things, Mofokeng sees time as a healer of 

wounded souls. They get healed with the passage of time, 

after getting the opportunity to ponder over their plight. 

Ailing patients also heal up with time. Time also heals 

people's sorrows by making them forget them. 

o qala_ ho ~lellwa hore tseo e ne e se dintho tse 
kgolo naka~o. Ngaka ya hao, nako, e di phekotse. (p40) 

( ... you become aware for the first time that those were 
not such very important things. Your doctor, time, 
nas cured them). 

With the use of the demonstrative tseo (those), without 

the noun referee, Mofokeng suggests another alternative to 

be of greater i mp ortance than spiritual and physical 

ailments. The reader is inclined to want to know what 

that alternative is and, a 3 if i n an swer, Mofokeng makes 

his stand clear: 

Ho ya phelang bophelo ba hae ka botlalo: "Letsatsi e 
ntse e ka dilemo, mme dilemo e ka letsatsi'. (p40) 

(To whoever leads a worthy life: 'P. day is like 
years, and years like a day'). 



Mofokeng tells his reader, here, that the completeness of 

life should not be measured or determined in terms of 

duration, but in terms of spiritual fulfilment. This 

shows the inter-relationship between life, time and death, 

and further reflects on Ma fckeng's stand that death is not 

cruel when viewed in its proper perspective. 

2.3.10 On the other hand Moiloa's approach to the concept is 

net on the abstract, like Mofokeng's. He points out 

concrete things that characterise time, i.e. a period. In 

his Nako ya hwetla, he discusses the season Autumn. His 

approach is strictly that of a geographer, describing the 

countryside and the activities of the farming people 

during this season, and delimiting it in terms of its 

Hwetla le qala kgweding ya Hlakola ... (p35) 

(Autumn commences with the month of February ... ) 

Mofokeng's approach to time (as seen above - 3.3.8-3.3.9) is 

more abstract and philosophical, with the tone more 

conversational. He views time from different angles but 

remains abstract. He discusses no geographical facts. 

The only deviation from geographical facts is Moiloa's 

mention that, 

Ke yona nako ya paseka; nako ya topollo. 

(It is Easter time; redemption time.) 

(p3 7) 

And, while Mofok eng uses the concept time to encourage a 

striving towards perfection (3.3.9), Moiloa uses his idea 

of time in his essay as the reason for the brightness or 

happiness seen in the environment: 
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di morolo mme di motlotlo ke hona ka ena nako. 

( ... they are fresh/strong and joyful, therefore, during 
this time). 

2.3.11 In Noka, Mofokeng draws the reader's attention to the 

c ease l e ss flow of the river, that the past with the 

present over centuries and miles. From the river as a 

mere phenomenon, he suggests that the reader thinks along 

with him about it, beyond man's ordinary understanding. 

If the reader can do this, he suggests: 

0 tla qala ho ikutlwa o atametse, o kopantse matsoho 
le makgolokgolo a d ilemo a fetileng ... 0 qala ho 
utlwisisa se hlolang se bolelwa ka },!mopi wa dintho 

(pS 8) 

(You will begin to feel close - having joined hands 
with the hundreds of vears that are past . . .. 
You begin to understa~d what is always said about the 
Creator of things ... ) 

This linkage of time, distance and generations by the 

river brings to the fore the greatness of the Cre ator the 

way Mofokeng sees it. We feel how marvelled he is as he 

moves from commonplace v iews on a river, rising with his 

thoughts into the sublime. We feel the same interrela-

tionship with time and the hereafter as he remarks about 

this linkage: 

Like 

0 utlwa ekare mona nako e erne, o utlwa ekare mona 
di lemo ts e s ekete ekare l e ts a ts i :r;-rme l~ts a ts i di lemo 
tse sekete. (pS 8) 

(You feel as if here time is statJonary; you feel a s 
if here ~ thousand years ~ re like a aay, and a aay 
like a thousand years). 

in Noka and Le:fu, Jvi ofok eng moves through time ' 2..fi Cl 

b evond it, to a realm where time is immaterial or irrelevant 

in the face of higher virtues. Within this theme we find that 

Lewatle (The sea) and Dimela (plants) are more closely 

related to each other than with Lefu, Nako and Noka, which, 

a s shown above, also form a group within the theme group. 
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Whilst describing the sea and plants as we know them, 

Mofokeng is more concerned with t~e 11vingness of the sea 

and plants. He 1s overwhelmed at the thought of what it 

is carrying and at the maltreatment and torture plants 

'endure' silently at the hands of man. To him the 

ingenious ways in which some pl2nts 'hunt' insects is a 

reflection of the great power of the Creator. In both 
essays he is enthralled by the wonders of nature. The 

message is the same in both: there is greater wisdom than 

man's own, or, when man thinks he has reached the end, he 

will always find himself at another beginning. This is 

very subtly presented in Lewatle. "Here Mofokeng shows us 

a man from inland reaching the end of his journey - the 

sea. He places the reader in this man's shoes, and 

describes the thrilling expriences felt on reaching one's 

destination in the way the reader knows and understands: 

... 0 utlwa pe lo ya hao e tletse kgotso le thabo le 
nyakallo hobane o tseba bore o hlotse, o hlotse 
tsela, o fihlile moo e fellang. 

( ... you feel your heart being full of peace, 
pleasure and gladness because you know that you have 
conquered; you have conquered the road and have 
reached where it ends). 

2.3.12 We feel how subtly Mofokeng ridicules the feebleness of 

man's powers and man's unawareness of that fact. As he 

uses the verb/stem -tseba (know) and -hlotse (conquered), 

he strongly suggests the oppositE. He could have used the 

same -utlwa (feel) to suggest the traveller's opinion that 

he has conquered the distance. Tseba suggests the 

conquest as a fact, and makes even the reader wonder 

whether it is really so, which is what the writer himself 

is wondering. The re ader's doubt is, as a result, 

extended to the fact of the conquest. Mofokeng's 

repetition of the stem -hlotse (conquered) is meant for 

emphasis but, ironically, emphasis of the oppos1ts. It 

suggests the traveller's false impression that he has 

reached the end. He is about to realise that what he 

thought ' ' ne Knew, he in fact, does not know. 
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The writer makes a mockery of man's idea of knowing. 

Looking at the situation in this light, and reflecting on 

the peace and gladness the traveller felt on 'reaching his 

destination', we also feel the impact of the transience of 

man's happiness in this world as Mofokeng sees it. 

2.3.13 After the above suggestive lines, Mofokeng takes the 

reader along with him to the sea and ponders over its 

contents and might. He ultimately takes him to the 

harbour, where they see many foreign ships. It comes home 

to the reader that, having reached the sea has brought the 

traveller to another beginning. Mofokeng, obviously 

having in mind the original triumphant feeling of the 

traveller, becomes open for the first time: 

0 kgutlela ha eno o utlwa bore o swabile, o hlotswe. 
(Hoba bo jwalo bophelo ngwaneso ..• ). (p65) 

(You return to your home feeling disapponted and 
conquered. (For such is life, my brother, ... ) ) . 

This crowns Mofokeng's ridicule of man's judgement of 

things. Mofokeng's ridicule of man's worldly triumphs and 

destinations is suggestive of the permanent triumphs and 

peace at the final destination - the hereafter. This 

shows his usual recourse to the Creator of all things. 

2.3.14 In the aforegoing discussion we have observed that, 

while Mocoancoeng handles the theme from two unrelated 

bases (pyscolcgical and purely natural) , Moiloa has ~he 

same basic message in all his three essavs: that there 
~ . 

are two sides to life, the good and the bad side. 

Mofokeng, on the other hand, wrote five essays that have 

their ultimate reference to an overall Supreme Being as 

tne:r unifying link. Within this main theme, a double 

stream is observed wherein three (Lefu, Nako and Noka) 

form a closer unity than the two (Lewatle and Dimela) 

which, in their turn, also form a closer unit. This unity 

of purpose, that is exhibited by the essays, is seen in 

Mcilaa and Mcfokeng in their handling of natural phenomena. 
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2. 4. 0 ON TRADITIONAL BELIEFS '· 

2.4.1 Mocoancoeng has written four essays on traditional 

beliefs, viz. Dipoko ~ dithotsela (ghosts and zombies), 

Thokolosi, Marena a madi?a (kings of the deep) and 

Ditumelo tsa mafeela (unfounded beliefs). In all these he 

satirises the Afri c an society for holding such beliefs. 

As he discusses the subjects with his reader, he makes it 

clear that he does not share suc h ideas by constantly 

using ho thwe (it is said) each time he refers to some 

interesting point. He, however, leaves it open to the 

reader to decide whether or not to believe. Mo coancoeng's 

satire in all the f our essays is equa lly robust. In each 

of them he ends by addressing himself to his reader, 

wondering what the reader feels about the subject, while 

subtly making his own opinion clear. 

2.4.2 In Thokolosi (tokclosh), Moccancoeng starts by declaring 

strongly that, among the Blacks of South Africa, 

ha ho motho ya tlamehang ho nna a itshwenya ka 
here o ya kerekeng ho ya rapela Mcdimo kapa ho 
o sebeletsa . . . ( 11) 

( ... nob ody is obliged to worry himself about going 
to the church to worship God or to serve Him ... ) 

This strong declar atior1 im1r,edia.tely· makes the reader feel 

that there is something wrong with the Black man. The 

writer's ct iding tone cannot be mistaken. As the reader 

is wondering about the reason for this strong statement, 

his mind is taken back across the times, lands and 

generations to the present. He then understands when the 

writer explains that, 

( ... 

ke mofuta o motsho wa Afrika-Borwa feela c nang 
le matla a fetang a mefuta e meng, neo e fetang 
ya mangeloi, mpho e fetang le ya Satane. (p12) 

it is the Black race of South Africa onlv that 
has the power that excels that of others: the 
gift that is above that of angels, the gift that 
is a bove that of Satan). 
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2.4.3 Ironically these lines follow on a brief survey of the 

technological inventions and startling scientific 

advancement of man in general. This, in contrast with the 

fact that the Black race has not made its mark anywhere, 

strengthens the irony unmercifully. We know from the 

Scriptures that Satan was the most powerful angel, when 

still in God's favour. The thought of any race being 

endowed with a gift that is above Satan's leaves us 

shaken. At this stage Mocoancoeng explains how the Blacks 

are said to be able to create a powerful manlike animal. 

For its name he only refers, in ridicule, to the subject 

of the essay, because, 

Ho thwe ~eDlT S o la yona ha le bitswe, 
bitsa ke ho irnemela kgathatso feela. 

ho le 
(p 1 2) 

( ... It is said that mentioning it, is just to invite 
trouble for oneself). 

2.4.4 After briefly outlining the functions of this creature 

the writer sarcastically remarks how the Black man has 

be e n 'honoured', 

0 nehilwe ke Mo dimo setulo lehodimong a sa hloke 
ho se sebeletsa. (p12) 

( ... He has been given a position in Heaven by God, 
without any n e ed to work for it). 

It is a well known biblical fact that every man must toil in 

order to earn any reward, in direct contrast with the 

above statement. This contrast brings Mocoancoeng's 

disgust to the fore. This, seen against the progress made 

by other practical nations, seems to be a spur goadin g the 

Black man into more realistic action, and to throw 

overboard such b e li e fs, as they only b r e e d st a gnation. 

The very thought of a place in heaven without having to 

wo r k for it, adds more force to Mocoancoeng's satire. The 

reader cannot help thinking of how emphasis is placed on 

dedicat e d service for securing a place in heaven. 

2.4.5 Mo coancoeng finally portrays an even more ridiculous 

h P ~ 1 an and God as co-creators: compar ison b e tween t1e ..:,~ac~ m 
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0 tseba ho bopa jwa leka Mmopi e moholo; kahoo le 
yena ke Modimo mme ha a hloke ho kgumamela 
modimo o mong. (p12) 

( ... He can create just like the Great Creator; 
therefore he is also God, and does not need to 
bow down before another god). 

This painfully unfavourable comparison shakes the 

staunchest traditional believer into realising that he is 

himself created by God. He can, therefore, not be equal 

to God. He cannot, therefore, create living beings like 

God. The reader now feels the intensity and purpose of 

the writer's declaration in the beginning (3.4.1). All of 

man's achievements are explicable, and all living beings 

have been investigated and recorded by botanists and 

zoologists. Against this background, Mocoancoeng 

concludes by posing a suggestive question which he leaves 

unanswered: 

Yee thokolosi yona, ke e jwang e tsejwang feela 
ke mofuta o motsho? (p13) 

(This tokolosh, how lS it then that it lS only 
known by the Black race?) 

The reader is left to make his decision. But the writer's 

stand is clear: if this kind of animal does exist, then 

the Black man is a god and is co~p arable to God. If he 

cannot be compared to God, then such beliefs are an 

impediment and must be cast aside. 

2. 4 .6 Mocoancoeng also looks across racial lines for unfounded 

beliefs. In Ditumelo tsa Mafeela he also alludes to the 

beliefs Whites have relating to the black cat, step 

ladder, falling mirror, and owl's howl, the number 

thirteen, and so on. These are, however, not as strong 

and stupefy i n g as in the c ase of Blacks. All t he four 

essays revealed one thing to the reader, which is in fact 

the writer's message: it is not easy to dissociate 

ourselves from our cultural background, even in our 

advanced modern times. We all have our own strange 

beliefs. 
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2.4. 7 On this theme, J J Moiloa has written Kgang ka boloi (an 

argument about witchcraft) and Bongaka ba Sesotho (Sotho 

medical craft). Kgang ka boloi is a subtle satire on the 

belief. His tone is more serious and matter-of-fact than 

Mocoancoeng's, with the priest and a simple Mos o tho each 

trying to put across his point of view in pure dialogue 

from beginning to end. In the end they s eem to agree 

though they have not wholly reconciled their points of 

view, as the priest (the last speaker) says, 

Re utlwane molekane. Ka Sesotho mahlale a mahlale ke 
boloi. Ka Sekgowa baloi ke mahlale a mahlale. 
Fhapang ke hore feela mahlale a Basotho ha a 
totobatswa a kubutilwe. (p27) 

(We have agreed, my friend. To the Mosotho, science 
is witchcraft. To the White man witchcraft is 
science. The difference is only that the Basotho 
science is not exposed, it is hidden). 

With this paradoxical statement Moiloa shows that we 

cannot interpret one culture in terms of another. He 

satirises people who usually place their own beliefs a b ove 

those of others. The reader feels that, though the priest 

says Re utlwane, they have only literally 'heard' each 

other, but have not agreed on the issue. Moiloa's message 

comes at the end where he demonstrates through the 

priest's suggestion, 

Hare kgaole tjena .•• (p2 7) 

(Le t us ~ecide this v-,rav .. . .. ) ' 

that 1n any situation mtitual understanding is ~ha basic 

requirement for a solution to be arrived at. 

2.4.8 Bongaka ba Sesotho is a detailed exposition of the art 

and craft of the witchdoctor. Moilo a makes it clear that 

the idea of having a family physician is not new to the 

Mosotho. He seems to have deep respect for, and a 

thorough knowledge of his subject. He unequivocally 

advoca tes or j us tifies the continued practice by witch

doctors: 

e ka hla ba tahlehelo e kgolo hobo lala ka mmele; 

kapa hona ho bo lahla seka-moko wapere. (p49) 
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( ... it can be a great loss to disregard it; or even to 
throw it away like the marrow of a hors e ). 

To a Mosotho anything can be abandoned and still be 

rememb e red for some usefulness, however little. It 1s 

only the marrow of a horse that is not associated with any 

good. So, the simile 'like the marrow of a horse' denotes 

abandoning ab solutely with added force. This, used as it 

is, shows how strongly the writer feels in favour of 

In the end, he howev e r wa rns a gains t 

quacks: 

leha mehleng ya kajeno bo solliswa ke ba bangata ba 
seng ba ikentse bo-ngakana-ntshonyana. 

( ... though, n owadays, it has been taken up by many who 
have turned into quacks). 

The t e rm ngal<ana- ntshony~ is a forceful and derogative 

refeTenc e to a quack. Coupled with mehleng ya kajeno 

(nowadays), it strongly suggests the writer's belief that 

hitherto, and as also suggested in the opening paragraph, 

witchdoctors were really raliable practitioners. This 

warning against quacks makes the reader wonder which 

witchdoctor is not, or has not been, a quack, and whether 

the writer really wants him to believe everything he seems 

to be speaking down on him. 

2.4.9 Both these essays are formal and informative despite the 

former being in the form of a dialogue. In Boneaka ba 

Sesotho Moiloa has obviously gone into serious research. 

He exhibits a great knowledge of the art and variety of 

muti kinds; but it is clear from his biography and 

autobiography (Maipolelo) that he was not brought up by a 

practising witchdoctor, from whom he could have learnt 

anything. Consequently he makes no room for the reader's 

own opinion on the subject. He over-elaborates to the 

extent of not crediting the reader with the knowledge of 

simple terms like mohala (telephone); ~obabi (patient) and 

rammetjhana (tokolosh). 
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This gives the impression that he has written for people 

of a different culture from himself, i.e. not Sothos. It 

is also interesting to note at this stage that, while 

Moiloa and Mocoancoeng write on traditional beliefs, they 

are diametrically opposed in the way they see things: 

while Mocoancoeng ridicules such beliefs as an unnecessary 

wastage of time and attention, Moiloa feels that they 

should be given a chance - even if only as an expression 

of an aspect of Sotho culture. 

2.5.0 ON SOTHO CUSTOMS 

2.5.6 On this theme again only Mocoancoeng and Moiloa have 

written. J J Mocoancoeng's Menyaka e meng (other joys) 

and Moeti ya sa tsejweng (the unknown visitor) differ 1n 

tone and spirit, though they each deal with an aspect of 

Sotho custom. The former is a longing for the old 

traditional family set up, wherein it was customary for 

children to receive moral instruction from their grandmothers 

by the fireside. He longs for the taboos that kept each 

household pure, intact and unblemished. To him the joys 

known by such people, who have known no other kind of 

life, are unsurpassable. On the ether hand Moeti ya sa 

.!:_sej~eng is a demonstration of Sotho custom whereby the 

dead are always remembered. Should a member of the family 

die and be buYied in one's absence, one must subsequently 

go to the grave to throw a little stone and kneel by it in 

silent meditation. Here the ~nknown visitor has lost all 

contact with his extended family after his parents' death 

in an epidemic. All he can do is to go and kneel in front 

of what was once his home. The foundation of African 

custom is often mysterious, and the visitor's mission in 

the village is mys~erious to the onlookers. Accordingly, 

Mocoancoeng adds mystery even to his appearance: 

0 ne a le jwale ka motho ya torong, ya sa ikutlweng, 
ya sa boneng. (p55) 

(He was like one in a dream, who did not feel 

himself, who did not see). 
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The impact of this statement is felt even by the reader. 

This mystery is an ingenious forerunner to the unfolding 

of the visitor's earlier days by means of daydreaming. By 

means of the visitor's mission, the writer also makes his 

point clear: 

A rola katiba ya hae mohlankana. a wa 
fatshe a koboteditse hloho. (p57) 

mangole 

(He took off his hat, the young man, and fell down on 
his knees, with bending head). 

To the ununderstanding onlookers the strangeness around 

him was crowned by the strangeness in his behaviour. To 

the writer, this was a customary act that was indicative 

of something far-reaching to the Mosotho. His feelings 

towards this act are brought out by the use of the word 

mohlankana, without which the above would have been a mere 

statement of fact. This word expresses or betrays 

admiration on the part of the writer, and without saying 

it, he would like the reader to be aware of the beauty of 

such a custom. After this hint Mocoancoeng takes a stand 

on this custom - indirectly but clearly: 

Ba neng ba bone bohlanya boitshwarong le 
tsena tsa hae, ba mo sala morao ka mahlo 

ketsong 
r r~) 

··· lPj' 

(Those who saw madness in his behaviour and action 
followed him with their eyes ... ) 

The insinuation behind • those who saw madness' is here 

clearly 'those who did not unde~stand' - not only the man, 

but also the circumstances surrounding nlm. 

2.5.2 The overall implication in both these essays is that we 

shall always remain children of our culture. Firstly 

Mocoancoeng lives in •sophisticated' urban areas, but 

longs for the pure Sctho cultural expression in a 

traditional set-up. A Mosotho medical practitioner, 

trained in London, comes back to perform the customary 

ritual at his old home - which could as well have been the 

grave side, if he knew it. 
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His sympathy with this strange visitor is so realistic 

that the reader is himself moved to pity. The concluding 

two paragraphs of Moeti ya sa tsejweng are, however, 

glaringly didactic and would be best left out. In these 

paragraphs the writer addresses himself for the first time 

to the reader directly, explaining the significance of his 

story to him and giving him a moral lesson. This has a 

dulling effect on what would have been a good essay in 

story form. 

2.5.3 While Mo c oancoeng's feelings and attitudes to customs are 

expressed indirectly, Moiloa's is mere direct. Mocoancoeng 

desribes situations and tells a stor y that shows the role 

of certain customs, while Moiloa discusses the customs 

themselves. His essays, Bophelo ba badisana (the life of 

herdboys), Lenyalo la Sesotho (Sotho marriage) Letserna la 

ho pola mabele (corn thrashing work party) and Lebollo 

(initiation), are more s cientific and formal than informal 

and aesthetic. They are strictly intellectual and 

informative ln nature, like textbooks on ethnology. He 

takes pains to describe in detail the cultural implications 

of sending boys to cattle posts, of the Sotho traditional 

marriage contract and all the taboos observed; of the 

Sotho proverb Ntjapedi ha e hlolwe ke sebata (two heads 

are better than one); and, finally, of the initiation 

ceremony with all its implications and taboos. He 

addresses himself to those who do not know these customs. 

Like ~he fore runn er of Sotho essay writing (as discussed 

in chapter one), Moiloa's approach is more rigid and 

objective than Mocoancoeng's. 

2.5.4 Moiloa's Lenyalo la Sesotho (the Sotho marriage) and 

Ntsane's and Mofokeng's Lenyalo (marriage) aTe basically 

the same subject. In the case of Mofokeng and Ntsane (see 

paragTaphs 2.2.18-2.2.21) this essay has been classified 

under social phenomena - overlapping into comments on 

life -because they look upon marriage as a phenomenon that 

typefies social order and social practice. 
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While Mofokeng satirises the accepted pretentiousness 

involved during the deliberations, Ntsane derives cruel 

fun from the pains-taking activities of a young lady in 

her attempt to avoid staying unmarried. Any reference to 

custom is made only as a means to an end. Moiloa, on the 

contrary, regards marriage as a customary observance of a 

stage in life that must be marked by certain customary 

practices, taboos and ritual. Unlike the other two, 

Moiloa!s tone is mainly objective. He is subjective only 

in the beginning and the end when he makes his feelings 

clearly known about the theme. In the very first 

paragraph he regrets that marriage is no longer regarded 

with the awe and respect it used to enjoy in the olden 

days: 

( ... 

le ne le hlompheha ka bolona, le sa tanakelwe ke 
dipollwana, nthwana tsena tse ntseng di ikanya 
menwana. (p31) 

it used to be resnectable in itself, and was not 
plunged into (eve~) by sucklings, t~ese little 
things that still such their fingers). 

The words dipollwana and nthwana tsena are particularly 

expressive of his distaste for the courage youngsters have 

to 1 tread where angels dread'. 

2.3.5 Comparing this essay with Segoete's Le nyalo la Basotho ba 

~' in his book Raphepheng, . it is found that the latter 

(as mentioned in 1.4.5) is strictly an explanatory article 

oi t h e procedure followed in contracting a marriage among 

the Basotho of the olden days. Every term is clearly 

explained and the significance of every step presented to 

the reader. On the other hand Moiloa only discusses the 

Sotho marriage, using the terms without explaining them. 

He only gives reasons for certain steps taken, for example 

why parents chose a bride for their son: 
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esere mohlomong ba nka ngwana ntlo ya bathe ba 
se nang boitshwaro, kapa yena ngwana moloi. 
(p31) 

( ... lest they take a child of an ill-mannered home, 
or even t he child of a witch) . 

It also becomes obvious to the reader that Moiloa, in his 

search for scientific facts regarding his theme, read 

Raphepheng. Barring the differences in their approach, 

the sequence of the terms used by him and Segoete are 

almost identical. Certain words that appears in Rapheuheng 

also appear almost verbatim in Moiloa's Lenyalo la 

Sesotho. For instance, of the party that have brought or 

accompanied the bride, Segoete says, 

Ba neoa jwala lesedibelo sa letsoku, ba 
itlotsa, ba khutla ba le bafubelu ba le batle. 
(p54) 

( ... They are given beer and a vessel of red clay, 
they appl)T it, and return being red and lovely). 

Of the same, Moiloa says, 

ba newa jwala le sedibelo sa letsoku seo ba tla 
itlotsa ka sona, hore ba kgutlele hae ba re tlere 
ba boheha. (p33) 

We see the same idea exoressed identically, with the 

little structural difference of Moiloa's relative 

construction, seo ba tla ... , the subjunctive mood here ba 

kgutlele hae 

adjective. 
a • • } and the ideophone tlere instead of the 

2.5.6 On the whole Moiloa presents the traditional marriage 

among the Basotho and compares it with the present day 

practice. His preference comes out clearly in the 

conc l uding paragraph of his essay: he feels that these 

modern marriages don't last oecause, 

manyalo a bona e bile manyalo a sa kang a rerwa, 
mme a hlohonolofatswa ke badimo .•. (p34) 

( ... their marriages were not negotiated marriages, 
hence not blessed by the forefathers). 
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The term -rera (negotiate) 1n the Sotho traditional 

context implies the parent's final decision and all the 

related taboos and procedure. Moiloa advocates adherence 

to one's own customs and the national pride that goes 

along with it. 

2.5.7 Throughout these essays can be felt the deep respect 

Moiloa has f or Sotho customs and the desire to have them 

preserved. While in Lenyalo la Sesotho he tries to show 

the stabilising influence certain customs have on marriage 

(as opposed to the 'temp orary' modern marriages), he tries 

to encourage solidarity and co-operation among the Sothos 

in Letsema la ho pola mabele. Bouhelo ba badisana and 

Lebollo, on the other hand, have a cominon message to the 

reader: only a boy who has gone through the difficulties 

such as are experienced at cattle posts and initiation 

schools is trustworthy and realiable, for he has proved 

his worth. While Morojele agrees with Moiloa on the 

hardening and educational values of initiation schools, in 

his Thuto le lebollo (education and initiation), he is 

also aware of the negative attitudes towards this custom 

that exist among the enlightened Basotho. He weighs 

education and initiation against each other, and finds 

that they are complementary to each other: 

Empa ha e le ha di sa sitisane ha ho lebote, 
haholoholo ha e le mona di bonahala di tlatsana. (p7) 

(But if they don't hamper each other there is no 
problem, especially now that it is clear that they 
cornp lemen t each other) . 

The words ha e le mona are used in Sotho to express a 

plainly evident fact. Morojele does not just champion the 

cause of customs for their own sake. He 
. . 
1S a progressive 

thinker, and goes further than Moiloa by recommending that 

lebollo be modified to fulfil its purpose in accordance 

with the times rather than being rejected out-rightly. 

Na re ka nyenyefatsa sepheo sa mophato o thehilweng 
hodima s ana tshebetsong ya mofuta o t~ee? Na ha ho 
molemo ho ntlafatsa moo e ka bang o fokola teng ? 
(p 6) 

(Can we actually undermine the underlying purpose of 
ihe initiation ~chool in a function of this nature? 
Is it not better to modi fy it where it has shortcomings?). 
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This balanced 5tance of Morojele's 1s seen also in his 

Tumelo ya Seholoholo (the faith of the olden days), where 

he compares Sotho customs and traditional ancestor 

works hip closely with Christianity and !'1ohammedanism. He 

finds, in similar fashi on, that they all have the same 

goal and can therefore be said to be complementary to each 

other, each being culturally relevant to the people it 

serves. 

2.6.0 ON DIDACTIC THEMES 

2.6.1 It has already been pointed out that, though Mofokeng has 

written on only three main themes (social phenomena, 

natural phenomena and comments on life)> these themes 

overlap to the extent of being classified under the main 

theme 'Comments on Life'. Throughout, he seems to be 

obsessed with the broader me aning of life and with the 

hereafter. Consequently, though he has written nothing 

that is directly didactic, all his essays have didactic 

implications (see e.g. 3.3.7). Ntsane wrote Botle le bobe 

(good and bad); Mocoancoeng wrote Manna ya neng a thunye 

.tv1odimo (the man who once shot at God) and Kv<ae (tobacco); 

and Moiloa wrote five: Melemo ya difate (the good of 

Lefatshe la Lesotho (the land of Lesotho), Kgang 

ka tsa thuto (an argument about education), Mosa diphoofolong 

(kindness to animals) and Temo ya meroho (vegetable 

growing). This disparity between Moiloa and the nearest 

to him reflects also on his inclination to educate the 

reader rather than to discuss fancy. All these essays 

are, in fact, lessons on the uses of the trees, the 

topography of Lesotho, animal care and vegetable 

growing. Kg ang . ka ts a thuto though a dialogue between a 

man and an excited son who has just been successful in an 

examination, is a moral lesson to the reader. Ntsane and 

Mocoancoeng, though didactic, are less formal than Moiloa, 

and more subtle. Though any of the above essays could be 

discussed, Kw~ and Botle le bobe are chosen here as 2 

sample of this thematic category. 
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2. 6. 2 In Ki\'ae, Mocoancoeng openly discourages smoking and other 

uses of tobacco. He is anti-tobacco and he says it in the 

first paragraph: 

Ho madimabe motho ya qadileng ho jesa batho ba 
lefatshe len_a 1~·;,-:· ae .. . . (p40) 

(Cursed be the person who was first to make the 
people of this earth consume tobacco ... ) 

Mocoancoeng could have used the verb stem -tsubisa (cause 

to smoke) in the above line to convey the usual meaning. 

Instead, he uses -jesa (cause to eat). The reader's 

sensory emotion is immediately that of the bitterness of 

tobacco in one's mouth. This bitterness coupled with the 

whole process of eating, brings out the complete distaste 

of the writer's for smoking. His preaching against 

tobacco is combined with ridicule for those who have tried 

in vain to stop smoking. The ridicule is strengthened by 

the writer's simulat e d understanding of their difficulty 

as he concludes: 

Ha h o molemo wa letha ho kwae. Empa na monate wa 
yona! (p44) 

(There is nothing good in tobacco. But, goodness: 
its great flavour~) 

In this paradox Mocoancoeng once more makes a direct 

statement of his stand wh i l st taking a last swipe at the 

smoker. He ironically e~~laims about the goodness of 

tobacco flavour. These words he does not utter with any 

serious meanlng, he ' 11as se\rer a l tir;1es 

by smokers, and the reader can actually get his chuckle as 

he deliberately becomes ridiculous. 

,..., .~ - ..... "'! ?\"" o.O.j LlKe wocoancoeng, Ntsane starts Botle le Eobe with an 

introductory story that illustrates the shortcomings in 

mans judgements. This essay is a satire on man's 

judgement. In his open didacticism, he quotes Christ as 

saying: 
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Ithuteng ke hona he hare le se ke la potlakela ho 
nyedisa ntho efe kapa efe, kapa motho-ofe kapa ofe, 
hobane ha ho ntho e mpe hoo e seng e se na letha le 
kgahlehang ho yona. (p20) 

(Learn, therefore, never to be quick to deprecate 
anything, or any person, because there is nothing so 
bad that nothing good ~an be found in it). 

This statement made in relation to a stinking carcass of a 

dog, makes us feel how many more greater things and people 

we have taken for granted and looked down upon. The 

warning le s e ke la ootlakela ho nyedisa also 

reflects on the other side of human nature. Man finds it 

easier to discredit others than to credit them with 

greatness. He is also inclined to define values in terms 

of his own personal likes and dislikes. Ntsane attributes 

the causes of many wars to faulty judgement and points out 

that each side, believing itself to be on the right, prays 

to God for victory. He introspects a little together with 

the reader and brings it home to him that: 

Botle le babe di a lwantshana, empa maikutlo a rona a 
sa haellwa ho kgetholla ka nepo seo e leng babe le 
sea e leng botle. (p21) 

(Good and bad are constantly at war, but our 
judgement still falls short of distinguishing 
unerringly between bad and good}. 

Ntsane brings the idea of a constant struggle 

and evil to suggest to the reader the need to 

between good 

be alert 

all times. He does grant that we know the distinction 

be~ween the two, but advocates a greater sensitivity to it 

by suggesting, 

ho kgetholla ka nepo ... 

( ... to distinguish unerringly ... ) 

This mention of unerring judgement has the effect of 

asking 'him who has no sin cast the first stone'. 
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1.6.4 To avoid talking down on his reader, Ntsane also includes 

himself among the people whose judgement is questionable 

by constantly referring to rona (we), and as he clearly 

observes: 

Ekare re rwesitswe ditlelapa jwale ka dipere kapa 
mmoulo wa kariki hore re se ke ra bona letha haese se 
ka pele ho rona feela. (p20) 

(It is like we are wearing blinkers like horses or a 
cart drawing mule, so that we see nothing but what is 
in front of us). 

What is 'in front of us' in this case stands for our own 

opinion, while we become aware of other opinions on 

looking around. After speculating about good and bad, 

Ntsane (together with his reader) arrives at the inevitable 

conclusion, and message, which he puts s u ggestively to us 

and still leaves it to us to make our final decision: 

Bohlale na ha se ho tadima tsohle e le dimpho le 
diketso tsa Mmopi, mme ere ka ha ona o lokile, o etsa 
tse lokileng feela tse :n.tle?' (p21) 

(Is it not wise to look upon all as gifts and acts of 
the Creator, and that, seeing that He is good, He 
makes only good things?). 

Z.6.5 Most of the above themes have been handled by at least 

two writers each. There are, however, themes to which 

each of the Sotho writer's shows a stronger inclination 

than the other writers do. It is to be noted with 

interest that Mocoancoeng is almost the only one who 

writes on the socio-political as such, though Mc iloa's 

Maipolelo (see 3.8.1-3.8.2) tends to overlap into this 

category. Moiloa writes alone on s oc1al problems and the 

historical-biographical theme. Mofokeng is overwhelmingly 

inc l ined to writing about comments on life. Though his 

essays are classified into hwnan nature and c omments on 

life, they all have a bearing on the latter. Ntsane has 

not written on comments on life as such, but his essays on 

the human nature theme also overlap into this thematic 

categor·y· . 
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Mocoancoeng's Tsela y a dikepe (the way of the ships) falls 

into this category. It, therefore, also needs to be seen 

how each writer acquits himself in the handling of the 

theme which seems to distinguish him from the others. 

2.7.0 ON THE SOCIO-POLITICAL THEME 

2.7.1 J G Mocoancoeng's Mofeta-ka-tsela (passer-by/vagabond) is 

a reflection en the socio-political set-up in the country 

as he sees it. His passer-by has an insatiable appetite 

for travelling, whether he has the means or not, but he 

has no right to go where he likes. As such he has no 

fixed place of abode: 

Ha ho moo a tswang empa o ya hole. (p64) 

(He comes from nowhere but he goes far) . 

This coming 'from nowhere' suggests having no home to 

which he can return after satisfying his travelling 

desire. So he must keep travelling. Ironically this has 
• • , "h • been lmposea on .1lm to the extent that he finds himself 

having no option but to go on. Mocoancoeng confirms this 

further by stating that: 

Ha ho nelaelo manna enwa ke motho wa batho ya mpang a 
tshaba~ho kena motseng ka baka la tlhorisc ya 'ntja-
tsa-mmuso'. (p64) 

(There is no doubt that this is a harmless man who is 
iust scared of enterinQ anv villaQe because of the 
~ersecutions of 1 the h~und~ of go~ernment' i.e. the 
police). 

Here Mocoancoeng depicts the life the jobless Black man 

had to contend with in his days, when the police seemed to 

have no other job to do but to hunt down the unemployed. 

His pity for the man, and disgust at his maltreatment is 

felt unmistakably in the words, ... ke mothc wa batho ( ... 

he is a harmless man). 
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Against this background we can now understand the man's 

vague destination, ... o ya hole ( ... he is going far). 

That is why, on being asked where he is going, 

0 supa mahodimong a maputswa, (p64) 

because heaven is the only place he can point at with 

certainty as his ultimate destination. t1ocoancoeng 

S)~npathises with the vagabond because he feels that his 

plight has been the result of his sufferings at the hands 

of the police. He also draws an unfavourable comparison 

between Black and White village s to reflect the socio

political and economic order of the day, as well as 

between the humble, contented Black villagers and the 

vagabond: 

Leha e le Batala feela, ba hloka dintho tse ngata ha 
he bapiswa le ba ditletlehadi tse tshowana tsa matlo 
a hlahileng kgutlwaneng se seng, kgotso yona e teng 
hobane e mong le e mong o tseba moo a tla ya phomotsa 
masapo a hae ... (p63) 

(Though they are only Blacks who lack many things, 
compared with the affluent Whites whose big houses 
appear in another valley, there is, however, still 
peace because everyone knows where he will rest his 
bones ... ) 

2.7.2 The reader's attention is then drawn to the fact that 

this passer-by is a vagabond, but not a beggar. Mocoancoeng 

sees dig~ity in his nature and self-condu~t, despite his 

poverty. He wants the reader to see this self-respect: 

... ha se tlwaelo ya hae ho ya qela malapeng a batho leha 
a sa hane ha a kgaketswa peni kapa makungwana a 

Cp 6 s) 

( ... he is not 1n the habit of going to beg at people's 
homes, though he does not decline an offer of a 
penny or crumbs of bread). 
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Mocoancoeng states this fact also to highlight the fact 

that, given a chance, this human waste could yet become an 

asset to himself and his community - though he has none. 

He supports the English saying that 'Judge not a book by 

its cover'. To him this man, on the other hand, could as 

well have been Christopher Columbus or ~1agellan or 

fu!l.erigo Vespucci. Only he has no right to go where he 

would like to, consequently he must remain in hiding all 

the time. But nothing will stop him because, as he puts 

it: 

Ha a iketse manna em,,:a ... 0 tshwerwe ke lenycra le 
neng le tlose Makgowa Yuropo la a hasahasa hohle 
tlasa puso ya letsatsi - lenyora la tsela, lenyora la 
ho tsamaya. (p65/6) 

(This man can't help it ... he suffers from the 
thirst that once moved the Whites from Europe and had 
them str~wn everywhere_~~der the sun - thirst for the 
r c ad ; t h l r s t for t r.a '.r e lll n g ) . 

~.7~3 Once more the writer illustrates the irony of life as 

exemplified by the Black man's plight: firstly he is 

forced to keep runn1ng away because wherever he goes he 

same problerr1 a.\\rai ting ],_ • 
11:Lm. Consequently he 

becomes a traveller sans destination. It also dawns to 

him that he neither has the right to go anywhere nor to 

stop travelling. This poor man's plight is subtly linked 

Fith the White man's lust for travelling dating from the 

early voyages of discovery. The only difference here is 

that the White man's travels were free and optional while 

the Black ma:n:s aTe impose <i upon h im by circumstance s 

created by the same White man. His reference to the Black 

man as being thirstly for travel is, in fact, a satire on 

the ruling powers. 
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2. 8 .0 THE HISTORICAL/ BIOGRAPHICAL THEME 

2.8.1 In this theme Moiloa has written four essays, viz. Morena 

Mo sh\veshwe, Sena t la s et j hal eng sa he so (the hero of our 

nation), Maipolelo~ (telling of oneself), and She leng e 

pheta tsa bophelo Da yona (a shilling tells its life 

story). In the s e essays, there is more originality in the 

latter two than in the former. Ma ipolelo and Sheleng e 

ph_eta t s2 bophe lo ba yona a re the s 2,]T;_e j __ n th a t they a.re 

autobiography and biography respectively. The title 

' Ma ip ol e lo' is a little deceptive becaus e it has a 

stronger connotation of 'confessi on' than what it is 

inte nded to denote. Pe rh aps Bangwana ba ka (my childhood 

days) would have b een a better title. In this autobio graphy 

of hi s (Ma ipolelo), Moiloa reflects the socio-economic 

c onditions t hat obtain ed among the farming communiti e s of 

his time . The f a rm hands' amb itions and aspirations were 

in the hands of the farmer. That they had likes and 

disli kes was imm e ter i al t o him. To the farmers all the 

Black families on their farms were nothing more than a 

regular s ource of cheap labour. Moiloa loathed it and 

makes it clear: 

... ke hloile ho hlola ke kgetlakgetlile le motshe are ke 
mathisetswa lel ea, e l e hona ho s ebeletsa mpha tswanyane. 
( p 44 ) 

( I hated running a round the whole day, being made to 
run for nothing; that being the way to work for sweet 
- lr-. .,.. -h .; · -- cr ) ;. ·._, l.. .i!....L ! ..t

0 
, 

The lines refl ect both the farmer's disregard for the 

Black man as a human being (rather than a mere possession) , 

as well as Moiloa's attitude to being hurried right 

U cp~ + 1--~e --rords 1-·-oot--l ak-~..:::\ +- l·~ -l r-. "1- n·,r~ t-, h e':'-r o rr-: 1nn· i n G ""~- ~ 1 . v, ~ · '- c- '"'--'- - - -- c;._~ - -'-- e ~ e '" '-' - ~• · ,_ • • ,__. \._•U •- • - h o the 

who le day) to bring out the s train ~ha t woul d no t be 

conveyed by the words sebets3:_ h aboima (working h a rd). 

also expresses distaste on the part 

o f the writer. 

~This essay also overl aps into the socio-political theme. 
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2.8.2 The attitude of the White farmers to urban Blacks is also 

well summarised in the word materebeguti in the words, 

hang ka kgutlisetswa polasing, ha thwe toropo e 
ntshentse ke se ke le materebeguti. (p46) 

( ... at once I was sent back to the country, as it was 
said that town life had spoiled me and I was already 
a 'materebeguti' - spoiled thing). 

This word is derived from Afrikaans 'bedorwe goed'. There 

is great co-operation among the farmers - as shown in this 

essay - towards maintaining their steady labour supply. 

Any farm hand who does not place his son at the disposal 

6t the farmer, is immediately given a 'trekpas'. Above 

all, there is basic jealousy on the part of the Whites of 

the time, of any Black who works his way from servitude to 

a better position in life: Moiloa's father is dismissed 

unceremoniously for having sent his son to school. 

Z.8.3 In this -essay Moiloa is 1n high spirits throughout, 

talking to the reader as to a friend he can confide in. 

And as he concludes with the words, 'Finish en klaar', 

there is no doubt that he never wants to see a farm boss 

again in his life. He is completely subjective and in 

keeping with his subject and theme. It also overlaps 

greatly into the socio-political theme class, reflecting 

the racial attitudes that urevailed at the time. 

Z.8.4 The biography of a shilling also reflects on the socio-

economic life of the Blacks of the time, including life in 

the towns. The shilling is overworked in commerce, from 

the highly sophisticated commercial practice down to the 

humble shebeens. The nonsensical beliefs on increasing 

one's money or luck with the help of ~he witchdoctors are 

satirised. This is done very cleverly by relating the 

coin's experiences and crediting the reader with the 

intelligence of seeing the futility of such beliefs. 
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2.8.5 There is great contrast between ~oiloa•s handling of the 

above two essays and Morena Moshweshwe and Senatla 

setjhabeng sa heso. There is also the similarity in the 

handling of these two that has been seen in the handling 

of the two discussed in the above paragraphs (3.8.1-3.8.3). 

Morena Moshweshwe is a detailed description of Moshweshwe's 

life from childhood, and reveals a great deal of subjectivity. 

The writer's admirationJor Moshweshwe is not missed from 

the very beginning. He admires him not only as a ruler, 

but also as a warrior: 

E ne e le mohale wa sebele ha ho tshwerwe marumo, ho 
ngka lefu nkong tsa bana ba batho. (p41) 

(He was a true warrior in pitched battles, when 
death could strike any moment). 

Moiloa singles out pitched battles as situations that test 

the courage of man. He strengthens this by purposely 

giving prominence to the idea and reality of death in such 

situations with the words, 

... h·o nkga 1 ~ _e:tu nkong ba batho. (p41) 

( ... (when) death smelled in the noses of the poor 
children). 

This re:terence to warriors as 'poor children' also brings 

out their helplessness in the face of fate. Moiloa wants 

Moshweshwe's courage to be seen against this background. 

That is why, in the end, he declares tc the re a de r and all 

those who have known this hero, that ... 

... ba atamela pela lebitla la hae ka tshisimoho. (p41) 

( ... they should approach his grave with great emotion). 

Tshisimoho is here ..... suggeSt.-lVe of great love or admiration 

combined with deep sorrow. 
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2.8.6 Moiloa's source of information is undoubtedly the same as 

Mopeli-Paulu~'s in his book 'Moshweshwe Moshwaila'. His 

matter-of-fact tone, that cannot remain subjective for 

long, makes the reader who has read Mopeli-Paulus feel 

that he is reading the same book when reading Moiloa. 

This tendency is also felt in Moiloa's Senatla setjhabeng 

sa heso. This is a description of ~he life of Chaka and 

is not based on a purely historical knowledge the writer 

has about Chaka, or his own ideas about him. It is rather 

a literary appraisal of the character Chaka in Thoma s 

Mofolo's book Chaka. Moiloa even regards Isanusi as a 

real character rather than s~nbolical as shown by 

Tekateka (1967:52). He even uses some of the words and 

expressions used by Thomas Mofolo under similar circumstances. 

For instance he mentions that Chaka had become mmutla-

kotlwa-tsebe (1962:81) (a free target for all); and that 

he used letsoho la hae le sefea (1962:81) (his strong 

hand) to attack other tribes. The latter expression is, 

however, not as appropriately used as in Chaka. 

2.8.7 Moiloa sympat~ises with Chaka for being generally 

misunderstood for a brute who had no regard for life. By 

using the plural concord _:re (we), he would like to enlist 

the reader's co-operation in seeing things the way he 1 

does: 

Tubehong ena ya maikutlo re tla utlwisisa hare bobe 
kapa bona botle bo lokela ho tswala tlholo e itseng e 
ne~g a lokela ho mo etsa mohlabani ya kgabane kapa~ ya 
kgaohlahetseng. (p80) 

(In such emotional stress, we should understand that 
good or evil intentions had to give birth to victory, 
which in turn would make of him a virtuous warrior, 
or an unscrupulous one). 

It, therefore, strikes us that Moiloa is not just telling 

a life story, which he knows little of, but is trying to 

assess the character of Chaka as well as to appeal for his 

recognition as a hero, rather than his forthright 

condemnation as a brutish killer. 
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2.9.0 ON SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

2.9.1 Moiloa is the only Sotho essayist to write on social 

problems as such, though ~1ofoke ng also refers to them in 

Reisisi as being caused by this form of relaxation (see 

3.2 .. }). His Bo tahwa and Botsotsi are a reflection of such 

problems as he s aw them in towns. This may be attributed 

to the fact that he was born and bred amongst a farming 

community where he worked for at least two years before 

his later life in town. What he saw in town had a greater 

impact on him than it could have had on a town boy. 

Botsotsi (tsotsism) is purely a town phenomenon. Botahwa 

(drunkenness) on the other hand, is an abuse of a 

commodity that was not new to the writer. Moiloa tries to 

relate the present social problems with the past, with the 

view to finding the cause of the sad state of affairs. 

For the purpose of this study, Botahwa will serve as a 

good example. 

Z.9.2 Moiloa has nothing against home brewed beer. He 

remembers that it was regarded as food by the elderly 

people, and accorded the respect it deserved as such, with 

all the taboos that were part and parcel of food. For 

example, there were certain kinds of food that were 

consumed only by certain members of the household and 

guests, and never by others. One can only mention that 

eggs were taboo to children and women, and beer was a 

respect ab le food for 'men'. We feel ~oiloa's deep-lying 

respect for beer in the very openitig sentence: 

Mehleng ya boholoholo mabele a ne a jewa. (p7) 

(In the olden days grain (i.e. beer) was eaten). 

Mabele is a respectful reference term for beer, as opposed 

to the less respectful jwala (beer). For the same reason 

he uses the verb 'eat' in the place of 1 drink'. He 

however also uses the word rnabele in its literal sense 

where he refers to its usage in the preparation of various 

foodstuffs. Mabele was a favourite grain for its manifold 

usages, as he puts it: 
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.. . e seng hobane hone ho thahaselletswe thitelo 
hakaalo. (p 7) 

( ... not so much because of interest 1n brewing). 

2.9.3 His attitude to the consumption of mabele, in the form it 

has taken over the years, is felt changing from initial 

respect to deprecation as he remarks, 

... empa botahwa boo re bo bonang mehleng ena bone bo 
eso ka bo eba teng haesale lefatshe le thewa. (p7) 

( ..• but the drunkenness we see today was never seen since 
the creation of the earth) . 

I~ 1s clear that the writer has not lived through time, 

since the creation of the earth. This statement is made 

to emphasise how unthinkable it is that there could ever 

have b e e n similar drunkenness at any stage of history. He 

also sounds a warning to the reader to keep out of reach 

of strong drinks, if possible. He speaks with earnestness, 

authority and kno-wledge, like teacher to pupil: 

Botahwa bo a tlontlolla; bo tlosa motho seriti; bo 
theola dikgorane le dikgosana ditulong tsa tsona. (p10) 

(Drunkenness degrades; it lowers a person's dignity; 
it brings down the rich and the rulers from their 
places). 

Moiloa's distaste for drunkenness comes out quite 

forcefully in these lines. The subjective element ~s felt 

more than in any other of his essays, with the exception 

of his autobiography - Maipolelo. With the overdidactic 

final two paragraphs left out this could be a fine handling 

of the theme. 

2 .10.0 ON COJviMENTS ON LIFE 

2.10.1 The extent to which Mocoancoeng, Ntsane and Mofokeng 

each discuss this theme in their essays has already been 

indicated. 
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It has also been pointed out that all of Mofokeng's 

essays, though classified into three thematic categories, 

overlap into his main theme - comments on life. Even as 

we read each and everyone of them, we feel that it is a 

theme by itself and overlaps into the other themes, 

forming a continuum up to the end of the book, which ends 

with the essay aptly entitled qetello (the end). His 

typical comments on life are made in Pelo (the heart), 

Botho (personality), Bodutu (loneliness), Phetoho 

(change), Tjhelete (money), Boqhe ku (old age) and Qetell o 

(the end). 

2.10.2 In Boqheku, Mofokeng ponders over childhood's desire for 

old age, and old age's desire for childhood. The latter 

seems to amuse him as he observes: 

Ha se takatso feela kwana. 
ka tsela tse ngatanyana. 

Re hlile re kgutlela teng 
(p89) 

(It is not only a desire. 
(childhood) in many ways). 

We actually revert to it 

He knows that even he will one day long for childhood 

days, when old age sets in. That is why he includes 

himself as well as the reader by using the plural concord 

'we'. He is also amused at the thought that, as the old 

long for childhood, they exhibit certain childlike 

behaviour patterns which are typical of their age. He is 

actually hinting at that as he says, 

... Re hlile re kgutlela ka tsela tse ngatanyana. (p89) 

He sees dignity in old age as he talks to an old couple 

who have only one fear: the fear of being separated by 

death, rather than of death itself. His a.drn_ i ra tio11 ..c ~· O.L ._ne 

couple and respect for o ld age is shattered by the 

thought of the inevitable. His feeling of man's helplessness 

is imparted even to the reader as he remarks: 
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Empa jwale qetello e ne e se e atametse. 

(But then the end was already near). 

(p92) 

On his, and the reader's part, Mofokeng is thinking 

possibly of the end of life. On the part of this old 

couple, he is thinking of the end of three things: the 

end of fear for being without each other, the end of 

life's struggles, and the end of longing for rest. As he 

ponders and talks to the old couple, he invites the reader 

also to take part. He is never too high for the reader, 

nor too humble. He remains the reader's equal thoughout, 

suggesting things to him without any tone of finality. 

2. 10. 3 Nts ane' s Boqh~ku, on the other hand, is more a portrayal 

of human nature than a stage that marks the accomplishment 

of one's mission in this life. He also makes reference to 

the desire to be young once more. Unlike Mofokeng, he 

shows no sympathy with the aged who long for youthful 

pleasures. He satirises them by describing the ludicrousness 

of excessive make-up on a deeply wrinkled face, the airs 

put on, coupled with a queer gait. We agree with him when 

he expresses his disgust as follows: 

0 tle o makale le ho feta iwale ha o bona mobu o 
fetang dilemo tse mashome ~ tsheletseng o nyala lesea 
la dilemo tse leshome le metso ... (n32) 

( ... You will be even more surprised to see 'soil' of over 
sixty years of age getting married to a baby of a 
teenager). 

Ntsane's usage of the words moou (soil i.e. very old) and 

lesea (baby) shows a strong contrast between being too old 

to do anything and too young tc do anything. He cannot 

see any sense in trying to match these two extremeties. 

His attitude reflects on Sotho c u stom. Acco r ding to the 

Sothos, while the groom must preferably always be older 

than his bride, the disparity should not be too great. 

There is also the traditional high regard for the wisdom 

of the aged among the Sothos, and this is also seen in 

Ntsane as he thinks of the admirable other aged people: 
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Ana keletso tsa hae tse tswang kelellong e betlehileng 
di mafura hakaakang. (p33) 

(0, how wonderful is his advice which comes out of a 
well-carved mind!) 

To him age has as its purpose the 'carving' of our minds 

and endowing them with wisdom. 

2.10.4 From the above discussion we notice that, while Mofokeng 

regards old age as a final stage of the cycle of life, 

Ntsane is concerned with its significance in Sotho social 

practice. While Mofokeng looks upon it with admiration 

only from its good side, Ntsane looks at both sides of it 

and satirises the poorer side. They both agree that, 

borne with the dignity it deserves, old age is the most 

respectable stage of one's life. Mofokeng seeks to 

encourage good by referring only to the desirable. This 

also shows us his personal feelings towards old age. He 

adores it to the extent of not wanting to admit anything 

that is not good of the aged. 

2.10.5 Qetello is placed appropriately at the end of the book. 

It also marks the end of Mofokeng's undertaking in writing 

the book. This essay is Mofokeng's own philosophy of the 

concept 'end'. He maintains that knowledge of an end is a 

pre-requisite for the commencement of any undertaking, be 

it a journey (see 3.3.13), reading a book, or doing a job. 

As all things must end, so must life. To Mofokeng, an end 

should always be regarded as another beginning, and he 

states it thus: 

Ha mmele o se o phomotse, qetello eo re neng re re ke 
qetello e a fela, e tshwana le motse o ka thoko ho 
tsela oo re fapohelang ho oona ha re kgathetse, re 
lapile re bile re nyorilwe. Re mpa re fapohela 
feela, tsela ha e felle teng (p94) 
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(When the body has rested, what we thought to be the 
end also ends. It is like the roadhouse to which we 
branch when we are tired, hungry and thirsty. We 
only branch off, but the journey does not end there). 

The last sentence is deliberately designed to make the 

reader think as to the real end of the journey. This is 

already suggestive of what ~iofokeng has been harping on 

throughout the book - the hereafter. 

2.10.6 Mofokeng's attitude to the most dreaded end, death, is 

not just of helplessness complacence. He accepts it (and 

wants the reader also to do so), as a remover of life's 

bothers and physical hindrance on the soul. The reader is 

made to feel that death is not so bad after all: 

Hobane ka mora lefu ho sala moya e leng yona karolo 
ya rona e atametseng Mmopi haholo, karolo e sa 
tsebeng mokgathala. (p95) 

(Because after death the spirit remains, which is 
that part of us which is nearest to the Creator, a 
part ihat knows no fatigue). 

Remembering the many months Mofokeng has had to spend in 

and out of hospital, the word ~akgathala has more 

significance than physical fatigue. As he speaks of death 

as shedding all earthly hindrances and remaining with what 

is nearest to the Creator, we understand how tired he must 

be of his incurable disease. He tells the reader that the 

only endlessness is oneness with the Creator, and, as he 

ends the essay (and with it, the book) he seems to be 

accepting his own end in this world. 

2.11 .0 RESUME 

2.11.1 It is true that the essay is basically designed to be 

useful to the reader, and writer, but it is reinforced and 

immortalised by its beauty. The shrewdness or efficiency 

with which the writer presents his matter decides for how 

long it will keep ringing in the reader's memory~ and 

resist being pushed into oblivion by newer nublications 

or writings. 
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To the terms 'beauty' must be included the concepts 

relevance and veris~militude. The themes handled should 

be meaningful to the reader by being true to life as he 

sees it. This characteristic comes out strongly in 

Mocoancoeng's writings, especially on Sotho customs (e.g. 

Moeti va sa tsejweng, 2.5.1) and the socio-political theme 

(e.g. Mofeta-ka-tsela, 2.7.1). Moiloa's Maipolelo (2.8.1-

2.8.3) is also very relevant and depicts the socio

political climate he lived in. Like Morojele's, Moiloa's 

writings are mainly didactic in nature. Ntsane and 

Mofokeng are concerned mainly with human nature and , • .c 
.il.Le. 

Their deep concern is geniune and pertinent. While they 

look at human nature as a form of manifestation of life, 

Morojele discusses it strictly as such, philosophising 

about it and Sotho customs in his typically calculated 

manner. The vanity of man that disturbed both Ntsane and 

Mafokeng was a common feature of their time. Their 

uniquely satirical and passive reaction, respectively, to 

this vanity, strikes the reader with vivid freshness, and 

is unerringly logical and in keeping with theirs and our 

times. Morojele does not just ridicule man!s folly, but 

shows the way to reasoning on both sides of a subject with 

equal adeptness, thereby easily gaining credibility for 

the point he wishes to put across. He has written mainly 

on the didactic themes (which he shares greatly with 

Moiloa) and on human nature, which he shares with Ntsane. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE FORM OF THE SOUTHERN SOTHO ESSAY 

3.1.0 INTRODUCTION 

3. 1 .1 The purp ose of this chap t er ~~ tc d1s cuss t he f orma l 

featuies of the Southern Sotho essay. There is a 

generally accepted conventional form, which consists 

of the introduction, the body or contents, and the 

conclusion. Each of these parts has a definite purpose 

in. the essay, the effecti1reness of which dep ends much 

·on the writer's skill to utilize them. There are also 

deviations in various ways from this standard or conven

tional form, a n d before discussing them, it is best to 

discuss this form in greater detail. 

3. 2. 0 THE CONVENTIONi-\L FORl\1 OF THE ESSAY 

3.2.1 The conventional form of the essay consists of formal 

features which could be called the introduction, the 

body and the conclusion (as in 3.1.1). Let us examine 

these features from a theoretical point of view. 

The I11troductiort 

3.2.2 The introduction in the essay serves to arouse the 

reader's interest by imr:1ediately enabling him to 

identify the plan and extent of the essay. According 

to Kane and Peters (1969 : 261), in essay s handling 

complicated, abstract topics,or controversial ones, the 

subject should be made clear as quickly as possible. 

The be ginning should be broad and suggest i ve c f its 

complexities, but should !!focus dQwn~', indicating the 

general plan and c onclude with a sentence that enables 

the writer to step easily into the body of the essay. 

This may be regarded as the conventi onal form of the 

introduction, when the writer channels the reader's mind 

and interest carefully down to the subject. 

78 
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But there are variations to this form of introduction, which 

can be used to achieve equal or more success. These varia-

tions are discussed in paragraphs 3.3.0 - 3.4.1 

The Body 

3.2.3 The body is an elaboration of the idea presented in the 

introduction. The idea is developed logically and built up 

in stages up to the end, which is the climax. In an argu

ment, this climax may also mark the highest point, or the 

peak of the writer's conviction together with his reader -

the point at which his argument is proved, in his and hls 

reader's opinion, 

conventional form 

tion that builds 

structure of the 

according to the 

beyond 

of the 

up to a 

body the 

writer's 

doubt. 

body: 

peak. 

essay 

tone 

This may be regarded as the 

the well arranged presenta

Within this conventional 

may be formal or familiar, 

and intention. Formal essays 

lend themselves more easily to the conventional form because 

they deal with facts or truths that must have good planning 

and systematic presentation. Whatever information must be 

conveyed to the reader, should be conveyed in a well consi

dered form. There are also variations to this standard form 

of essay: even in the strictly formal type of essay, the 

writer may utilize an anecdote or short story to illustrate 

his point. The whole body of the essay may, in fact, be a 

story preceded by an introduction and followed by a 

conclusion. In most essays the theme or message is 

conceived and developed in the body, and carried logically 

to the conclusion. 

The Conclusion 

3.2.4 The conclusion is the rounding up of the subject in which 

the purpose o{ the theme becomes clear. Where it is not 

the climax of the essay, it follows immediately on the 

climax. It is usually a forceful unfolding (direct or 

tacit), a challenge to the reader, or a solution to some 

problem or puzzle. In essays handling didactic themes, 
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the conclusion is usually the final warning or advice, or 

rounding up of a lesson. According to Kane and Peters 

( 1 969 : 260), the ccnclusion has certa i n signa l V.'OTds 1vhich 

have reference to the beginning of the essay, and there is 

a change in the tempo of the last sentence. The introduc-

tion, body and conclusion each l ead to the other in logical 

transition, and in that order, according to the conventional 

pattern illustrated below: 

INTRODUCTION :BODY/CONTE NTS CON CLUSION 

Moiloa's Bophelo metseng e meholo is a good example of a 

conventional essay . In his introducti on, he gives t he 

reader the background of life in the smaller villages of 

olden days when pe ople lived contentedly in respect for 

authority and mutual respect for one another, as well as 

respect for their customs and tradition. Moiloa presents 

this backgr ound information br oadly in this manner: 

Boholo-holo batho ba ne ba phela metsaneng e menye
nyane e neng e hlile e dutse e qaqol ohane hantle, nurre 
metsana ena e ne e buswa ke bo-ramohlongwana baa e 
neng e le bona molomo wa morena ---- E, re a dumela 
ba ne ba ntse ba ena le ditsietsi tsa bona, hobane 
tsietsi ke ya motho e mong lee mong .... (p. 91) 

(In olden days people lived in sJnall villages which 
were actually separated, and these villages were 
ruled bv hea dmen who were the mouth ( sp ok e smen) of 
the chi~£ .... Yes, we agree that t~e~ had th~ir 
own troubles, because troubles come to everyone ... ) 

After portraying this traditional set-up where the chief's 

deputy was accorded the respect of a chief i n those 

scattered villages ( ... e giaolohane hantl~), he narrows 

down to the subject he actually wants to discuss with the 

paragraph ending logical l y in this fashion: 
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... empa tsietsi tsena ke tse eisehang haholo ha di 
bapiswa le tsa bophelo ba metse e meholo kajeno. 
(p91) 

( ... but these difficulties are negligible when 
compared with those of life in the big towns today). 

Against this background, Moiloa then discusses the evils 

of our modern big cities in great detail, starting 

logically from parental negligence and the ever present 

bad influences, building up to the resultant deliquency 

and social degeneration: 

... batho ba phelang teng, ba sa natseng letha; ba sa 
tsotellaneng; bao ekareng ba ilana sekgethe (p93) 

( ... the people living there, who care for nothing; who 
disregard one another; who behave like they detest one 
another). 

After highlighting the disadavantages of city life, Moiloa 

then concludes by inviting the reader to reflect on the 

peaceful life of the olden days described in the introduction. 

The slowing down of the tempo can be felt as he ends up 

with, 

Basotho ba re: mahlo ke diala, ha a je sa motho. (p94) 

(The Basotho say: eyes see far, regardless of obstacles) 

Mocoancoeng (in Thokolosi), Ntsane (in Bohale), Mofokeng 

(in Phetoho) and Morojele (in Bohlale), also use the 

conventional form with great success. In fact all of 

Ntsane's essays, and most of Mocoancoeng's, Morojele's and 

Moiloa's, vary within the basic conventional form. 
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3.3.0 VARIATIONS ON THE CONVENTIONAL FORM 

3.3.1 The Southern Sotho e s s,oy i s ts v e ry 'JTc e fr om the other 

within the framework discussed above. For purposes of a 

closer study, I propose to name these variations A, B, C, 
D and E, and are as follows: 

Variation A 

3.3.2 Here there is no perceptible transition from introduction 

to the body of the essay. The essay starts by direct 

entry into the body wi thout any formal in~roduction: 

BODY CONCLUSION 

Th is t endency is observed in the following essays: 

]'.locoancoeng: Ma t swe lo-pele (The civilised) 

Mofokeng Dime la (Plants) 

Mc rojele Leteketa (The loyalist) 

Variation B 

Kgotso (Peace) 

Lenyalo dipakeng tsa ditihaba 

( Intermarriage between races). 

3 .3.3 In this variation there is no perceptible transition from 

the body of the essay to t he conclusiton. The conclusion 

comes unexpectedly and is abrupt: 

BODY AND ~ONCLUSION 

Th is t endency is observe d in the following essays: 

Mof oke ng 

Morojele 

Ts e l~- t s b~eu (Fa r ewe ll ) 
p .. 
~ amp1r1 (Paper) 

Kgotla (Tr ibal court) 

Kereke le puso (Church and Government) 

----. 
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Variation C 

3.3.4 The body of the essay is divided into parts, each part 

dealing with a phase of the body or contents. Here the 

writer looks at his subject from different angles: 

( INTRODUCTION x ___ B _ _,{ D ~ ... ~---Jx CONCLUS I ON ) 

This tendency is typical of Mofokeng and, to some extent, 

Mocoancoeng. Examples of this essay form are: 

Mocoancoeng 

Mofokeng 

Variation D 

Tsela a dikeoe (The way of ships) 

Reisisi (The horse race) 

Lenyalo 

Lefu 

Noka 

(Marriage) 

(Death) 

(A river) 

Tjhelete (Money) 

Phetoho (Change) 

3.3.5 Here the deviation 1s only in that the contents of the 

essay are told in story form. The writer only speaks 

subjectively afterwards. Ha ho bohlale mothong (There 
is no wisdom in man) 1) is a good example. Of the Sotho 

essay volumes Mocoancoeng's is the only one that contains 

such examples: 

Moeti va sa tseiweng (The unknown visitor) 

Monna ya nen~ a thunve Modimo (The man who once shot 
at God). 

Variation E 

3.3.6 All other forms that may be regarded as unique are 

classified together here. They are different in structure 

from all the above, and the uniqueness of each will be 

pointed out presently. 

Moiloa Kgang ka b olo i (An argument about witchcraft) 

Kgang ka tsa thuto (An argument about education) 

1) This is an example from J J Moiloa's Di pale le metlae 

(J96:.)) a collection of short stories which also has a few 

examples of essayistic literature. 
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These two are a hundred per cent dialogue and are not 

essays in the true sense of the word. They belong to a 

different genre and can only be accepted because they are 

the product of the writer's imagination. Ordinarily these 

belong to drama, which usually depicts actual states of 

affairs. 

Mocoancoeng's Ha k gwedi e tjhaba is unique in that none of 

the conventional essay parts is distinguishable from the 

other. Here the story is one whole from beginning to end, 

with the writer remaining an objective narrator throughout . 

.t-.Ioiloa' s tvlaipolelo, an autobiography, is comparable in 

form to Ha kgwedi e tjhaba, and is unique in the same 

respect. 

Mofokeng's Phetoho has a unique structure. It is divided 

into three phases each reflecting a different perspective 

of the subject. There is an overlap in this respect with 

variation C. The uniqueness here is in the fact that each 

of the first two phases has its own introduction apart 

from the introduction of the essay as a whole. Yet the 

essay remains a coherent whole. 

Like Mocoancoeng's Ha kgwedi e tjhaba, Morojele's 

Ho fetofetolwa ha batsamaisi is one whole from beginning 

to end, wherein the component parts are not distinguishable 

one from the other. The only difference here is that, 

where as Moc oancoeng tells a stc ry, Morojele gives his own 

views subjectively in typical essay fashion. 

3.4.0 RESUME 

3.4.1 Having discussed the general structure of the essay and 

the pattern cf vari a ti ons foun d in the Southern Sotho 

essay, we now come to specific instances that may enable 

us to note patterns that are peculiar to certain of our 

writers. It has already been noted that the variations 

illustrated above are observed within the general 

conventional structure of the essay. 
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To be exact, of the total of eighty-eight essays written in 

Southern Sotho, sixty-four are in the conventional 

introduction-contents-conclusion structure. It is, 

however, to be understood that, much as the pattern may be 

the same, there should be individual differences in its 

handling. We are now going to look at the first differences 

or variations observed. These are in the introduction. 

3.5.0 FEATURES OF THE INTRODUCTION 

Co~ventional Type 

3.5. 1 Firstly there is the conventional type of introduction 

discussed above, as exemplified in the following instances. 

In his Bophelo metseng e mehol o (Life in big cities), 

Moiloa commences broadly with a description of life in the 

olden days, which serves as the background against which 

he would like the reader to visualise the modern big town 

life. He then focusses the reader's attention beautifully 

on the subject with the sentence, 

E, re a dumela ba ne ba ntse ba ena le ditsietsi 
tsa bona, hobane tsietsi ke ya motho e mong le e 
mong, empa tsietsi tsena ke tse eisehang haholo 
ha di bapiswa le tsa bophelo ba metse a meholo kajeno 

(Yes, we agree that they had their difficulties because 
difficulties are meant for evervone. but thes e difficulties 
are negligible compared with those of life in the 
big cities). 

The reader at once becomes aware that he is going to hear 

something about life in the cities and, above all, its 

difficulties. 

3.5. 2 Mocoancoeng in his Menyaka e meng (other joys), starts by 

stating what is to him a fact: that on earth everyone has 

the right to be happy, regardless of sex, age or cult, as 

long as he/she has eyes to see and ears to hear those 

things that add to the joy of living. He rounds up the 

opening paragraph by hinting at his field of discussion: 
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... ntho tse sa bonweng ke bongata ba batho, haholo-holo 
ke matshweletshwele a fumanwang metseng e meholo (p29) 

( ... thing s that are not seen by most peopl e , esp eci a lly 
the throngs that are found in big cities). 

While Mocoancoeng's introduction is conventional, we 

immediately see the difference between him and !v1oiloa. He 

makes di r ect r e ference to happiness, but do es not ment ion 

directly that he intends discussing happiness as found in 

nature and the countryside. Moiloa delimits his field 

directly, but Mocoancoeng does so by insinuation: he only 

refers to the joys that are missed by the many who flock 

to 1- " u lg By this con t rast the r eader 1 s in t er e st 

is now aroused. He would like to know the joys that are 

left behind by the joy-seeking people who drift to the 

tov:ns. 

3.5.3 In Ntsane's ~enya lo (Marriage) , we see another approach 

to the conventiona l introduction. He s t a rts off by 

stating the three occasions in a pe rson's life when white 

is warn: baptism, ' ' . \ve aa. lng or 

He then singles out ma rriage 

marriage and in the coffin. 

and s e ttles the reader's 

attentiorr on it in r e adiness for the dis cussion: 

Ho a bonahala he hare lenyalo ke ntho e nngwe ya 
bo~lokwa bophelong _ba _m~tho l e ~ats~eng, bophelo bo 
paKe ng ts a t swa lo 1e l e tu. Lp4 3J 

(It is ~ ho r~o rP r1A ~r + h a+ m~ ~~~nnc i~ one prcrl.O'US 
• J... ~ ,_,!.:._ ..... · .J.. .L .... ._. ~ - .1..~ ~ \... J. .!. ._ ~ h v..-" --:- -· ... c:;. 6 ~ ..... _.__." .~. ... ..~.. ....... ..... 

th1ng 1n a oerson 1 s 11fe on e ar ~n; t ne l1fe betwe en 
birth and. death. 

Over and above focussing the reader's attention on the 

field intended for discussion, Ntsane's subject i vity 

stands out in this sentence, and the reader can already 

disc e rn his attitude to the subj ect. 
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3.5.4 Mofokeng also has his own way. In Pelo (The heart), for 

instance, he starts by directly talking about the heart. 

The very first word is Pelo (the heart), yet the reader 

feels clearly that the writer has not embarked on his 

subject yet. It is only in the first sentence of the 

second paragraph that Mofokeng narrows down his field and 

focusses the reader's mind on wha~ he actually want s to 

discuss: 

Ho otla ha pelo ha ho re bolelle feela hore motho o 
sa phela, ho ka nna ha re bolella ntho tse ding tse 
ngata. (p1) 

(The throbbing of the heart does not only tell us 
that a person is still alive , it can s till tell us 
many o t her things.) 

It is the many other things that Mofoke ng talks about, n ot 

the he art as su ch. A beautiful introduction to his first 

essay, which in its turn, turns out to be an ingenious 

intr oduction to the volume itself. 1) It is a conventional 

introduction, yet there is, in it, the un iqu eness which 

will event~a llyt on ly b e as s oc i ated with Mofoke n g. 

3.5.5 Per haps ano t her example is ne c essary to illustrate the 

latter stat ement. His Phetoho (Change) answers to the 

features of the conventional form of the essay, though 

each part is cle arly divided from the other as a phase. 

The first pha se (the introduction) introduces the first 

concept, tlholohelo (longing), concisely in the opening 

sentence. He then us e s this concept cleverly to lead the 

reader s ystematically to the next one, phetoho (change) 

which is the theme of his discussion. He deliberately 

uses the sec ond person in order to involve the reader in 

the essay f r om the very beginning: 

1) From t?e linguis!ic e~~ressio~s . de~i~ed ~rom the word 
pelo, J1e ta J. 1~s a bout Il lS CrV;'Il l :r~ o. e cl s i cn l .. e ~ J1a·\;r l rr g 
pefO tse redi (two hearts). One heart wants him to 
stop talk1ng, while the other wants him to carry on, 
ke o e ka t s e pelong yaka ( I should t a l k abou t what 
1s 1n my hea r t) . ~ ,e reader is cleverly given two 
meanings: the writer's own feelings and the contents 
of the b ook, Pelong y a ka. As t h is statement c omes 
at the end of the essay, the latter meaning remains 
in the r eade r 's mind. 
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... Lebitso la seteishene ke leo. 0 a le bala. Le 
ngodilwe hantle, emp a ho teng ho hon g ho sa o 
kgotsofatseng. Le fetohile ha le jwale kaha o ne o 
hlola o le bona pelong ya hao. (p33) 

( ... There, you see the name of the station. You read 
it. It is nicely written, but there is something 
that does not satisfy you: it is different, it is not 
as you have always seen it with your inward eye.) 

3.5.6 This appeal to the reader 1 s personal experience gives the 

introduction greater impact, and makes him want to hear 

mor e abou t what he migh t have expe r ien c e d at one t i me or 

the other. The concept of change is also introduced 

subtly an d logically, f o llowing on longing. The reader 

feels that the focal idea is now change without his 

attention being directly focussed down on it. This apt 

focussing down without directly naming the ground to be 

traversed is neared only by Mocoancoeng (see paragraph 

3.5.1), and stands in contrast to Moiloa's and Ntsane 's 

directness. Moiloa s tarts broadly, and when he narrows 

his field d own to the subject, he does so without leaving 

any room for doubt or deducti on ( reason) (see paragraph 

3.4.1). We are, therefore, aware at this stage that, 

within the framework of the conventional introduction, 

Mofokeng and Mocoancoeng (on the one hand) exercise 

gre a ter freedom of movement, while Moiloa and Nts ane (on 

the othe r ) keep strictly to form. 

3.5. 7 We ma y , a t t h is j unc t ure, t u rn our atte ntion to deviations 

from the above examples of the conventional introduction. 

These diffe1· in various ';.;ays and, for clarity, I a lso 

propose to call them variations A, B, C and D and they 

will be discussed presently. The effect of each deviation 

will also be investigated. 
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3.5.8 Whereas the conventional structure of the essay consists 

of introduction, body and conclusion, this may be called 

an omission variation because of the direct entry into the 

body of the essay without prior paving of the way by means 

of the conventional introduction. This tendency 1s 

clearly noticeable in the f o llowing essays: 

1'-fo i loa 

:Mocoancoeng 

Mofokeng 

I( g ang }~ a t s a ~ 1i ~ 1 -t'-- r . 
...... \ J. '-'"· ._.;,...· 

(An argument about education) 

Maipolelo (Telling about oneself) 

Moeti ya sa tsejweng (An 

unknown visitor) 

Ha kgw e d i e tjhaba (When the 

moon comes up) 

Dimela (Plants) 

In his kgang ka tsa thuto, Moiloa starts directly with a 

dialogue between a boy and his father, about education or 

being educated. In fact dialogue is a rarity in essays, 

and this is not an essay in the true sense of the word. 

Its very nature does not allow for any form of introduction. 

On the other hand, Maipolelo is an autobiography of the 

writer. He only alludes to the vagueness of his 

recollection and embarks on his own life story without any 

mental preparation of the reader. 

Mocoancoeng's Moeti ya sa tsejweng and Ha kgwedi e tjhaba 

are both in story form, and he commences his stories also 

without any description of the environment, be it 

geographical or socio-cultural. Mofokeng, in his Dimela, 

philosophises about life and plants. His typically brief 

sentence construction requires extreme care on the part of 

the reader to be able to determine whether or not there is 

a formal introduction to his essays. 
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He simply starts by stating that it is not easy to 

understand or see life in plants, but plants live, and 

thereby he has already started philosophising. The effect 

of this variation is its clear and immediate impact on 

the reader as to the subject matter, and the immediacy 

with which the reader finds himself involved in the essay. 

This omission adds force to the essay by leaving obvious 

things unsaid, and further confirms Lucas' idea of "the 

eloquence of silence" (1955:106). It is very well and 

effectively used by Mocoancoeng in his Moeti ya sa 

tsejweng, for instance. His very opening sentence makes 

the reader feel right in the story and like remaining 

there: 

E ne e le hona a tswa kena motseng. E ne e le 
motsana o monyenyane, o emeng tulonyaneng e mpenyana, 
e tshehla ka baka la mahlabathe a naha eo. (pSS) 

(He had just got into the village. It was a small 
village, situated on an unattractive place which was 
pale on account of the sands of that area.) 

After reading the second sentence, the reader discerns 

fully the geographical surroundings, and feels no further 

need for its elaborate description as is typical of 

stories. This punch is, however, lacking in Moiloa's 

Kgang ka tsa thuto, and this can be attributed to the fact 

~hat he makes use of dialogue which belongs to a different 

literary genre (as pointed out earlier) which easily 

lends itself to unnecessary digression. 

Variation B 

3.5.9 This is a variation wher eby the writer poses a question 
. . ( ' or quest1ons tne answer SJ to whict the reader finds in 

the body of the essay. It is not a common variation and 

is found only in the following three essays: 
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Ntsane 
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Matswelo-pele (The civilised) 

Thapelo (Prayer) 

Lerato (Love) 

Mocoancoeng poses the question whether the coming of the 

White man and the influence of his civilization has been a 

boon to the Black man or not. On the other hand Ntsane 

demands, "what is prayer?" In Lerato he starts by asking 

for an explanation for the queer sensations experienced, 

and describes them. When the reader's curiosity is 

aroused, he goes on to describe love as he sees it . 

. This question type introduction sets the reader thinking 

immc::d iate ly together with the 1vri ter to find ans1vers to the 

question(s) posed. 

Variation C 

3.5.10This type of introduction is a story that is followed by 

an explanation to illustrate the writer's point of view of 

the subject discussed. For instance, Ntsane, in his 

ThaD e lo, starts by pes ing the question, n1Vha t is prayer?" 

and then relates the story of a man who sued for mercy 

from his chief but, instead, got the more flogged. He 

further tells of his visit to church where people 

prayed for rain, but in vain. At this stage even the 

reader begins to wonder about prayer, which is just what 

the writer wants to involve the reader as party to 

the discussion. This type of in~roduction arouses the 

reader's interest immediately for he would like to see 

what lies behind the story. Ntsane uses this technique 

beautifully and makes the theme strike the reader with 

added f orce when, after relating the first incident, he 

demands: 

Ana thapelo keng? Ya rapelwang empa a sa utlwe, 
yena o nahana jwang? (plO) 

(Actually, what is prayer? The one who is being 
prayed taking no heed, how does he think?) 
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This introduction of Ntsane's answers to b o th variations B 

and C features. It is a question followed by a short 

story linked with it, and yet l e ading to the answer that 

is ultimately found in the body of the essay. 

In Bodutu, Mofokeng devotes a whole phase to the introduction. 

It is a cold winter morning during school holidays, and he 

travels by train to a friend's home in Benoni. In the 

train · he meets an old friend who remarks that he was 

already feeling lonely. During their conversation they 

allude to lonely holidays. They part unhappily because 

they will feel lonelier. On his arrival at his friend's 

~orne , he finds h im sleep ing b e cause of loneliness. During 

this introductory story the writer alludes to Bodutu 

(lon e liness) four times, and by the time he says, 

Ka qala ho makala le ho nahana bodutu , ~ . ) CP! I 

(I t hen be gan to wonde r and to think a b out lone liness), 

the reader has long been struck by the recurrence of the 

word, and is a lready eager to kn ow what the writer is up 

to. He has been prepare d for the subject, and is now ready 

for it. 

This vari a t ion is used at least twice by each of the 

writers, and is missed only in Moiloa's and Morojele's 

essays. It is more favoured by Mofokeng. The following 

e ss ays commence in that fa s hion: 

Mocoan co e ng 

Ntsane 

Mo f okeng 

Di t o :-- c t~, e bo b.l o1co (~Ba d 

Ha ke tla fumana sesene mohlahareng 

(How I got a gap between the molars) 

Thape lo (Prayer) 

Botle le bobe (Good and bad) 

Hl ah lcbo (An ex amination) 

Lefu (Death) 

Ba dutu (L onelines s ) 

Tjhelete (Money) 
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Variation D 
·,/ 

3.5.11 In this category are those essays that have a unique 

introduction. Unique only because ~he form is unusual and 

unenvisaged until the reader sees it. The uniqueness in 

this case is not uniform and predictable, but differs from 

writer to writer. For instance, in his Kgan g ka boloi (an 

argument about witchcraft), Moiloa uses a praise poem as 

an introduction: 

~·hnalane ke thalabodiba mora Moloi, Thalabodiba ya 
thella hara baloi ya thelia baloi ba entse leswiti ba 
e dikile... (p22) 

(Mmalane is a whirligig beetle, son of Moloi, 
The whirligig beetle slid amonst witches. It slid 
whilst the witches in a multitude encircled it ... ) 

A priest who is listening to Mmalane recite the praise 

poem is struck by the frequency of the words moloi (witch) 

and boloi (witchcraft) in the verse, and he remarks about 

the Basotho's fondness of witchcraft. This sparks off an 

argument between the two. This introduction is appropriate 

and serve s the uuruose of introducing the argument (which 

is the writer's aim), or at least providing a pretext for 

it; but it lacks the force to arouse and maintain the 

reader's interest. It does not even make the reader 

anticipate the subject before the writer himself embarks 

upon it. Otherwise the argument advanced under variation 

A (Kgang ka tsa thuto) above, also holds here. In his 

Botjha (Youth), Ntsane starts with the ouening pcrticn a~ 
' p· 1 -cne song a era y a botjha (The flower of youth) by J P 

Mohapeloa: 

Di teng dipalesa tsa mefuta, 
Tse ntle ha di shejwa, 
Emna di fetwa hole ka botle ke palesa ya botjha. 
Maralla, dithota di kgabile ka mehaladi~we, dishwes~we 
Anthe ya bophelo ba rona 
E kgaba ka botjha. (p93) 
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(There are flowers of various kinds, 
Which are b eautiful when looked at, 
But they are beaten by far by the 
flower of youth. 
Hills, velds pride themselves on arum 
lilies, wild flowers. 
Whereas that of our life (the flower) 
Prides its e lf on youth.) 

In this extract the writer compares the natural beauty 

of fl6wers with the beauty of youth, and says how far 

youth outstrips the beauty of the flowers. He th en 

compares the flower-covered hills and veld, nature's 

pride, with the pride in youth and likens the two. This 

repeated reference to youth, in contrast to nature, 

focusses the reader's a tten tion and interest on youth, 

which is the writer's subject. At this stage Ntsane 

further raises the reader's expectation by immediately 

following up with an introductory anecdote, thereby giving 

his essay a semblance of h aving two introductions. This 

anecdote depicts the pains o ld people can go into in an 

attempt to r e vert to youth, and reinforces the interest 

which has a l r e a dy b e e n aroused and focuss e d on the 

subject: Youth. 

In his Bohale (Ange r ) , Ntsane commences directly with the 

outward des c ription of anger in man and animal, in 

forceful, brief narrative tense: 

Motho a halefa, motho a senya ka mahlong, a fufulelwa, 
a t hc thomela... (p23) 

(Then) the person ?ec~me furious, he (got) spoiled in 
the face, he per s p 1r e d , he trembled ... ) 

From these external symptoms of anger, Ntsane drifts 

towards the conventional pattern of focussing down on 

othe r connot a tions of the concept ''anger", which become 

the actual conte n ts of the discussion: 
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Le hoja di etswa ke batho le tsona diphoofolo, 
ke ho re dintho tse phelang, hangata le tsona 
tse sa phefumoloheng, re nne re re di halefile. 

(Though (this) is done by people and animals, 
that is, by living things, we often also talk 
about non-living things as being angry/violent). 

3.6.0 FEATURES OF THE BODY 

3.6.1 The most formal writer is Moiloa. In all his essays, 

regardless of the nature of the subject, one never fails 

to feel his seriousness of purpose. His facts are always 

presented in a well planned and deliberately systematic 

manner. So formal is he that he allows no room even for 

an anecdote to illustrate a point. In his Bophelo metseng 

e meholo, for instance, after focussing down skilfully on 

the subject by ending the introduction with the words, 

.. tsietsi tsena ke tse eisehang haholo ha di 
bapiswa le tsa bophelo ba metse e meholo kajeno (p91) 

(see introduction) , 

he immediately links it with the body by commencing the 

body thus: 

Bophelo metseng e meholo kajeno ke bophelo bo 
thata bophelo ba ditlokotsi tse sithabetsang 
maikutlo a motho (p92) 

(Life in the big cities today is difficult; life 
of hardships and troubles that overwhelm one's 
feelings.) 

After presenting this gloomy anticipation to the reader, 

he tells how man and wife alike are compelled by circumstances 

to go to work so as to be able to make ends meet. From 

this economic factor, he introduces the important 

sociological factor, briefly but forcefully: 

Bana ba sala jwalo ba itlhobohile (p92) 

(The children stay that way, resigned to fate.) 
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Not only has Moiloa brought home to the reader the lack of 

basic needs on the part of the children, but also the lack 

of good character moulding influences of the parent. He 

goes on to show how bad company bec omes the only substitute 

for parental control, unlike in the olden days. He shows 

h ow each pr oblem leads to another in chain reaction: 

people having to Pay for evervthin2. 
; , '-" " 

... ho tloha mel oreng le matlakala a lokelang 
ho iswa tooting, ho isa metsing a ditshila le pootjeng 
ya bosiu... (p93) 

( ... from the ashes and refuse that must be 
removed to filthy water and the excreta 
containers of the night ... ); 

insuffi c ient money forcing others to leave school and fall 

foul with the law for being unemployed; lack of necessities 

making people resort to foul means of making a living in 

turn getting into trouble with the police; overcrowdedness 

and its mutually influential bad elements; all facilities 

available, but accessible only to those who have money, 

the problem moving thus on in circles: 

Ke nnete dingaka di haufinyana, ho teng matlo a 
dikokelo, dikolo ka makala a tson a a fapaneng di 
a fumaneha, empa ke tjhelete feela ntho eo. 
(p94) 

(It is true tha~-~~ere are doctors_nea!by! there are 
ho spita l s, and a1t r erent stre ams ot s cnoo 1s are 
available, but all need money only.) 

Having developed the subject to this point, Moiloa leaves the 

reader wondering whether there is any other solution than 

leaving the big cities. Throughout, the reader has been a 

listener or vessel to be filled with information, while 

Moiloa gleaned his subject to the extent of leaving almost 

nothing unsaid. Moiloa's aim is clear: to exhaust the 

subject. 
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3.6.2 Within the same conventional fo r m of the body, Mofok eng's 

approach is different and livelier. Having, for example, 

introduced the subject with a story of his own first and 

humble impression of an examination, he brings to the 

reader's attention the fact that not all examinations are 

as simple as that: 

Ha dilemo di ntse di ev a ka fum ana dihlahlobo 
tse ding. Empa jwale k a boela ka fumana ho hong 
ho hotjha letswalo. ( p SO) 

(As the years passed I had other examinations. 
But I further experienced something new -
fright.) 

After showing how many, like him, prayed for strength 

against examination fright, he highlights t he greatest 

human weakness as selfishness and ingratitude as he sees 

the successfu l rejoicing with out a t hought of kneeling 

down in thankful prayer: 

re tseb a ho kopa feela, ha re tsebe ho fana, 
leha e le ka yona teb oho. (p53) 

( ... we know only how to solicit. we do not know 
how to offer, e~en if it be grafitude.) 

At this apparent climax of self-examination, he hints at 

another form of examination and the reader understands 

clearly because they have been together throughout: 

Dilemo di fetile, ngwaneso, di fetile di le ngata 
haholo. Dihlahlobo di tlile mme d i fe t ile le tsona 
... kapa di fetile. E, mohlomong di fetile, empa 
ho setse e le nngwe feela. (p54) 

of them. (Ye ars h a ve pass ed . mv brothe r. many 
Examinations-have also come and gone 
they gone? Yes, perhaps they have gone. 
still r ema ins one.) 

or, have 
But there 
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In the above an attempt has been made to show how the 

writers developed their themes in the body of the essay as 

a distinct part from the introduction and conclusion. The 

final message, which flows logically from the body, is 

clearly enunciated in the conclusion. There are, however, 

structural variations in the body of the essay as 

d . d , 1scuss e . a oo\re . These wi ll be illus tr a t e d p r e sent ly . 

Variation A 

2.6.3 In Mocoancoeng's Matswelo-pele and Mofokeng's Dimela, the 

introduct i on a nd body cannot be marked off one from the 

other. The writer starts the essay by direct entry into 

the body. Mocoancoeng engages 1n no broad discussion of 

civili zation and f ocu ssing down on accultura t ion. He 

• 

merely starts wondering whether the White man's arrival on 

this subcontinent has been a boon or otherwise. Instead 

of giving his views directly, he decides, 

Mona ke rata ho hlahisa hany enyane feel a a 
monnamoholo e mong eo ke tlwaelaneng le yena 
motseng wa heso ( p 23) 

(Here I just want to giv e b r iefly those of one old 
man I am used to in our village.) 

He highlights his character's attitude directly by making 

him commence his comments with the exclamation, 

1TI.2.. tsv1e l op el e (p2 3) 

(The civilised! the civilised! Oh, no!) 

To develop his theme he takes the reader along with him on 

a visit to the old man, Nathane. He discusses his planned 

marriage with Nathane. On learning that dowry has been 

fully paid, the old man retorts: 

Jwale h a o phethile tsohle o sa batlang baruting? 
Na ke hare le hlile le phehelletse ho etsa motswako 
wa Sekgowa le Sesotho? (p24) 

(Now, having completed everything, what do you still 
want from priests? Do y ou peop le really i n sist on 
mixing the White man's and the Sotho customs?) 
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Mocoancoeng then uses Nathane to show directly the 

ridiculous incongruities in the combination of the two 

cultures: 

Ba ya kerekeng jwaleka Makgowa, empa o ke o bone kae 
banyaduwa ba Makgowa ba lla habohlokohloko jwaleka 
batho ba qobeiletsweng? (p24) 

(They go to church like Whites: but where nave you 
ever seen White brides weep biiterly like people who 
have be en compelled?) 

This brings to the fore an old Sotho custom whereby a 

maiden who was reluctant to marry a young man of her 

father's choice, had her finger tied painfully with a 

string until she consented. On the other hand the White 

brides go happily to church to marry the groom of their 

own choice. Mocoancoeng finds it ridiculous that the 

Mosotho bride should go to church in Whit e man fashion and 

weep in contrasting trad i tional fashion. By insinuation, 

he had made the point that the modern youth doesn't really 

know wnat he wants. From there he goes a step higher by 

pickin£ on what is most distasteful to the Black man 

modern, sophisticated dress and accompanying habits: 

Na ba kae banana ba Afrika? Ha se bona bao ba tenang 
mari kgwe? Ha se bao ba tsubang? (p24) 

('vllhere are the young girls of Africa? 
not those vsr~ orres wear1ng trousers? 
those very on~s smoking?) 

Are they 
TlOt 

The words marikgwe (trousers) and tsuba (to smoke) have 

been deliberately chosen by the writer because, to a 

Mosotho, they are a definite mask of manliness, and are 

regarded as taboo to women. The reader can, the refore, 

feel the impact of the traditional Mosotho's disgust upon 

see 1ng these in a woman. From this fact the writer, 

posing as the y oung betrothed, builds up to the mental 

conflict he ultima~ e ly finds h imself in, in the end, 

because these same repugnant qualities are to be f ound in 

his fiance: 

' ' 
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Tsietsi e ne e le hore yena Dipuo eo ke mo ratang 
sehloho sena se se nang ho lekanngwa, o a tsuba o 
hlanyetsa marikgwe ... le dieta tsa hae ke tse mo 
sitisang lc ho ts amaya. (p2S ) 

(The difficulty was that the very Lipuo, whom I love 
so madly, smokes and is crazy about trousers ... and 
the shoes she wears make her walk with difficulty.) 

Together with the reader, they have listened step by step 

to the old man's argument and saw mmokonyana wa nnete (a 

grain of truth) which was a challenge. After looking 

around and conducting an introspection, the writer finds 

himself in the above predicament and the reader is now 

· ready for the final message, which follows in the 

conclusion. 

In his Dimela, Mofokeng starts in the following manner: 

Ho thata ho utlwisisa nnete ya puo ena e reng motho 
a ka ba le mahlo ernpa a se ke a bona. Errma ho 
jwalo. Ha ba bakae ba nahanang hore dimela di a 
phela. (p72) 

(It is difficult to understand the saying that one 
mav have eyes and sti l l not be ab le to see. But it 
is.so. Ve~y few people think that plants live.) 

In the same breath Mofokeng points out that we always talk 

about plants growing (di a mela} when referring to what is 

basically "living 1
', and gives the advantage of t.his 

apparent mistake (i.e. regarding growth and life as 

different concepts): 

Hoja re di sheba jwalo, o re ekaba ho ka ba ho le 
teng mosadi ya hleng a nke thipa mme a kene tshimong _ 
ya hae a kge dihaba kapa dinawa a sa thothomele? (p72j 

(If we thought that way, do you think a woman would 
actually t a ke a knife and get into her garden to cut 
fleshy leaves or beans wit~out trembling?) 
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Without the reader being aware of any formal introduction, 

the concept life is already discussed side by side with 

growth. To show more convincingly the advantage of this 

mistaken distinction between living (-phela) and growing 

(ho mela), he draws a brilliant analogy with cutting off a 

foreleg from a sheep: 

Ho kga sehaba sa ele ho ka be ho tshwana le ho ntsha 
sephaka sa nku e ntse e phela, mme o e tlohela hore 
se tle se hlomele hape. (p72) 

(Cutting onion leaves would be the same as cutting 
off the foreleg of a sheep whilst still alive, and 
they leaving the sheep to grow another again.) 

At this stage he ridicules man by saying that if he really 

understood that plants were as alive as animals, 

... re ka be re sere e-na le mokgatlo o qosang ba 
tshwereng dimela tsa bona hampe (p72) 

( ... we would already be having an organisation that 
charges those who illtreat their plants - SPCP 
Society for Preventing Cruelty to Plants). 

This reveals the shot he ~ akes at some people who do not 

appreciate the work done by institutions like the SPCA. 

Having caught the reader's interest completely by being 

!..; •. ,:,·{ :; d.~liyberately ridiculous, he comes back to brass facts 

and declares: 

Empa nnete ke hare ~ia phela jwale ka nn a L e wen a. 
(p 72) 

(But the truth is that they are alive, just like you 
and I) 

He then developes this idea by showing how they breath 

though, like fish, they have no lungs; how they work from 

dawn to dusk; and how, like among people, there are 

robbers (parasites) amongst plants. This idea of living 

he strengthens by personifying the plants and highlighting 

their main virtue: 
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Tse ding di ithutile nnete eo batho ba bangata, e, le 
ditjhaba tse ngata di eso e elellwe, e leng nnete ya 
hare ho thusana ho molemo ho feta ho lwantshana. 
(p 7 3) 

(Others have learned a truth which many people, 
indeed many nations, have not realised; the truth 
that mutual helpfulness is better than warring). 

The word di ithutile (have learned) has been chosen on 

purpose because it reinforces the idea of being alive in 

the writer's expression of symbiosis in plants. Continuing 

with personification, Mofokeng shows how certain plants 

prey on insects, and how they beckon us by means of their 

irresistible fruits, forcing us to serve them unawares. At 

this stage, he talks about the great wisdom of plants and 

refers aptly to the Sotho idiom bohlale ha bo dule tlung 

e le nngwe (wisdom is relative). Taking the idiom 

literally, he links it shrewdly with the wisdom seen 1n 

plants which he further personifies: 

Le ha bo-dimela bo teng. (p75) 

(It is also to be found at the plants' home). 

Mofokeng now makes use of the word bohlale to develop his 

tl1eme to its ' . ' . d b . . 
ne1gn~, an~ r1ngs 1n his own typical 

preoccupation with the hereafter: 

Bo qhalantswe hohle ka boomo hare ka dinako tsohle 
re nne re hopotswe hare ho teng Rarnahlale, eo e 
leng mohlodi-wa mahlale a hlollang. (p76) 

(It is strsKn all over liberately so that, at all 
times, we shou1a be reminded that there is a Father 
of wisdom who is the s ource of all great wisdom). 

The reader has been taken systematically through all the 

2.s1Jects of olant life, and its underlvinc wisdom, ri£ht up 
~ , ~ ~ ~ 

to the concept of Supreme Wisdom. His mind has crystallized 

on tne might of the Creator and is ready for the final 

message of the writer, which he can well anticipate. 
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.... hake bohile tsena tsohle ka fihlelwa ke 
mohopolo wa hare kaofela ha tsona di tswetswe 
ke pampiri. (p46) 

(As I was musing over all these, I was struck 
by the thought that they were all born of 
paper). 

To balance the picture, he immediately brings in the other 

side of the might of paper: 

Di ngata hakaakang dintho tse tswalwang ke 
yona pampiri? (p47) 

(There are so manv things that are brought 
about by the very' paper). 

In Sotho this statement is in the form of a question. 

This is strongly suggestive of contrast to what has just 

been said before it and challenges the reader to think. 

In contrast to the good that is brought forth by paper (as 

described above) the reader already anticipates evil, even 
before Mcfokeng elabo1·ates furt.her by saying: 

Ngwaneso, e na le hona ho tswala ntwa kapa ycna 
kgotso, hobane e na le hona he tlatsa tlhoyano 
kapa lera to hara ba tho. (p4 7) 

(Brother, it can give birth to friction or peace 
because it can disseminate hatred or love 
amongst people). 

In this regard he gives instances of high pcten~ial in 

newspapers, and written evidence revealing hidden 

weaknesses of respected people, thereby changing glorious 

testimony at a funeral into shameful lies. Before 

proceeding to his next step, the writer deliberately harps 

on the consistency of paper by reminding the reader, 

E jwalo pampiri, ....•.. 
Ka yona o bua o se a·shwele (p48} 

(Such is paper .... 
With it you speak whilst already dead). 
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With this statement he refers to what has already been 

illustrated and, at the same time, creates an atmosphere 

of expectation round the discussion. This expectation is 

strengthened by a warning as to the seriousness of written 

contracts. This is crowned by an illustration in the form 

of a dialogue with a heartbroken old man, dispossessed by 

a son to whom he had bequeathed everything. He builds up 

to a climax by being himself involved in the dialogue and, 

with him, the reader. The old man's son, Puseletso, had 

died but had left a will behind whereby he bequenthed all 

to his wife. The old man is emotional thoughou~ the 

dialogue and the climax comes in the final paragraph of 

the essay as his words echo in the writer's mind: 

Pampiri e teng! "Puseletso ngwana ka! A ke 
mesebetsi ya hao ye?" Pampiri e teng, Puseletso 
o sa bua, Puseletso o sa le teng. "Puseletso 
ngwana ka!" Le nna ka fumana meokgo e se e 
theoha marameng a ka. (p49) -

(There is a paper! "Puseletso, my child! Is 
this what you have done?" There is a paper, 
Puseletso still speaks, Puseletso is still 
around. npuseletso my child!" I also felt 
tears rolling dovm my cheeks) . 

This alternating echo of the old man's words with the 

writer's own words shows contrasting emotions until the 

writer is himself overwhelmed with pity. This abrupt 

ending leaves the reader with the direct impact of the 

situation and as touched as the writer. He is not left 

with the writer's message, but experiences, it i.e. he 

feels the evil of the might of paper if not properly used. 

He feels it for 

than when it is presented to him by the writer. 

Variation C 

3.6.4 Whereas the only division of the body is usually into 

paragraphs, it is typical of Mofokeng to divide the body 

of his essay into parts, each dealing with a phase of the 

contents. This tendency is als o seen in Mccoancceng's 

Tsela ya dikepe, while in Mofokeng it is seen in the six 

essays mentioned earlier. 
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In his Phetoho this many sided view of the subject is 

livelier and not as painfully informative as we have seen 

in ~~ iloa's approach, for instance. He develops the 

subject together with the reader re f erring to observations 

that bear on the reader's own experiences. Part one deals 

with experience s that are seen and sensed. He starts by 

appropriately creating a longing for home. We usually 

visualise the places we long for . From this, he builds 

neatly up to the concept "cJ1ange 11 by taking th·s re<'der on 

an imaginary journey home after many years. Then the 

r e ader is p repared oy the writer for the first i mpact wi th 

change: 

... seteshene seo e kenang ho sona ke sa heno Ke 
neng o se bona pelong ya hao? (p33) 

( ... the station it is moving into is your own. 
How often have you been seeing it in your 
heart?) 

As is typical of Mofokeng, he gives force to the second 

statement by giving it the form of a question. It only 

means 'so often have you visualised it'. After presenting 

the changed station, and the air of silence in contrast to 

the expected hearty greetings from recognised friends, the 

writer rationalizes about it as if he sees in the reader's 

mind: 

Tjhe, o re mohlomong ke hobane o se o tlwaetse 
diteshene tse le~ata haholo. (p33) 

(Well, you feel that, perhaps, it is because you 
have got used to very noisy stations.) 

He de liberately creates tn1s allowance ~or d8ub t to 

increase the reader's interest in the next step. He then 

takes him to his imaginary home where he is greeted by 

"unknown" children: 

Ha o ba tsebe, empa ke bao ba tlilo o dumedisa. 
Bona ba o tseba. (p 33) 
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(You don't know them, but they come to greet 
you. THEY know you.) 

The concept change is further strengthened by making it 

refl ect on time in the woras, 

e s it a 1. e 1~\V e e t sa. eo 1 e 11:211 g 1 e s e sa h o 
yona, e se e katehile kajeno mme ke qanthana 
moo bana ba bapallang teng. (p34) 

( .•. even t he place whe re vou used to s ~ im nas 
shallowed down and become a mere puddle where 
children play) . 

These physical changes are well coupled with emotional 

changes. The fond longing that was coupled with exciting 

memories of 'home' have now changed into a passive, 

Tjhe, ho sa le monate; feela dintho di 
fetohile! (p34) 

(Well, it is still pleasant; ou~ things have 
changed.) 

Mofokeng is very deep and subtle in his handling of the 

concept 'change'. This closing line of part one shows 

clearly that, while physical changes were portrayed by the 

writer, he has subtley extended his field to emotional 

change. In part two he portrays changed relationships. 

This he does by creating two characters who engage in a 

dialogue that shows how a good relationship between two 

childhood lovers changed after many years of married life. 

He deliberately shares in the dialogue with one of them 

upon her exclamation that, 

Ka nnete ntho di a fetoha (p36) 

(Truly, things change ... ) 

Mofokeng takes this opportunity to end part two by harping 

on the concept change: 
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0 ne a nepile, ngwaneso. Ntho di a fetoha ruri 
(p36) 

lhe 11as Tigl1t, ITt)~ sisterc T· :r t:l}~, tlli:ngs 
change.) 

As he utters this last short sentence, Mofokeng can be 

f e lt to have risen above ord inary human relationships, He 

is preoccupied with the sublime. This preoccupation flows 

into part three which opens with the same deep thought, 

addressing himself to the reader: 

Ho jwalo, weso. Ka hohle ntho di a fetoha, 
( ,~'"')(:.) 
I i--'- u 

(It is so, my friend. Everywhere things 
change ... ) 

In this part he develops his concept by highlighting the 

changes that mark the basic stages of life: birth, growth, 

old age and death. He then goes beyond these to the 

sublime, which he links with the hereafter by justifying 

the last change or stage: 

Ho a lokela le teng. Ha ho se phethehileng 
lefatsheng mona. (p36) 

(Even that is fitting. There is nothing perfect 
in this -world.) 

Having tilus taken the reade·r from physical th:-ough 

immaterial change, to the final change into the hereafter, 

the writer has reached the climax (of the concept) beyond 

which h e cannot go . By j ustify in g dea t h as a fit~ing 

final change for the reason that there is nothing perfect 

in the world, he hints at both the changelessness and 

perfection that lie beyond. It is at this stage that he 

flows into the closing pa~agr aph where his message 

is finally enunciated . 
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Variation D 

3.6.5 This variation is observed only in Mocoancoeng's Moeti 

ya sa tsejweng and Manna ya neng a thunye Modimo. Both 

are stories told by the writer, and concluding with an 

exposition of his theme. In Moeti ya sa tsejweng 

.Mocoancoeng starts by inunediately creating an atmosphere 

of mystery round this unknmn; character. He first makes 

it clear, in a very concise manner, that he was a 

stranger: 

Ha a feta ka seterata ba mmoneng ba hla ba tseba 
hoba ke moeti motseng wa bona. (pSS) 

(V\lhen he walked past in the street, those who 
saw him immedL~_tely knew that he was a stranger 
in their village.) 

Not only does this statement show that the people of the 

village knew one another, but also that there was 

something unusual in him something to which the villagers 

were unaccustomed. The strangeness of this character is 

increased by his strange deportment: 

0 ne a le jwale ka motho ya torong, ya 
sa ikutlweng, ya sa boneng. (p55) 

(He was like one in a dream, not aware of 
himself, not seeing.) 

The reader's interest and desire to know more about this 

character is immediately aroused. The mystery created 

round this character is further enhanced by the behaviour 

of the children playing in the street: 

... ka ho lemoha sebopeho sa hae, ba tloha 
tseleng ba emela thoko. (p55) 

( ... becoming aware of his strangeness, they 
got out of the way and stood aside.) 
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Having focussed interest on this man by making everyone 

who saw him stop what he was doing, he follows him, along 

with the reader, to a deserted ruinous house at the end of 

the street. To present the man more fully to the reader, 

Mocoancoeng makes him daydream, thereby unravelling the 

mystery round his past. This only serves to increase the 

reader's interest the more. Obivious of the people who 

have gathered at a distance in deep amazement, the 

stranger is then made to perform a known African custom: 

A kgumama motsotswana feela yaba oa raoha ... 
(pS 7) 

(He knelt for a moment and stood up again .•. ) 

.,..,. . . ' . . 11 . 1 • • 

thlS act 1s traa1t1ona y llldlcat1ve of bereavement and is 

usually performed by a family member who was away at the 

time of the bereavement. It is a traditional wav of .. 
showing one's respect. At this poi:i1 t .{: " . 

0.1. c11max the 

mysterious deportment of the stranger seemed to make sense 

to a certain few who understood their own customs. But a 

division of opinion can be sensed as the writer says, 

Ba neng ba bone bohlanya boitshwarong le 
ketsong tsena tsa hae, ba mo sala morae ka 
mahlo mme ba mmona a hlahlathela dithota ... 
(p 57) 

(Those who saw lunacy in that deportment and 
act of his, gazed after him as he walked into 
the open veld.) 

To answer the question that still lingers on as to who 

this stranger is, Mocoancoeng uses an old woman to explain 

by recalling what she could remember about a family that 

once lived in that house, and was wiped out by plague. A 

beautiful buildup has been effected right up to the climax 

(the traditional act) which comes at the end of the story. 

The old woman's explanation is also in the subtle form of 

another story, leaving room for the reader's own possible 

answer to the mystery of the unknown stranger. 
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The writer concludes the essay by coming to the fore and 

giving a subjective intention to his story 1). The plot 

in Menna va neng a thunye Modimo is identical with the 

above one. The difference is in the background, which is 

a boereplaas. In the place of the old woman, Mocoancoeng 

uses a priest to stress the fact that God's will must 

prevail. It is also in the end that the writer comes to 

the fore to show how much he agrees with the priest. 

3.7.0 FEATURES OF THE CONCLUSION 

Conventional Conclusion 

3.7.1 It has already been mentioned that, in the conventional 

essay, the conclusion normally has signal words which 

refer to what was suggested in the introduction and 

observed in the body, and the tempo slows down to a halt. 

For instance, in the final paragraph of Mofokeng's Dimela, 

he talks about the wisdom that is s e en in plants in the 

following manner: 

Be c;halantswe hohle ha re ya nang le mahlo a 
bone. (p76) 

( It is strewn all over so that whoever has eyes 
should see. 

This recourse to the idea of having eyes in order to see, 

which was suggested in the beginning, emphasises another 
• 1 ' ' ~ ( '\ _, r -nlear.tlng or t11e \\'Or-as Til&fl_LO eyes J ar1d ~ (see). He 

brings home to the reader that whoever has understanding 

will comprehend the wisdom of nature. These two words 

signal the approaching end, and unfolding of the theme by 

the writer. After the normal flow of words i n the essay, 

the changing tempo is evident just before the concluding 

quotation: 

1) The happy past of a we l l-to-do family is recalled. 

Its tragic extermination by plague is used by the 

writer to want of man's helplessness against fate, 

and his inability to look into the future. He 

exhorts the reader to sympathise with those who have 

tasted misfortune. 
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Ha se feela balepi ba dinaledi, ditsebi tse kgolo tsa 
dimela le diphoofolo, tsa mmele ya batho, tsa tse 
sebakeng le mawatleng - ha se feela ba yang ba qetela 
ba wetse fatshe, ba kgumame, ba rorisa matla a 
bapileng tsohle tsena ... ba ntseng bare: (p76) 

( ..• It is not without cause that the astronomers, the 
great authorities on plants and animals, on human 
bodies, on all that is in the air and beneath the 
seas - it is not without cause that they fall on 
their knees, praising the Almightly who created all 
these ... saying:) 

This deliberate use of th comma (,) at shor te r intervals 

than usual has the de sired effect of slowing down the 

tempo~ and the hyphen ( -) and the deliberate repetition of 

... ha se feela .... fm~ther slows the tempo down in 

readiness for the closing quotation. The reader can 

actually feel himself coming to a halt a s he reads: 

lefatshe lohle le tsetse kganya ya hae! (p76) 

( ... All the e arth i s full of His Glory) 

These are deviations from this form of conclusion, which I 

have called the conventional form. The three main 

deviations or variations observed in the Southern Sotho 

essay may be called va riation A, B and C. and are the 

following: 

3.7.2 Here the writer concludes his essay with no reference to 

what is contained in the introduction. He merely explains 

briefly the significance of what has been discussed, or 

gives his message. Moiloa's Temo ya Meroho (vegetable 

planning) can do for a lesson in agriculture. After his 

detailed description of seed beds, soil tilling, cultivation 

and pest control, he concludes by encourag ing the re a der 

to eat more vegetables. In fact it is a continu;t a tion of 

his agriculture lesson, ending with the benefits of 

v e getables to the body: 
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Ha ho mekgerane ho batho ba jang meroho. Meroho e 
nka sebaka sa nama ka tsela e phethahetseng ho 
menahane, ke setlhare mmele ng e fokolang; ke pheko 
ya mafutsana. 

(There are no weaklings among people who eat 
vegetables. Vegetables are a perfect substitute for 
meat in many ways; they are a medicine for weak 
bodies; a medicine for the poor). 

This is the climax of his lesson, wherein he shows the 

good derived from taking the trouble of planting scientifically 

as he has described painstakingly. There is no reference 

whatsoever to the beginning, but the slowing down of the 

tempo is evident. The smooth flow from the body of the 

essay to the conclusion is more evident and critistic in 

Mocoancoeng's Ditoro tse bohloko (bad dreams). After 

giving examples of bad dreams, he links this aptly with 

the conclusion and explains briefly their causes: 

Di jwalo ditoro: ke ntho tse itsamaisetswang ke boko 
bosele bo mpang bo sa lebaleng I<:apele kapa habonolo. 
(p21) 

(So are dreams: they are things conceived of 
troubled minds that don't juft forget quickly or 
easily). 

After this psychological explanation he concludes by 

stating his personal distaste for bad dreams: 

Oho, mobadi, ho lora ho a sotla, ho lora ho sehloho. 
(p22) 

(0! reader, dreams are terrible, dreams are cruel). 

Here too, the conclusion flows smoothly from the body of 

the essay. The reader is not referred back to any 

previous stage of the ess ay and, in the closing sentence, 

he is made clear as to writer's distaste for and helplessness 

in the face of bad dreams. In his Mosadi (woman), Ntsane 

gives a many side description of a woman, and flows 

s moothly into the concluding paragraph by stating 

categorically his own final impression about women: 
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Re sa pheta re r e sena sebopuwa, mo s adi, se tseba ho 
hlopha le hona ho qhala, ho phedisa le hona ho 
bo laya, ho s enya l e hona ho lok is a . (p1 8) 

(We still repeat that this creature, woman, knows how 
to build up as well as to dismantle, to cause to live 
as well as to kill, to spoil as well as to put 
ri g ht ) . 

This forceful summary of a woman's potential is foll owed 

by the writer's message in an apparent paradox in the 

co11Cluding s er1tence. Like t:he afo 1~egoing s :Jrrtm_ary· , i t h_ a.s 

no direct reference to the introduction, but there is a 

strong hearing on, and a logical flow from the body of the 

essay: 

Ha o rata orate mosadi, ha o tshaba o tshabe MOSADI. 
(p "i 8) 

(If you must love, love a woman. If you must fear, 
fe ar a v;,r orna.11) • 

This type of ending the most p opu larly used by the Sotho 

writers, esp ecially Ntsane, Moiloa and Mofokeng. 

Mocoancoeng uses it in only four of his essays. 

Variation B 

3.7.3 Unlike v ariation A, the writer ' s intention is not 

directly stated or read ily discernible. It is indirectly 

implied and got only by reflection. Looking at Mocoancoeng's 

Tsela ya dikepe, for instance, we see a crowd of pe ople 

looking at the remnants of a wrecke d ship. Among them is 

a woman about whom the wr iter ends the es s ay bv sayin g : 

... 

( ... 

A hloka puo, a tadima feela empa meokgo ya nna ya re 
tsuJ A thola feela, mme ka pelo a re: Ho laetse ya 
sa arabi sweng - le dum.rne. (p 5) 

she was speechless, but only gazed with tears 
streaming downJ She was quiet, and inwardly she said 
t o herself: He has commanded Who cannot be questioned -
It is done). 
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The \,;ords le dumme literally mean "it has thundered". 

Nobody can stop the thunder of lighting. Reference is 

made here to something over which the woman has no 

control: she could not stop it happening, and (shel 

cannot reverse it. The writer's intention is only 

when she said to her children, 

0 tseleng, o a tla, o tla fihla (p2) 

( ... he is on his way, he is coming, he will arrive). 

It is only on such reflection that we recognise that 

the writer wishes to demons~rate the helplessness of man 

against fate, and the title of the essay (the way of the 

ships) gets a new and clearer meaning: the way of life. 

The conclusion of Mofokeng's Lewatle and Bodutu are 

classifiable under both conventional and variation B 

because, while he reflects on what he said in the 

inrroduction of each, he leaves it to the reader to 

perceive his message by his own reflection. In the 

opening paragraph of Lewatle, for example, he said, 

pelo ya hao e tletse kgotso le thabo le nyakallo 
hobane o tseba hore o hlotse, o hlotse tsela, o 
iihlile moo e fellang (p62} 

( ... your heart is full of peace, happiness and gladness, 
because you have overcome, you have overcome the 
journey, you have reached where it ends). 

In the end he refers to the beginning by suggestive 

contrast: 

0 kgutlela ha eno o utlwa hore o swabile, o hlotswe. 
(p64) 

(You go back home feeling disappointed and vanquished). 

Mofokeng then concludes essay sarcastically and leaves 

the reader wondering as to his message or intention: 
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0 kgutlela hae o ntse o re: "Ka tsatsi le leng ke 
tla be ke tshele " Ke seo o tshepang hare se tla 
etsahala. Re ka ba kae ka ntle ho tshepo? (p65) 

(You go back home saying to yourself: "One day I 
must go abroad ... " That's what you hope will 
happen. Without hope, where can we be?) 

The closing sentence makes us reflect on the many hopes 

and disappointments we have gone through. The contrast 

between the triumphant feeling in the beginning and 

disillusionment in the concluding paragraph ridicules 

man's err oneousness of judgement. Behind all this the 

r:eader can feel some suggested greatness that d1 .. ;arfs man, 

which in turn suggests helplessness in the face of the 

Creator. Mofokeng's intention here can be related to 

Mocoancoeng's in Tsela ya dikepe. We also note that both 

Mcfokeng and Ntsane have written on Boahe ku. They each 

have their unique introduction to the essay, the form 

being conventional, with different variations of the 

conclusion. Ntsane states his message clearly in his 

closin sentence:-

0 sebeditse, boqheku ba hao e ke e be phomolo e o 
lakisetsang eto la ho qetela, ha jwale o tla tshela 
noka e ntsho ho boela hae, haeno. (p34) 

(You 

will 
your 

have worked, may y~ur old age b~ a well deserved 
that ureuares vou tor the last 1ournev. when you 
then ~ro~s the.black river on y~ur wa~ · back to 
home). 

On the other hand, Mofokeng leaves the reader to his 

message out. He projects his ideas into an old couple 

that has lived together happily all their life, and now 

fear being separated by death. As reflected in the 

closing sentence, they had hope despite 
, , 
aeatn, they 

would yet meet and live together again: 
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Ba ne ba se ba itsepetse lefu hore ke lona le tla ba 
kopanyang hape, le hona ba rapela hore e tle e mpe e 
be kapele-pele. (p92) 

(They had already placed their hope on death, that it 
would make them meet again, and they prayed that it 
ch.-,,11r'l he. 1_Tt=:r_'T S'"'On) ... , 1. ~. ,_.. ......,.. ........ \,....1. ._, ........ • - - ' \,_1. l. • 

While Ntsane's message is clearly that old age is a period 

during which people should depart themselves with dignity 

in anticipation of death, the reader also feels this in 

Mofokeng without it being mentioned. What comes out 

clearly in Mofokeng is that, whereas death is generally 

dreaded, it should in fact be regarded as an emancipator 

from earthly bondage, and a means to a happy end - the 

meeting once more with the departed. He uses the word 

rapela (pray) to denote a strong desire (to die). This 

desire is strong because of the hope (rather than fear) 

placed in death. Viewed in this light, the message then 

becomes clear: there is nothing bad or cruel about death. 

Variation C 

3,7.4 This is an abrupt conclusion which is, in fact, not 

separable or distinguishable from the body of the essay. 

There is no marked change (if any) in the tempo. This 

type of e:Hiing and its effects on the reader has already 

been discussed under variation B of the body where the 

direct impact made on the reader was discussed. In this 

variation of ending, the writer's intention may be clearly 

enunciated or be left to the reader's own reflection on 

the discu s sion. Though Moiloa's Kg ang ka tsa thuto ends 

abruptly, he poses a direct challenge in his last 

sentence: 

Sala o nahana no~e1o ena e qetellang. (p6 7) 

(Remain thinking about this last statement}. 
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It is in fact in the last statement referred to that the 

writer's message lies. So many evils are found amongst 

enlightened people that he begins to question the go od of 

enlightenment: 

Ke bokgopo bona bo sirileng le lena leredinvana le 
neng le ka ba teng la botle ba mesebetsi ya· tswelopele 
le thuto. (p67) 

(It is ~his unrlgnteousness that destructs even the 
little light of goodness that could shine on the 
works civilization and education). 

The message is thus, that if educated people cannot behave 

themselves they disc r edit educati on in the e y es of the 

rank and file. The abruptness of the ending makes it ring 

in the reader's mind for a longer time. On the other hand 

Mocoancoeng, in his Ditumelo tsa mafeela, does not 

e nunciate his inten tion or message. He me rely states the 

stock reply of the protagonists or advocates of certain 

b e liefs, and leaves the rest to the reader: 

Ha re a tshwan ela ho lahla ntho tse neng di etswa ke 
baholo ba rona. (p29) 

(It is not proper to do away with the things our 
fore-fathers used to do). 

The reader is left with the impact of this abrupt ending. 

On reflection as to the reason for these beliefs, he is 

faced with the statemen t that 1 it must be done b e cause it 

has always been done'. The writer's message is then 

interpreted by the reader and be comes meaningful to him, 

because nobody spoke it down on him. He feels more 

convinced than ever tha t informed beliefs should be done 

away with. This ending has the effect of a rhetorical 

question. 
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3.8.0 RESUME 

3.8.1 The conventional form of conclusion is in general use . by 

all the Sotho essayists. It has the advantage of linking 

all three parts (introduction, body and conclusion) into a 

coherent whole, as it flows from the body, and reference 

is also made to some statement in the introduction. This 

reference to introduction also has a refreshing effect on 

the reader, because whatever problem arose in the 

beginning is now brought into perspective with the rest of 

the discussion just before a solution is given and/or new 

light. As seen above, it was particularly well handled by 

Mofokeng in his Hlahlobo. In formal types of informative 

essays, like Moiloa's Temo ya meroho, this type of 

conclusion is like a recapitulation step in a boring 

lesson in which the reader is not a co-participant. The 

abrupt ending of variation C type may be more desirable in 

this type of essay - for the sake of the reader. 

3.8.2 Variation A has proved the most popular with Sotho 

writer. Its advaniage is just that the message flows from 

the body of the essay without any reference to the 

introduction. The message is based on matter that is 

still fresh under discussion. Most of Ntsane's essays 

have this type of conclusion and he handles it particularly 

well by condensing the contents and following on with a 

succ~ct pronouncement of his message in a convincing 

manner, but concisely. Ntsane's Mosadi has been a good 

example. In strictly informative essays, where the reader 

is merely a listener, this ending could provide the 

opportunity for the reader to be involved by the writer. 

Unfortunately Moiloa does not make use of this opportunity. 

He is second only to Ntsane in the frequency with which he 

uses this ending . It is used by all the other four 

writers in most of their essays, and only thrice by 

Morojele whose endings are predominantly conventional. 
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3.8.3 In variation B the writer does not enunciate his message 

or intention, but leaves it to the reader to descern it. 

This variation is to be found only in Mofokeng's and 

Mocoancoeng's essays. It is particularly suitable to 

Mofokeng's conversational approach to a subject, wherein 

the reader is co-discusser. The advantage of this type of 

conclusion 1s that the reader makes his own final 

impression or interpretation of the writer's intention, 

based on his own reflection on the discussion. The 

disadvantage is that the reader may misin tepret the writer 

and get the wrong message. It is also unsuitable for slow 

thinkers who may find themselves ge~ting no message at 

all. The conclusion of Mocoancoeng 's Ha kgwedi ~ tihaba 

can, for instance, pose an insuramountable problem for 

such people: a note found in the pocket of a jacket, and 

bearing the words, 

Se lebale, moratuwa, re konane lerallaneng la rona la 
mehla ha kgwedi e t]haba. ~ (p62) ~ 

(Do not forget, my love, let us meet on our usual 
hill when the moon rises). 

3.8.4 Variation C, an abrupt ending that is not distinguishable 

from the body of the essay, is seen in Moiloa's biographies, 

and dialogues, and a little in Mocoancoeng's and Mofokeng's 

essays. The ending may or may not contain a direct 

pronouncement of the writer's message. This variation has 

the advantage that the essay ends while the reader's 

interest is still high, t hus 

on his mind. Mocoancoeng's Mafeta-ka-tsela and Mofokeng's 

Pampiri have a particularly great impact in this direction. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

STYLE IN SOUTHERN SOTHO ESSAYS 

4.1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

4.1 .1 In this chapter the style of the five Sotho essayists 

will be studied. It has been pointed out in the preceding 

chapter what effect form may have on the effectiveness of 

handling a subject. The apparent overlap between form and 

style has therefore been noticed. While not discussing 

structure as such here, it will be the f~amework within 

which the writer's employment of stylistic techniques is 

analysed. The form chosen by the writer, and the 

development of the subject within that form, form part and 

parcel of his style because they are inextricably 

intertwined with paragraphing, word choice and maximum but 

appropriate utilization of imagery within the paragraphs. 

Roger Fowler (1967:122) warns that 'whilst it is his 

choice of words and structures it is not only his 

situation but his reader's also'. So the effect of any 

technique on the reader as against the writer's intention 

is a valuable consideration which will give clearer 

insight into the writer's style in this chapter. I 

propose to discuss writer by writer in the chronological 

order of their publications, highlighting any similarities 

or characteristic differences during the course of the 

discussio11. 

4.2.0 J G MOCOANCOENG 

4.2.1 Mocoancoeng uses very simple language, but handles it 1n 

a way that brings out his thematic attitude clearly, 

making a great impact on the reader's mind from the very 

beginning. Taking a section of the introductory paragraph 

of K'.\·ae (tobacco) , for instance, we are struck by his 

directness and precision: 

120 
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Ha se sejo, ha se mariana, ha se na rnolemo le o mong, 
o tsejwang setlama sena, empa na se a ratwa? Na se 
hlotse? (p 40). 

(It is no food, it is no medicine, it has no single 
known advantage, this shrub. But, goodness, is it 
not loved~) 

4.2.2 He gets straight to the point on the negative qualities 

of tobacco, strongly expressed in a series of negative 

copulatives, ending the sentence with a rhetorical 

question, following immediate l y with another short 

rhetorical question. These two questions are the most 

emphatic way of expressing a fact which cannot be 

gainsaid. All this is said of a subject that has not been 

named yet. The writer uses what Harmon and Dickenson 

(1972:74 ) call the p e r i o d i c s en ten c e, where 

the completion of the thought is delayed, thereby creating 

the necessary suspense and heightening interest, and 

leading to the climax. This pattern is maintained 

throughout the opening paragraph. To highlight the badness 

of this subject, he names the dirtiest and unchoosiest 

animal as a nonconsumer of this setlama, a word used 

thrice in the paragraph. At the height of the reader 1 s 

interest to know the subject, he deliberately makes a 

statement in which the name Kwae (tobacco) is mentioned 

only in passing. This apparent lack of interest even in 

its name reinforces the negative feelings the writer has 

against tobacco. This feeling is readily imparted to the 

reader because tobacco is n8t named to him as bad. He is 

treated as one who knows it. 

4.2.3 Even in strongly didactic themes, as this is, Mocoancoeng 

neve r uses the word 'don't'. He just states the hard 

facts about tobacco in a lively and picturesque manner: 
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Kwae e phunya lesobana pokothong ya motho ... (p 43). 

( '- ... 

(Tobacco cuts a hole in one 1 s pocket i.e. a hole for 
money leakage). 

ba bang e ba jele le dinko tsena ... (p44) 

some, it has devoured (i.e. corroded) their noses). 

The demonstr at i ve tsena following on dinko could be acne 

without. But, here, the writer deliberately uses it to 

bring out the added meaning of 1 badly corroded,. The 

conclusion of this essay is not an instruction to the 

reader to refrain from smoking, as would normally be 

expected, but a sarcastic and factual exclamation: 

Empa na monate wa yona! 

(But its pleasantness!) 

(p44) 

This is a final swip e at the smoker, which exposes him as 

a slave rather than a pleasure seeker. This exclamation 

is iron{cal and in sharp contrast with the nasty spitting 

of the snuff consumer which the writer deplores in the 

fourth paragraph of the essay. 

4.2.4 To make his point without imposing his opinion on the 

reader, Mocoancoeng makes use of the phrase ho thwe, 

of suggestive questions and cf exclamations. These 

techniques he utilizes partjcularly well in expressing his 

own disbelief of popular beliefs and in beautiful 

relationship to theme. Incidentally all the essays where 

these are repeatedly used, have to do with traditional 

beliefs or African customs. In his essay Dipoko le 

dithotsela (ghosts and zombies), he poses the question, 

Sethotsela keng? (What is a zombie?). He then starts the 

definition with Ba re (they say . ) and -'-1- c,.v- goes on . . . . . ' ...... "1'-' 11 

to say ho thwe (it lS said . . ) -:JC he expounds. . "'--· - --
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on pages five to eight he uses ho thwe at least six times. 

On page twelve, where he discusses Thokolosi (tokolosh), 

he uses it at least twice, and on pages thirteen to 

sixteen - Marena a madiba (kings of the deep) - he uses it 

seven times. On page 27 -Ditumelo tsa mafeela (unfounded 

beliefs) - it is used twice. 

4.2.5 In all the above instances there is an underlying 

disbelief. Mocoancoeng is telling the reader about these 

things but refrains from giving his own opinion directly. 

In this way the reader is left free to decide what he 

t hinks. Bu t each s ubsequent time the writer says ho thwe, 

he feels like he is being a sked 'what do you say?'. The 

writer, therefore, has his reader thinking along with him 

and making his own judgement. This is greatly suitable to 

the cont r oversial natur e of the s ubjects under discussion. 

4.2.6 With his suggestive questions, Mocoancoeng is somewhat 

satirical. For instance in his conclusion of Thokolosi, 

rather than giving his reader his own positive impression 

of the subject, he poses the f o llowing question: 

Thokolosi yona ke e jwang e tsejwang feela ke mofuta 
o motsho? 
Na ekaba ha se hoba dintho tsa mofuta ona e le 
makunutu a dingaka tsa Sesotho feela? (P13) 

(This tokolosh, what kind of animal is it that is 
known only to the Black neou le? 
Is it perhaps not becaus~ things of this nature are 
secrets of the witchdoctors only?) 

Here Mocoancoeng's stance is clear: all the kinds of 

animals we know, are known to everybody else. Does it 

m aJ~e sense to believe that arl ar1.i rnal we }-l.a"'.re ne·ver ar1d. 

shall never see, exists, especially when it is SUt)DOSedlv 
~ . ' 

known only to a certain few equally myster1ous characters? 

He satirises the many gullible people who have always 

swallowed this idea raw. 
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4.2.7 On page 28 Mocoancoeng looks at the belief that children 

might develop worms in their stomachs if they took tea or 

coffee. He then maintains that, 

(Ha) lebenkele leo ho fumanwang ditee le tsona dikofi 
ho lana le le hole mme le etelwa hang ka beke tse 
tharo, na ha se nepo ha ho thwe ba ka tswa diboko ka 
rnaleng ha ba ka nwa ntho tsee? (p28) 

(When the shop from which the teas and coffees are 
obtained is far and can onlv be visited once in three 
weeks, is it, therefore, not correct to say that they 
will develop worms in their stomachs if they can 
d rl"n "K ~ l1a~p th~noc?) 

- ....... \..- .l "-'~- l..l..:.. 6..J. 

In this question the wr1ter s eems to uphold this belief. 

But a look at the preceeding series of conditional 

clauses, which apparently justify the belief, reveals the 

robust satire that lies underneath. Again he uses the 

periodic s entence f orm f or his derisive question, to 

arouse and maintain the reader's interest. 

4.2.8 Mocoancoeng uses exclamation as a stylistic technique with 

equal adeptness. He discusses the popularly rumoured 

characteristics of Marena a madiba (the kings of the 

deep): how they can summon a man to his death, how they 

change in form from one creature to the other, etc. He 

then exlaims, Ao phcofolo e makatsang! (0, what an 

unusual animal!). Later, on the same page (15), he 

exclaims again, Phoofolo e makats ang! In this way he 

impress e s UDOn the reader the imnrobabilitv . ' 

just been said about this 'animal'. Having done so he 

gets to the height of his ridicule with the foll owing 

statement and . . . 
l nteT'J ectlor1: 

Ha e le ya le letshehadi 
le letona. Aa! 

e sitwa ho hohela rnotho wa 
(p16) 

(If it is 'left handed' it cannot attract a right 
handed person. Really!). 

This Aa! 1s the briefest, punchiest way of expressing 

disbelief without saying it. 
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4.2.9 Mocoancoeng also makes use of parallelism to further 

reinforce the biting sarcasm discussed in the aforegoing 

paragraphs. In discussing the power the Black man 

believes he has, to create a tokolosh, he says: 

ke rnofuta o motsho wa Afrika-borwa feela o nang le 
matla a fetang a mefuta e meng, neo e fetang ya 
mangeloi, rnpho e fetang le ya Satane, matla abo
Modirno a lekanang le a :f\fodimo. (P 12) 

( ... it is only the Black race of South Africa that has 
more power than others, the gift that is more than of 
angels, a gift that is more than that of Satan, godly 
power that equals that of God.) 

This syntactic parallelism 1 enlarges the readers focus on 

what the writer considers the most important thought, and 

this thought strikes him as absurd, thereby bringing to 

the fore the writer's derision of this traditional belief. 

In the same page, another parallelism is drawn to further 

emphasise the preposterousness of the subject: 

0 nehilwe ke Modimo setulo lehodimong a sa hloke ho 
se sebeletsa. 0 tshwaeditswe ka tlhaho ya hae feela 
bodulo bo fetang ba mangeloi. 0 filwe mpho e kgolo
kgolo ena ya he bopa phoofolo e nang le matla a 
fetang a tse bopilweng ke Mmopi ka sebele. (p12) 

(He is given by God a place in heaven without the 
need to work for it. He is endowed, by his mere 
nature only, with a place that is higher than that of 
angels. He is endowed with the great gift of 
creating an animal that is stronger than those 
created by the Creator Himself) . 

1. This means parallel sentence structure, i.e. the 

repetition or contrasting of certain grammatical 

elements in a coordinate series, e.g. 

'We'll fight them on land, we'll fight them in 

the sea, we'll fight them in the air ... ' 

(An extract from the famous W Churchill encouragement 

speech during World War Two : Collin (1972:124). 

The subject-predicate-object sequence is repeated 

with variations only in the adverbial modification. 
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~·. 2. 10 Discussing the beginning stages of a tornado (Kganyapa ya 

Phiritona), Mocoancoeng draws a syntactic parallelism that 

is followed in the same page by a semantic parallelism1 

A bua mahodimo, a thwathware t sa, a k~arum a . 

(The heavens spoke, they thundered, they roared). 

ana then, later: 

( 
\... ... 

ha utlwahala seboko sa mahlatsipa ntweng ena; ha 
utlwahala mehoo le dillo tsa ba senyehetsweng. 

then was heard the cry of the injured in the cha os; 
it was heard the shouts and cries of those who had 
suffered loss). 

In quick succ ess1on the formation of the tornado and its 

results are vividly portrayed in front of the reader. 

After a brief description of the mess that was left behind 

by the tornado, the writer introduces the next stage (the 

remedial stage) by means of a syntactic parallelism: 

ba nen~ ba ena le hona ba iketsa sehlabelo, ba 
iphetola batshedisi, mme ba ikg asakgasa le motse 

( ... those who could, made themselves sacrifice, they 
turned themselves into comforters, they scattered 
themselves throughout the village ... ) 

1. By s emantic parallelism is meant the repetition of 

the same basic idea using different grammatical 

e lements in a coordinate series, and is often linked 

with syntactic parallelism. 

e.g. He charged like a bull, he attac:ked. 
, . , 
l.l ... K:e a 

wounded tiger, he scattered them in all 

directions. 

The elements used to express the same idea may take 

the form of synonyms, ideophones, figures of speech, 

etc. 
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Again Nocoancoeng forcefully focusses the reader's 

attention on the most important thought - doing something 

about the situation, and relieving the hard hit. The word 

i kgasakgasa is well chosen and denotes well the hurried 

movements of people in all directions. This mechanism 

(parallelism) is well used to enrich the writer's handling 

of the subject, well within the scope of his theme. It is 

always relevant and brought in at the right moment. 

4.2.11 As in Matswelo-pele, Mocoancoeng also makes effective 

use of qualifications in his syntactic parallelism: 

and, 

Melomong ho jwang? Ho re tlere! Ke matsoku a 
mafubedu a Sekgowa - matsoku a etseditsweng melomo e 
seng mefubedu ka tlhaho. (P2 5). 

(What about the mouth? It is blood red with the 
clay of the White man- the cla.v- that is meant fer 
i110i:it"hs that are not red by na tul.·e y:--

ke ne ke ye ke tadime fatshe ho tshaba mahlo a 
ntjhotjho a au Nathane, mahlo a neng a nkahlola 
(D25) 
\.~ 

( ... I used to look down out of fear f o r the pierc i ng eyes 
of old Nathane, the eyes that accus edme ... ) 

In the first parallelism attention is drawn impressively, 

Jlot to the redr1ess of tl1e tclay! (i.e. lipstick), but to 

what it was n o t meant for. In the second, attention 

is drawn in similar fashion n o t to the piercingness of 

the old man's eyes, but to the accusation in them. In 

both instances the disapproval with the ways of the modern 

generation, Matswelo-pele (the civilised), is strikingly 

felt. 
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4.2.12 ~1ocoancoeng makes great use of the locative abs o lute 

pronoun hona for emphasis and focussing of attention on a 

single thought with striking exactness. In the opening 

line of Tsela ~ dikepe, he talks about, 

motse o lebopong la lewatle hona naheng ena ya 
Afrika-borwa. (p1) 

( ... a city which is along the coast in this very country 
South Africa). 

He uses h ona to eliminate any doubt or speculation as to 

the geogr aphical area referred to. This further increases 

the credibility of what he conveys to the reader - its 

verisimilitude. This appears repeatedly with the same 

effectiveness: 

Hona tsatsing leo thaka e be e tshwana le bana ba 
se k olo ... (p2 ) 

(On that very day the mates were like school 
children). 

Hona lefifing le letsho-letsho leo ... (p4) 

(Right in that extreme darkness ... ) 

Mme a hlahelwa ke kgopolo ya ho ya kopa boroko hona 
moo. (p8) 

( ... and he got the idea of asking fer sleeping accommodation 
r 1 g h t there). 

hona ka tlasa sefate sane sa perekisi. (p6) 

L··. right under that peach tree). 

Hona mahlabatheng moo. (p57). 

(R 1 g h t there in the sands). 

hona hodima se a le sena (p59) 

( ... right on this ant-heap ... ) 
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In all these instances, the writer could easily have done 

without hona, but the element of certainty that is brought 

out would also be lacking, reducing these positively 

asserted facts into neutral statements. 

4.2.13 The climax of Mocoancoeng's manipulation of this locative 

absolute pronoun is seen where, in Ha _kgwedi e tjh2ba, 

Linea recognises the spot of her last meeting with her 

deceased lover and recalls with growing certainty and 

clarity their parting: 

E ne e le hona nqalong ena. Ke hona hona mohlang oo 
E, hona mohlang oo ..• Ka wona motsotso oo 

Montsho a re: 'Ha nka kgutla re tla kopana hape hona 
mona ka yona nako ena, ha kgwedi e tjhaba'. 

(It was on thls ve~v 
very day .•. Yes, on 
moment Montsho said, 
again right here at 
rise-s) .. 

spat. It is exactly on tha t 
that very day ... bn that very 
tT.r I~r .A b rlr ·T ·"ll~t-.L.L uO ._om~ a_.,, i,e I'll ~ "'·'-·~-

this very time, when the moon 

He deliberately doubles ;-,ona i:n order to double the 

emphasis (or sureness on Linea's part) and intersperses its 

usage with the normal absolute pronoun, which also 

acquires the sellcantic qualities of hona. In this way 

Mocoancoeng successfully imparts the n o s t a 1 g i c 

nature of the theme to the reader and infects him with his 

feelings. This repetition also alludes to the unlikeliness 

of this strongly desired re-union. 

4.2.14 The narrative tense is usually used to denote a succession 

Mocoancoeng also uses it a lo t in hi~ st.orv-, 

form essays. But the reader is struck by his precision as 

exemplified in the following description of the ship's 

movements on the waves: 

Sekepana sa nna sa tsupela, se ine nko metsing, se e 
inole, se phunye maqhubu ka lehare, se tlohe se a 
apare . . . (p3) 

(The little ship kept plumeting, dipping its nose 
into the water ~nd pulling it out: it cut the wayes 
~,.-....... 1,. .. ....... , ...:~-1"1 .... ,. .... ,...,. -t·l"a,- 'l.~ 0 re +h .. ~m 1 
l"l l-HE' lllJ.. UU.Le, C.;l\.l ~"-'' '1 rv· '-"•"--.• • • o) 
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The subjunctive form of the verbs in this narrative tense 

is used here to indicate that each action in the sequence, 

or the sequence itself, does not occur once only, but it 

occurs repeatedly. This becomes even clearer when 

compared with the description of the sea in the same 

tense: 

Lewatle la qala ho fetoha, la halefa, la tuduwana; 
(p3) 

(The sea began to change, it became angry, it rose 
menacingly). 

In this statement reference is made to processes that do 

not recur, and this form of tense is used a number of 

times: 

a kgwehlisa motsamao, ..• A e bona. A kgoroha 
motsotswana, a mpa a bcela a tepell a mme a atamel a 
butle a ema, a isa mahlo ka hohle setsheng. 
(p35) 

( ... he s low·ed down his walk . . . He saw it. He darted 
forward a little, he then slowed down again and drew 
n~are~ s~owly ... he stood still, he looked around 
the slte). 

This inclination to non-usage of conjuctions gives the 

feeling of spontaneity and immediacy of succession of the 

pr oceeding s and the accompanying anxiety. Unsurprisingly, 

Mocoancoeng uses this tense only in essays whose themes 

lend themselves to handling in story form, such as Mofeta

ka-tsela, )>ioeti ya sa tsejweng, Tsela ya dikepe and Monna 

ya neng a ~hunye Modimo. 

4.2.15 When Mocoancoeng becomes somev.,; hat emotionally involved in 

what he is relating he tends to employ the subjunctive 

form -be of the capulative auxiliary verb -ba. In Sesotho 

:his has the semant i c effe ct of 'suddenly' or 'quickly', 

as in, 

He ba bang mahlo a maya a be a bona ba oa bitsang 
'ntate'. (p2) 

( For others, the inward eye then/suddenly saw those 
who called them 'father'). 
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In the last paragraph of this page, this -be appears five times 

during the description of the insecure position of a ship and 

its crew as it darts about on mighty waves. This description 

continues on page four, where -be is used twice, and in similar 

fashion in subsequent pages: 

... e bee le pina ya sefefo (p4) 

( ... then it was the song of the storm) 

... e bee le ha se le hodima mafika ka nko 

( ... then suddenly it was on the rocks with its "nose") 

.•. ya be e le mosadi yane wa Modimo... (pS) 

( ..• then was it that poor woman of God, ... ) 

Motsana ona o be o se moholo e bile o ne o hloka mabone 
a motlakase. (p59) 

(This town was not big, and it had no electric lights) 

Ho vena e be e le motshedisi ya tsebang taba tsa hae 
ka ho tlala. (p61) 

(To her it was the consoler who knew her troubles fully.) 

In all the above instances the reader senses emotional 

involvement on the part of the writer, that goes beyond just 

knowing what one is talking about. At its peak, it becomes a 

1 a m e n t by the writer and leads to unavoidable regression to 

his original linguistic environment: he finds himself using the 

appropriately mehlolo (surprising things). This brings to the 

fore the fact that Mocoancoeng is a Moro long who was only 

brought up in a Sotho environment. His spontaneous usage of 

the Tswana word is more ~eeply expressive of his deep regret or 

bewilderment as seen in: 

Ba bona ho etsahala dilo empa ho sa bonwe motho ya di 

etsang. (p9) 

(They saw things happening without seeing the person doing 

them) 
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Esita le k a jeno ho ka be ho ntse ho le jwal o hoja 

Hitlara a se etse dilo. (p60) 

(Even today it would still be the same if Hitler had 

not done things.) 

In contrast to this, Mocoancoeng, expresses deep admiration 

and longing by means of possessive construction, followed 

i mme diately by the n oun and its demonstrative as in 

these instances: 

Kgomo tsa lebese, k g omo tseo. (p56) 

(Cows of milk, those cows). 

Namane tsa leloko le le leng, kgomo tseo. 

(Calves of one descent, those cows). 

(p56) 

This kgomo tseo seems to draw the cattle from the 

unknown past to the present, and to place them in front of 

the reader a s the writer points at t hem . His warm feelings 

towards them are unmistak a ble. The writer's inclination 

to want to praise them is also felt. Only Mocoancoeng 

uses this construction. 

4.2.16 From all the above observations we see that Mocoancoeng's 

style reveals a consistency that typefies him. Whether he 

chides, or informs, or ridicules, or cheers up, his style 

remains intellecually conditioned i.e. it shows a close 

adherence of language to thought, which Spitzer calls 

'revealing of ideas in a costume of words' (1967:166). 
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4.3.0 J J MOILOA 

4.3.1 An extensive use of alliteration in prose is a feature 

that distinguishes Moiloa from his fellow essayists. He 

uses it for its aesthetic value and the freshness it gives 

to this literary genre, thereby reviving in the reader the 

interest to keep reading. Moiloa, however, goes beyond 

this. He uses this technique to bring out his own 

emotional response towards an aspect of his subject or 

theme. In Botahwa (drunkenness) for instance, he talks 

about the partaking of liqour by what he calls, 

dikgohlwana tse hla:muketseng mamina. (p7) 

(deformed children th a t are besmeared with mucus). 

He states that as a result of this indulgence in strong 

drinks, 

Moo a emeng a hlokoleha jwale ka lehlaka la noka. 

(p 7) 

(Wnere he stands he trembles like a river reed). 

Moiloa repeatedly referred to the young people unfavourably 

as dipollwana (little children) and he could still have 

used the us~al verb/stem -kganathetse or -netehile for 

'besmeared'. He could also have used -fokaela (sway in 

the wind) instead of hlokoleha . This repeated alliterative 

use of the lateral fricative hl expresses more strongly 

n1s revul s ion against such a practice. His distaste for 

the usual concoctions is further felt in his reference to, 

Sekumukumu, sekokiana le sebapa-le-masenke. (p7) 

These are all different kinds of concocted drinks. The 

regularity of the se sound gives the feeling of a 

success ior1 '"' OI careless acts, which is easily 1 inked vJi th 

the regularity with which new brews make their appearance 

without any regard for health ' ana. life. This emotionally 

expressive use of alliteration 1s clearly felt in the 

following as well: 
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a. His reference to greedy drinking of beer as, 

ho bo hollela jwale ka monyollo, (p8) 

( ... to gulp it like a glutton) 

with the delibera te succession of !-sounds. 

b. His reference to an a l coholic, 

motho yena ke seshwashwa hosane o a shwa (p8) 

(the poor person is a lean thing tomorrow he 
dies). 

Here the repetition of the stem -shwa (die) shows the 

writer's contempt for the drunka rd, whom he regards as a 

living dead. 

c. Of the louse-infested strin g of the men's loin 

garment (tshea) he says, 

le hometswe ke mahofe le re t...· u]Vla. (p31) 

( ... it is white with quantities of eggs of lice that 
are stuck to it). 

d. the dislike for his ovm idlen ess in Maipolelo is 

well expressed in, 

ho ena le hare ke nne ke salle le toropo jwale 
ka tlatlasolle (p32) 

( ... rather than roaming in town like a roamer bird). 

Sella means roaming aimlessly about, and is a despicable 

tendency among the Bas o tho. It's repetition in the 

alliteration clearly doubles the deprecation the writer 

feels for inactivity. 
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e. the profound sati s faction felt by the herd boys as 

they prepare their own sour milk is evident in, 

esitana le lona la dipodi leo ba atisang ho 
qhinyeletsa moqhinyetsane ho lana hore le shaqe 

(p32) 

( .. even that of goats into which they usually 
crushed berries so that it might coagulate ... ) 

This satisfaction, felt in the repetition of qhi, is 

obviously shared by the writer. He feels the same way 

about the r e spect Chaka l a ter enjoyed, which he expresses 

in double alliteration: 

f. le tjhatjha yohle e ntjha e ne e kga s a ka 
mangole e mo rolela dikgaebana kgafetsa 
(p56) 

( ... and all youth crawled on their knees ... they 
took off their hats (in respect) time and 
aga.i11). 

The youth are usually called batiha, which is not an 

emotive term. The endearment term tihatiha is here 
-· .a.::......._ 

skilfu l ly chosen to alliterate with its qualifying 

adjective ntjha. This feeling is in keeping with the 

writer 1 s contentment and is carried through to the next 

pair of alliterating words, where dikgaebana was preferred 

t o t he usual katiba. Moiloa should inde e d be given credit 

for his artistic handling of this device, thereby 

successfully enterta i nj_ng his reader on pleas an ~ reading 

as a successful essay should. 

4.3.2 Moiloa often wants to mock people, at the same time 

engaging in drastic '._rord economy. He achieves this by 

means of vividly descriptive compound words. In Botahwa 

he describes the drunkard briefly and aptly: 



a eja dithokwa, e se e ka ntlhanya-hloho-e-mo-ja-ka
rrnnoho (p7) 

( ... swaggering, looking like a lunatic) 

The literal meaning 'lunatic with a partially aching head' 

brings out forcefully the ludicrously blank expression in 

the drunkard's eyes, at the same time giving the reader a 

ticklish sensation of a slight headache. The irresponsible 

feeling of content, recklessness and a false sense of 

importance at being drunk, which is characteristic of 

certain habitual drunkards, are readily understood as 

contained ln, 

b o-1Tiponellg- l~.e- tal1u.~ve 

('see-me-I -am-drunk' and company) 

The same derision and lack of sympathy is felt in Komello 

(draught) Khe re he says of the emaci ated people: 

meomo ya sala e se e ka roba-re-bese (p22) 

(the legs were like 'break-that-we-may-make-fire) 

This unsympathetic comparison of the thin legs to thin sticks 

that may be broken for making fire, is cruel but very apt and 

lively. He also uses the popular pricky references to 

witchdoctors, which denote a reluctance to accept their craft 

as gen;;.ine: 

b o - kea-tseb a ( those say they know), and 

bo-ngakana-ntshonyana (black doctors) 

In the latter, the word 'black' has similar connotations as in 

'black or t ~black 1nagic'. Much as Moiloa sounds s t rictly 

matter-of-fact in his handling of his subjects, there 1s a subtle 

leaves 

it mainly to the reader to discern. 
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4.3.3 While Mocoancoeng makes us e of syntactic and semantic 

parallelisms, (paragraphs 4.29-4.2.11) Moiloa only makes use 

of semantic parallelism for emphasis. In his Komello he 

state s the ine vitab le results of dr a u ght directly an d 

briefly, but with the emphasis that is expected from the 

parallelism: 

Diphoofolo tsa ota tsa re ra; ya eba meketa ena ya 
mekoduwane, qholo tsa sala di se di le kantle. (p29 ) 

(The animals became very thin; they became thin bony 
animals, the hip bones were exposed). 

This harping on the idea of thinness impresses upon the 

reader's mind the fearfulness of draught. The ideophone 

ra actually denotes 'dry! and is cleverl-y· us e d in this 

context to strenghten the concept 'thin'. He then rai s es 

the feeling of the horror that can be caused by drau ght 

with another brief three part parallelism: 

bongata ba tsona ba tsiapa; tsa tseta; tsa tsherema 
mangole (p29). 

( .•. the majority of them became we ak; they became tired, 
their knees trembled). 

The verbs or stems -tsiapa, -tseta and -tsherema, in 

fact all mean becoming weak as a result of thinness. 

Noiloa has made his point by emphasising, in well chosen 

words, one step after the other in their proper s equence: 

draught - thinnesss - weakness. This same kind of 

meaningful parallelism is also in Papadi eo ke e ratang, 

where he presents the consistency of the strokes during a 

tennis game: 

a e tab o le a e latela; Q 

a e latella (p99). 
hane ~na e I: gu.Tla 

( ... he strikes it and follows up; when it returns he 
strikes it and follows it up). 
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This parallelism is also syntactic and, therefore, used 

ably to focus attention on what Moiloa thinks is the 

important thought - the consistent striking. 

Moiloa, however, does not always employ parallelisms 

meaningfully towards any literary advantage. He 

5om e times us es this technique for its own sake, thereby 

achieving nothing, as 1n, 

ba senolela batho maikutlo a badimo, ba bolelle batho 
takatso tsa bona, ba senole le tsona diketso tsa 
batho (35) 

( ... they reveal to people the feelings of the ancestors, 
they tell the people their desires, they reveal also 
the deeds of the people ... ). 

In Lebollo he relates the departure of the young maidens 

for the initiation school in similar fashion: 

ka ~o hlaba mokgosi ~ara motse, banana ba tswe ba 
Da t1sane, e be se munete ke o fete, ba nke ka sekaja 
ho ya naheng, .•• (p65) 

( ... by raising the alarm in the village, the girls move 
out hurriedly, there is a scramble, they run into the 
veld). 

In both instances the writer has either not achieved his 

intended goal, or he has used parallelism for its own 

sake. 

4.3.4 Moiloa's vocabulary is very rich, but he seems to be 

strongly influenced by the writings and comp ositions of 

people like J P Mohapeloa, E Segoete and Thomas Mofolo, 

and also J G Mocoanceong. His description of drunkards' 

mannerisms includes, 

E leng teng ha ba se ba bo jele ba DlLe ba bo 
phokile hantle o ke ke wa ba sheba ka mahlong. (p9) 



This looks like a consciously att empte d modification of 

Mocoancoeng's description of such mannerisms in his book 

Tsela ~ bophelo ~ dithothokiso tse ntjha (page 19). It 

is in the form of a song: 

Kgera ha ba e nwele 

Ba se ba e phokile 

Ba hlabisa dih long , 

0 ke ke wa ba sheba ka mahlong (p 19) 

The impression created here is that kgera (beer), a very 

rarely used word in Sotho, has been deliberately avoided 

for that very reason. 

4.3.5 In his Senatla setjhabeng sa heso Moiloa talks about 

great leaders as, 

dikwankwetla tsena tsa hanna ba nnete. 

( these mighty men of men). 

About Cha ka he says, 

... ya eba sekwankwetla sa hanna ba nnete 

(p54) 

(pS~) 

One lS inclined to think that, at the back of his mind, 

the writer had the former construction. This explains why 

he retained the plural form hanna ba nnete (real men) 

where he is talking abou t one man , sekw ankwetla, 1n tne 

latter case. This construction is not commonly used in 

Sesotho and, whenever it is used, Lhe user always 

inevitably thinks of J P Mohapeloa's Moriia. Part of the 

words of this song are: 

Tlong Morija, tlong, thaka ya Rantsho; 

Mona Morija ho tla ditjhaba. 

Diba-seholo ke sa mehohla; 

Ba tlohang teng ke dikwankwetla. 

Banna ba nnete; (p91) 
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This song appears in poem form in M D Mohapeloa's Letlole 

la dithoko tsa Sesotho. The last two lines quoted here 

seem to have had s ome influence on Mo iloa's style. 

4.3.6 Moiloa's handling of Chaka's early childho od and maturity 

strongly resembles Thomas Mofolo's in his book Chaka. He 

uses the following constructions: 

yaba o a tlakwa, a fetoha mmutla-kotlwa-tseke 
a iphumana e le nare-ya-seema-nosi (p54) 

Th ese same construc t i cns are c cmp 2. r ab le to Mo folo 's: 

Chaka e ne e se e le mmutla-kotlwa-tsebe, e le 
moh l oka-bah c l o , nare- y a-seema-nosi (p31) 

The constru ction letsoho le sefea (a strong hand) is not 

kn own ever to have been used, other than by Mofolo in 

presenting Chaka as the new ruler and head of the 

warriors: 

Mabotho le bahlankana ha ba mo tadima, ba fumana 
mohlankana e motle, ya mahlo a ntjhotjho, ya letsoho 
le sefea, ya loketseng ho tshwara lerumo ~ .. (p81) 

It is used in different, but related circumstances by 

Moiloa: 

Ka letsoho la hae le sefea a qobokisa ditjhaba ka 
lerungwana la hae ( 54) 

(With his strong hand he attacked tribes with his 
small assegai/spear). 

The twist in its application is felt by the reader as a 

little unsuitable h e re. I t is not as beaut i fully fitting 

a s in the above extract from Mofolo's Chaka. 
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4.3.7 Everitt Segoete's influence on Moiloa is seen in ~loiloa's 

Len2alo ~ Sesotho. In this essay several constructions 

coincide with the ones found in Segoete's Lenyalo la 

Ba:::otho ba ~· The subject and theme are by chance the 

same. The following are found quite interesting: they 

both talk about differently regarded beer calabashes, and 

Segoete says, 

o nka e kgolo ya mosadi ya tsamayang ka pele, e 
bi tsv;ang riiO!c .. ·;dlc; ke e no;·;ang ke hanna kgotla, 

Moiloa says exactly the same thing in the same way with a 

slight twist: 

Ya pele ke nkgo ya mokwallo e nowang ke hanna kgotla 
(p24). 

The ceremonial acceptance of the bride 1 s party is also 

described by Moiloa in exactly the same way as Segoete. 

Moiloa wrjtes) 

Ath~.ba tlisang n~wetsi bona ba.newa jw~la le 
sed1oelo sa letsoKu sec ba tla ltlotsa ka sana , hare 
ba kgutlele hae ba re tlere ba boheha (p24) 

(Whereas those who bring the bride are given beer and 
a vessel of red ochre with which they smear themselves, 
so that they return being red and lovely). 

Compare with Segoete's, 

Ba newa jwala le sedibelo sa letsoku; 
kgutla ba le bafubedu, ba le batle. 

ba itlotsa ba 
(p34) 

(They are given beer and a vessel of red ochre; they 
smear themselves, they return being red, being 
pretty). 

The former is clearly a lengthened ver~ion of the lat!er 

concise account. 
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4.3.8 From the above discussion Moiloa presents himself as a 

scientific essayist whose style is mainly informative. 

Where he is original and uninfluenced, he displays great 

artfulness in the literary devices he employs, and does so 

to drive home his point. 

4.4.0 K E NTSANE 

4.4.1 The first thing about Ntsane ~hat makes an immediate 

impression on the reader 1 s mind, is his constant repetition 

of the title word or its variant. In Ditsietsi (troubles), 

the word appears four times in the introductory paragraph 

only, and at least eight times on the first page. In 

five times on the first 

page. The verb/stem -ra.:__1-1ela, from Hhich it is derived, 

appears at least ten times with or without verbal 

extensions. This tendency is observable throughout his 

book. In this way Ntsane keeps the reader's mind from 

wondering off the theme. He harps on the fact that 

everything said appertains to the subject. To leave a 

lasting impression on the reader 1 s mind, he also tends to 

end his essays with the very title word or phrases 

containing ~he title word. He ends his Thanelo with, 

ke sitwa ho fihlela lesedi le leholo leo ke mpang ke 
d.un1e la 11cre le boL_1·la. fee 1a l(a TI-I.A.PELO. (:p 1 3) 

(I fall short of reaching the great light/knowledge 
which I sor~ of believe can only be reached through 
PR.I\ YER) • 

Mosadi ends thus, 

Ha o rata o rate mosadi, ha o tshaba o tshabe MOSADI. 
(p18) 

( ... If you love, love a woman; if you fear, fear a 
WOI'vLI\N) • 
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In this way, Ntsane creates a continuous ringing of his 

subject or theme, and, though he has rou n ded off his 

discussion, the block letters keep the reader thinking on 

and on. This is p ar ti c ul a rly ~ell suited to his satirical 

essays, for example, Mosadi. Boithabiso, Lesowa and 

Lenyalo also end in the same way. Botle ~babe, Bohale 

and Botjha also maintain the same continuation of thought 

by ending in a phrase or sentence containing the title 

word, like in Botle le bobe. 

e ka nna yaba ke rona ba kgelohileng tsela ya nnete 
ya toka le ya botle. (p22) 

( ... it can still be us who have strayed off the true road 
of j u st i c e and g oodness) . 

Ntsane leaves his views finally as non-final, thereby 

leaving room for others and for further thinking. 

4.4.2 In Mosadi, Botle and Botjha, Ntsane's attitude to man is 

ridiculous. This is revealed in his constant usage of the 

noun ~eb onuwa ( cr eature) followed by the demonstrative 

sena ( this) or seo (that). The very ope ning of the essay , 

Mosadi, has biti:r1g s a tire: 

Mangolong ho thwe sebopuwa sena eitse h a Mmopi a bona 
hare lengeloi leo a le entseng ka setshwantsho sa 
oona le bolawa ke bodutu, wa se etsa, empa e seng ka 
mokgwa o o o entseng lengeloi la oona ka oona. (p14) 

(In the Scriptures it is said that this creature, 
when the Creator realised that His angel - cre at e d 1n 
His own image - was lonely, He created it, but not in 
the manner He had created His angel). 

This reference to the woman (his subject) merely as 

sebopuwa sena (this creature) betrays a negativeness of 

attitude. The demonstrative subtly singles her out from 

amongst other creatures as exceptional. Ntsane deliberately 

leav es it t o the reader to think out the exceptionality 

but, in contrast, refers to the man as lengeloi (an 

angel). Each time the reader sees sebopuwa sena, he is 

filled with a sense of the writer's tricky absurdity 

towards the subject. In this single essay Ntsane uses it 

eighteen times, sometimes together with the subject, for 

example: 
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o ya qhibidiha ha o bona sebopuwa sena, mosadi (p15) 

( ... he melts when he sees this creature, a woman). 

This subject noun tends to further emphasise the 'different' 

of the woman and to warn the reader to beware. Ntsane 

uses this technique with exceptional success. 

4.4.3 Before stating his observation, Ntsane enjoys pricking 

the reader's thinking a little, making him think ahead. 

He does this especially when he has some satirical motive 

up his sleeve. To this end he uses the question form 

most effectively. In Ditsietsi, he states in the opening 

paragraph, 

E kaba ke ofe rnotho eo leha e le wa nama le madi a ka 
reng yena ditsietsi di mo pota ka thokc, kapa o na le 
matla ao ka ona a ka di thibang? (p5) 

(1v'hich person of flesh and blood can say HE is 
bypassed by troubles or difficulties, or that he has 
the power by which he can stop them?) 

This rhetorical question not only fixes attention on the 

subject, but also sets the reader pondering ave~ it even 

before the writer proceeds with his discussion of it. The 

same response is elicited by the question, 

Hantle Thapelo keng? (Actually, what is prayer?) 

which introduces Thapelo. But Ntsane becomes more 

thought-provoking, and his characteristic satire more 

clearly felt, where he makes a statement which is followed 

immediately by a question, as in Botle le bobe: 

Ntho e ntle kajeno, hosesane e se e tsoha e le mpe, 
jwang? (p21) 

(A thing is good today, tomorrow it it suddenly bad, 
how?) 
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Ntsane uses the comma on purpose before ho s esane instead 

of a conjunction (e.g. empa); this strengthens the 

contradiction which reflects on man's conflicting views on 

the same subjects. The one word question jwang, further 

emphasises the contrast and brings out its absurdity as 

only Ntsane could do it. He reveals himself further as a 

keen observer of women's vanity in Botiha, and continues 

to employ the question form of expression with mathematical 

accuracy. Whilst describing a young lady's boastful gait, 

one hand swinging sideways, he suddenly comes up with the 

qu.estion, 

0 reng na? (p28) (What do you know?) 

This is then followed by another question, 

Ka maotong teng? (p28) (What about the leg 

movement?) 

which 1s 1n its turn later followed by, 

Di anaro? (p28) (And the clothes?) 

With this well calculated sequence of sarcastic -questions, 

Ntsane unfailingly focusses the reader's attention from 

one item of vanity to the other. Each question is well 

timed to be posed at the right moment in order to evoke 

the desired reaction - a chuckle. 

4.4.3 Throughout, Ntsane does not speak down on the reader. He 

regards l1is reader as a fello l·/ t J-::. inl~er and f ellov; 

discusser. To maintain this intimacy between them, he 

time and again uses the affirma tive E (yes) in emphasising 

certain points: 

a. E, o ka lebala hare ka le leng le matsatsi ditsietsi 
ai tla be di hlwane hodirno ... (pS) 

(yes, you can 
diffi culties w 

even) forget that one day the 
11 have mounted ... ) 
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b. E, ruri re ka ipelaetsa hobaneng ha ditsietsi di re 
wela hodimo .. ·. (p7) 

(Indeed, what can we say when we complain of the 
difficulties that befall us ... ) 

This affirmation is even more encouraging and refreshing 

when used together with the apostrophe, as in, 

E, morena, mekgodutswane e ka qahamisa ditsebe .... 
(p2 8) 

(Yes, sir, the lizzards can prick up their ears ... ) 

4.4.4 Ntsane also makes effective use of semantic parallelism 

to stress his point. Contrary to expectation, he declares 

(in Ditsietsi) that, 

Motho ha e tla ba ke motho a welwe ke ditsietsi pele, 
di robellane hodima hloho ena ya hae, di mo hatelle 
empa a kunyohe ... (p9) 

(For a person to be a person, difficulties should 
befall him, they should build up on his head, they 
should weigh hard on him, but he should rise up ... ) 

The second motho is used to denote a 'real or hardy' 

person, one who is worth his salt. With this repetition 

of the idea of pressing down on, Ntsane emphasises the 

importance or positive aspect of suffering as an incentive 

to progress. In Mosadi, he harps in a well known fact of 

love without using any emphatic construction. Yet the 

parallel repetition of the idea makes a greater impinge with 

all its simplicity: 

pelo ya hae e ya futhumala, e ya nyakalla ha a se 
bone; ... sea mo kgahla, se hapa pelo ya hae .... 
(p 15) 

( ... his heart becomes warm> it reJOlces when he sees it 
(her) it pleases him, it overcomes his heart ... ) 
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Se is the concord of the noun sebopuwa (already referred 

to in paragraph 4.4.2) and its repetition gives the effect 

of a syntactic parallelism to the otherwise semantic 

parallelism i.e. the reader's attention is also drawn to 

what the writer feels is an important thought - the woman 

and love combination. Ntsane, after discussing the nature 

and kinds of difficulties removes the reader from any 

inclination to moan with a forceful combination of 

syntactic and semantic parallelism and linking: 

Ke durnela hare ditsietsi di ruta bohlale, bohlale ba 
ho tsamaya leeto lena le lelelele ... Ke dumela hare 
ya kileng a kopana lee nngwe ya ditsietsi tsena ... 
o a hlalefa. (p6) 

(I believe that difficulties teach wisdom; (the) 
wisdom to travel this long iournev I believe 
that whoever once met one oi thes~ difficulties ..• 
becomes wise). 

This linking by means of bohlale is a clear influence of 

traditional Sotho poetry, and serves to emphasise the idea 

of wisdom. Opening his syntactic parallelism with the 

words ke a dumela (I believe), he states a fact as an 

opinion with which the reader is free to differ, thereby 

readily enlisting the reader's sympathy and corroboration. 

Ntsane repeats this syntactic and semantic combination in 

the concluding paragraph of Mosadi with the dec~aration: 

Lefatshe le mohaung wa sana, ya ratang le ya sa 
rateng. Lefatshe le mohaung wa sana, hanna ba 
mohaung wa sana, ba ratang leba sa rateng, .... 
(p 1 8) 

(The world is at its mercy, like it or not. The 
world is at its mercy, men are at its mercy, those 
who like and those who don't ... ) 

With this powerful repetition of form and content, the 

spirit of finality and non-compromise is conveyed. The 

reader is challenged to differ if he wishes, but he 

cannot. Strong as this idea may be, Ntsane has chosen the 

mildest and politest words to express it. Lamentation, 

rather than pugnacity, is felt in the repetition of the 

word mohau (mercy). His satire is thus heightened, and 1s 

further strengthned by the inversion of the usual noun

demonstrative construction into a demonstrative-noun 
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sequence: 

E, se jwalo sena sebopuwa ... (p17) 

Re sa pheta re re sena sebopuwa (p18) 

... sea phela seo sebopuwa (p28) 

This inversion places emphasis on the demonstrative 

sena/seo and its implication 'this particular type' as 

distinct from the other creatures we may be used to. Like 

Mocoancoeng's, Ntsane's style shows a purposive choice of 

words and a precise relationship between word and thought. 

He is a social philosopher who chides and consoles as need 

b~, while his satire is unmistakable throughout. 

4.5.0 S M MOFOKENG 

4.5.1 Above all, Mofokeng desires that his reader be a fellow

thinker and co-discusser. He makes the reader feel that 

his own opinion matters and refrains from using words that 

give the impression that he regards his own views on any 

subject as absolute. To achieve this, he now and then 

addresses himself to the reader by means of the apostrophe, 

ngwaneso ((my) brother/sister). For example, in Mot.swalle, 

he goes on in this strain: 

Ngwaneso, ha re tsebe ho phela ka ntle ho mestwalle. 
Ke re, ngwaneso, le ha ho se motho ya o tellang 

letsaho la hae hare~ i~she tlehe ka 1ona, ... o tla 
kopana le Motswalle e mong. (p44) 

(Brother, we cannot live without friends. I 
mean, my brother, even when there is nobody who 
offers you his arm to lean on, ... you will meet 

another friend). 

This apostrophe appears repeatedly throughout, and has the 

effect of making the reader weigh his own views against 

the writer's rather than swallowing everything he says 

raw. Consequently he is kept thinking and awake. This is 

typical of Mcfokeng. 
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4.5.2 Like Ntsane (see paragraph 4.4.4), Mofokeng does not only 

draw semantic and syntactic parallelisms. He often 

combines the two for greater impact, as in: 

o tla be o bona phula tsa heno, o tla be o le motseng 
wa heno, o tla be o le hara batho bao o hotseng pela 
mahlo a bona, o tla be o le hara bahlankana le 
barwetsana bao o hotseng le bona. (p33) 

( ... you will be seeing the streams of your home town, you 
will be in your home town, you will be among the 
people you grew up with, you will be among the young 
men and women you grew up with). 

This o tla be o ••. o tla be o ..• repetition together 

· with the same idea of 'being home' focusses the reader's 

attention on the thought according to the writer's wish, 

and also imparts the nostalgic feeling that the writer has 

in mind. Mofokeng also repeats this technique with 

success in Nako and Motswalle: 

a. E na le hona ho fetola dira e di etse metswalle, e na 
le hona ho hlahisa kutlwano moo ho renang ntwa feela. (p40) 

(It (does change enemies into friends, it does bring 
about mutual understanding where only disharmony 
reigns). 

b. E jwalo metswalle ya nnete. Se jwalo setswalle sa 
nnete. (p43) 

(Such are true friends. Such is true friendship). 

4.5.3 While Ntsane (paragraph 4.4.2) uses the rhetorical 

question with derisive intentions, Mofokeng employs it in 

a unique manner that irresistably sets the reader 

thinking. He uses it most in Lefu where, after the 

sealing of the coffin, he observes that, 

Kganya ya letsatsi ha a sa tla e bona, maya o 
phodileng, dipula, mahlwa, phoka; sa hae ke lefu la ka 
mehla ho fihlela e, ho fihlela neng? Ho tseba 
rnang? (p 1 5) 

(~o mor~ will he s~e the li~~t ?f the sun, the cool 
a1r, ra~ns, snow, dew; for n1m 1s darkness forever 
until ... yes, until when? Who knows?) 
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This interrupted pondering, followed immediately by two 

probing questions, makes the reader realise how he has 

always taken things for granted. Mofokeng deliberately 

uses the affirmative e to confirm this fact, even about 

himself. This realisation plunges the reader instantly 

into thinking deeply together with the writer. He then 

reflects on the concept 'death' as it befalls a groaning 

Sera who has for a long time suffered untold agony in his 

illness: 

Lekgabunyane le ile ... Lefu ... na lefu le sehloho? 
(p17) 

(The servant is gone ... Death ... is death cruel?) 

He then goes on, 

Ha ho lle Sera, ho lla ba habo. Ho Sera 
sehloho, le sehloho ho rona. Hobaneng? 

lefu ha le 
(p 1 7) 

(It is not Sera, who weeps, it is his family. To 
Sera death is not cruel, it is cruel to us. Why?) 

With these questions Mofokeng leaves the reader with no 

choice, but to think more broadly about death and its 

broader significance. His opinion is clear, and the 

reader revises his own. 

4.5.4 In Nako ,a _l?o, !vlofokeng poses questions that provoke 

thinking about time in all its dimensions, and including 

all implications of 'moving time'. He asks a question 

about the watch: 

kapa ha o e shebile o ntse a e tlamme lets oh ong la 
hao, nakana le ntse le potoloha, na o ke o nahane seo 
e se etsang? Na o ke o elellwe hare naka le 
lenyenyane le ntse le bolela hore bora ya hao ya ho 
theohela mobung o batang e ntse e atamela? (p38) 

( ... or when you are looking at it on your wrist, with the 
small horn turning round, do you ever think about 
what it is doing? Does it sometimes strike you that 
the smaller horn keeps telling you that your hour for 
going down into the cool earth keeps approaching?) 
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This close mental examination of things is a quality that 

persists throughout Mofokeng's essays, and the question is 

used to great advantage in urging the reader on to 

thinking along. 

4.5.5 The exclamation is used quite often by Nofokeng to 

express various emotional states without any detailed 

explanations. It combines vividness with word economy, as 

in the following instances in Bothe: 

a. Ho monate hakaakang ho bo senola! (p6) 

(How wonderful it is to lay it bare!) 

b. A mahlo a tletseng mosa le lerato, mahlo a bonolo! 

(p7) 

(What kind and friendly eyes, tender eyes!) 

In the fi r st exclamation the strong longing for understanding 

a person's personality is directly felt, while in the 

second admiration is elicited instantly. In Bodutu an 

ailing patient is presented to the reader: 

Hmm, efela a kula. Empa ha batho ba fihla! (p11) 

(Hm, he is ill indeed. But when visitors arrive!) 

The sense of surprise comes up readily. The contrast 

between the exclamation and the preceding statement 

increases this feeling to the point of utter perplexity. 

In Phetoho, Mofokeng places a man face to face with 

children he had last seen years ago: 

E, le wena o hopola mabitso a bona jwale; 
empa na ba hodile! (p33) 

(Yes, you also remember their names now, but 
goodness! haven't they grown up!) 

It is needless that the writer explains that the children 

changed over the years beyond recognition by this man. 

The impact of his pleasant surprise that is well expressed 

by the exclamation, explains everything. (Also pages 11 

and 38). 
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4.5.6 Mofokeng utilizes literary techniques with great 

effeciency. He, however, seems to display unparallelled 

skill in brevity and repetition as instruments for 

depicting emotional states and arousing set emotions in 

his reader. His forceful and expressive brevity is, in 

fact, to be seen on every page of his book. It is a 

Mofokeng characteristic. Here are some interesting 

examples: In Botho he remarks about the unfortunate 

things that happen as a result of misunderstanding: 

Tsena kaofela di a etsahala. Di bohloko ha di 
etsahala. Di monate ha di phetwa. Di bohloko, di 
monate, di natefisa bophelo hobane di a bo tswaka. 
(p4) 

(All these things happen. It is painful when they 
happen. It is pleasant when they are told. It is 
pleasant, and painful, because they enliven life by 
variating it). 

In the first short sentence the feeling of unfortunate 

helplessness that such things happen, comes out strongly. 

The second, expresses disgust that they do happen. This 

feeling is contained more in the brevity of the sentence 

than in the words themselves. The third sentence refers 

to the pleasantness of relating the unpleasant past, but a 

contradictory sense of sadness is still retained in the 

shortness of the sentence. It is then confirmed by the 

paradox that follows: di monate, di bohloko ... The 

underlying sentiment here is man's helplessness in the 

face of reality. It is also noticed that the more 

emotionally charged parts of the essays are expressed in 

the shortest sentences. In Lefu, such parts are the 

conveying of the coffin to church and its final sealing. 

To hint at the approaching hearse, Mofokeng writes, 

Tshepe e a lla. Ha e lle sa mehla ha e re bitsetsa 
thapelong kapa tshebeletsong. E a lla, e a thola; e a 
lla, e a thola (p14) 

(The bell rings. It does not ring like it usually 
does when it summons us to prayer or service. It 
rings and stops; it rings and stops). 
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It is interesting to note the length of the second 

sentence in comparison with the others. It is the only 

sentence that refers to a phenomenon that is outside the 

funeral or death, and, hence less emotionally charged than 

the others. The writer had been discussing people 1 s 

casual reference to death. The above extract introduces 

the next phase of the essay. The shortness of the first 

sentence has in it some unexuected suddenness which s hakes 

the reader into paying more attention. An atmosphere of 

expectation is created. This expectation is transformed 

into some kind of deep sorrow by the conciseness and 

interrupted rhythm of the last sentence. The form and 

punctuation of this sentence is highly expressive of the 

atmosphere around a church building during a funeral 

service. 

4.5.7 Mofokeng knows that members of the bereaved families 

usually fail to contain themselves during the final stages 

of internment, when they realise that they have reached 

the stage of permanent parting. He harps on this fact at 

almost regular intervals: 

Hamore e a lla jwale. Pekere tsa ho qetella di a 
kokotelwa ... Baratuwa ba arohane jwale. Kgutsana di 
setse .... Phupu e a fela jwale (p15) 

(The hammer is sounding now. The last nails are 
being hammered in ... The beloved are parted. 
Orphans are remaining. The funerai is almost 
ever now). 

This final moment of parting is very crucial. Mofokeng's 

sentence construction is very apt. The recurrence of the 

word jwale (now) brings out the very spirit of the moment 

in the reader. Perhaps, the height of Mofokeng's 

expressive brevity is found in the fourth phase of Lefu, 

where he describes the last moments of a patient's life in 

a hospital word: 

Ngaka e a fihla. E sheba mona le mane. E erne hloho. 
(p 1 6) 

(The doctor arrives. He looks here and there. He is 
at his wits' end) 
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These three consecutive short sentences have no linking 

word or idea except the tension that surrounds doctor and 

patient. This disjointedness of the sentences portrays 

the accompanying mental confusion very well. The doctor 

then leaves, and Mofokeng goes on to say, 

Ha a sa nahana hantle, ha a sa utlwa hantle! 0 
hlomola pelo. (p17) 

(He no longer thinks properly, he no longer hears 
clearly~ He is distressing). 

The doctor's confused mental state 1s now extended to the 

patient in the form of delirium, and to the reader in the 

form of intense pity, within a split second. At this 

moment the writer observes: 

Metsotso e ntse e feta. (p 1 7) 

(Minutes are passing). 

This reference to minutes, rather than time (nako), shows 

the importance of every rn1nute. It sounds omenous. The 

shortness of the statement increases the already great 

tension. The patient continues to struggle for life, and 

Mofokeng observes further: 

Metsotso e ntse e feta. Pobodi e a utlwahala. (p 1 7) 

(The minutes continue passing. A groan is heard). 

This repeated reference to the passing of time leads to a 

corresponding 1ncrease in tension and loss of hope. The 

reader feels a strange feeling of relief when he inevitably 

reads, 

Lekgabunyane le ile (p17) 

(The servant (of God) is gone ... ) 

He understands more clearly than he would if another word 

were to be added. 
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4.5.8 Mofokeng repeats phrases in a particular situation to 

emphasise his point. In Botho (page 5) he stresses · the 

basic differences between man and machines. After 

indicating the instant and predictable reaction of a 

machine to the touch of a button, he harps on his point: 

E jwalo le e meng metjhine, e jwalo tei~ne, di jwalo 
dikepe, d:i ivralo difofane. Empa rona bathe ha re 
jwalo. (p5) 

(Such are all the other machines, such are trains, 
such are ships, such are aeroplanes. But we, people, 
are not like that ... ) 

This concord-demonstrative qualificative (or qualifying 

capulative) repetition emphasises this particular quality 

which the writer wishes to put across. It is further 

strengthened ·by the contrast drawn in the concluding 

comparison with people. This contrast serves to transfer 

the stress f rom the sameness of machines to the differentness 

of people. Here is another interesting and common form of 

repetition found 1n Mofokeng's essays: 

Le a bola kaofela. Le utswa mane, le thuha difenstere, 
le utswa diperekisi 
Le kopana le bana ba bang .•. lea ba tlwaela, leba 
metswalle. Le a hola. Dilemo di a feta. (p41) 

(You all grow up. You steal eggs, you break windows, 
vou steal peaches 
~ou meet oiher children ••. you get used to them, you 
become friends. You grow up. Years pass on). 

The first sentence is an expression of a well known fact, 

but the curtness with which it is said makes the reader 

prick up his ears. With the enumerated sequence of events 

and the repetition of the subject concord le the writer 

strongly suggests the unstoppable passage of time. 
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The repetition of le a hola now draws the reader's 

conscious attention to this fact, which is often always 

taken for granted. He mentions that, dilemo di a feta to 

emphasise a fact that has already been understood in the 

repetition of le a hola. In Qetello, Mofokeng uses 

repetition effectively to emphasise the importance of 

reflection on reaching the end. In referring to a book he 

says, 

0 nahana tseo o di badileng ho yona, o a di thuisa, 
ke hona di theohelang hantle menahanong ya hao, ke 
hona o utlwisisang seo sengodi se neng se batla hore 
o se utlwisise, ke hona di kgotsofatsang pelo ya hao 
kapa wona moya wa hao. (p94) 

( ... you think about what you have read 1n it, you 
meditate, it is then that they settle down in your 
mind, it is then that you understand what the writer 
wanted you to understand, it is then that they 
satisfy your heart or your soul). 

Mcfokeng again stresses proper understanding of things 

rather than taking anything for granted. To this end he 

uses Ke hona ... repeatedly to emphasise the 1 only then' 

idea relating to reflection on everything on reaching the 

end or completion. This extract is in fact a semantic 

parallelism, and achieves its goal well. 

34, 36, 38, 42) . 

(Also pages 33, 

4.5.9 Another rarity that is of common occurrence in Mofokeng's 

style is the commencement of sentences ,,Ji th the conjunction 

HOBA or HOBANE. In fact this conjunction is used after a 

full stop to commence a clause that never ends up as a 

sentence. This abrupt ending makes a strong impact on the 

reader, forcing him into reflecting on what the writer has 

been saying. He talks about the loneliness of an ill 

person, inter alia, in Bodutu: 

0 elellwa hare ha a dumellwa ho ya mosebetsing le ba 
bang, ho tsamaya moo ba tsamayang. Hobane o a 
kula. (p11) 

(He realises that he is not allowed to go to work 
together with others, to go where they go. Because 
he is ill). 
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Emphasis is laid strongly on hobane (because) of its 

position in the sentence. It is a conjunction that 

introduces an adverbial clause of reason which shakes the 

reader with its brevity and non-completion of the 

sentence. The reader reflects automatically on the 

preceding statement. At the same time the fact of being 

ill is presented with greater force to the reader and 

makes him think deeply about all its possible implications. 

The same reaction is elicited in exactly the same way in 

Tjhelete: 

Ba ne ba sa tsebe hare ke jere makgolo a mararo a 
diponto - ke hare mashome a supileng a metso e 
mehlano a dikgomo -mokotleng wa ka. Hobane ke sea 
tjhelete e hlileng e le sana. (p76) 

(They did not know that I had three hundred pounds -
i.e. seventy-five cattle - in my pocket. Because 
that is what money actually is). 

Exactly the same mental processes take place in the 

reader's mind, ultimately focussing deep thinking on the 

nature of or the concept money. Only Mofokeng utilizes 

this mechanism, and does so repeatedly with equal success. 

Refer also to pages 82, 84, 95, 52, 70, 73, 78, 79, 81, 83 

and 93. In all the techniques discussed above, Mofokeng 

presents himself not as a thinker for, but a co-thinker 

with the reader. As seen in this paragraph, he also makes 

the reader think out certain unsaid things. He attaches 

significance to thinking deeply about things. His style 

is, therefore, mainly philosophical. 

4.6.0 K T MOROJELE 

4.6.1 Like Mofokeng, Morojele reasons about his theme together 

with the reader, right through the book. It is only in 

Leteketa where he becomes informative. Even then he does 

not give his opinion as absolute. The very beginning of 

the essay makes room for subtle differences on the theme: 
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Ho ya ka tsa boholo-holo ba setjhaba sa Basotho ka 
leteketa ho bolelwa (p42) 

(According to talks about the olden times among the 
Basotho people, by leteketa it is meant ... ) 

In this way Morojele makes it clear that what he is 

imparting to the reader is what he has also been told, 

though he also reasons about the moral rights and wrongs 

of being a leteketa. His style 'is simple' and straight 

forward and is not teaming with deliberate literary 

devices, though it does not lack them. He is more 

concerned with his thoughts. He believes that the reader 

will understand them as he himself does, and seems to 

express them as they occur to him. 

4.6.2 To condition the reader's mind for thinking along with 

him, Morojele either enunciates a proverb or works it 

cleverly into the introductory paragraph. His very first 

essay Thuto le lebollo (educ ation and initiation), for 

instance opens in this fashion: 

Maele a teng a reng ya bohlale o ithuta ka mehla mme 
a itlha los a haholo, ~eela ke lakatsa ho a hlahloba 
hammoho le babadi. (pS) 

(There is an idiom which states th a t the wise learn 
daily and it explains itself clearly, but I would 
like to examine it together with the readers). 

By stating the idiom, Morojele pricks the reader's 

interest. He wants to know what the writer has up his 

sleeve, because there are ever so many situations to which 

the same idiom can be applied. The writer admits the 

flexibility of the idiom by inviting the reader to examine 

it togetheT with him thereby setting the reader thinking 

ahead. This t echnique is app lied even in Bohlale 

(wisdom), Mphe-mphe e a lapisa (everyone foT himself) and 

Tumelo ya seholoholo (beliefs of olden days). In the 

l a tter the pr overb is worked into the introductory 

paragraph to achieve the same effect as in the foTmer two 

essays. 
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4.6.3 During his deep reasoning Mo r o jele uses proverbs in 

typical Sotho fashion to reinforce his argument. He backs 

his brilliant reasoning on the relativity of wisdom with, 

Ho paka hare le Sesothong sena se a amoheleha, maele 
a re ho robala ke ho fetoha. (p10) 

(To show that even in Sotho this is acceptable, the 
idiom states that in one ' s sleep, one keeps turning 
over, i.e. mistakes are put right in the course of 
events). 

In Dintho tsa baditjhaba ( for e ign things) also, after 

pointing out the erroneous tendency of people to think 

that everything of theirs is better than the next man's, 

he follows up with, 

Hona ha se mohlolo etswe le Sesotho se re tshwene ha 
e ipone lekopo. (p16) 

(Thi s is not surprising, moreover in Sotho it is 
said, that a monkey doesn't see its own protruding 
forehe ad~ i.e. p e ople tend not to see their own weak 
points). 

This recourse to a r el ated, but proven, prob lematic 

situation provides an analogy that strengthens the 

writer's point of view. (See also pages 17, 18~ 41, 45, 

49 and 50). 

4. 6 . 4 Another feature that is found only in Morojele's style is 

the demonstra tiv e - poss es sive combination in his 

reference to subjects that are, in his opinion, well known 

or of cornmo11 occurr·e 11C e. l r1 .. ll1 t.: t o le le·b o ll o t.1-l e e ££ ec t 

of this combination is felt clearly as he argues that, 

Hape, haeba ntho ya pele e ka nyatswa ka lebaka la e 
entsweng ho ipapisitswe le eo ya pele, ho ntse ho 
lokel a ho hopolwa h a re b oteng ba ya p e le ke b ona b o 
entseng hare mefokolo ho yona e fediswe . . . (pS) 

(Further, if the first thing is criticised because of 
one that was made by comparing it with the first one, 
it should al so b e remembe re d that the existance of 
the first one has been r e snonsible for the elimination 
O f ~ 1~ ~ '•'·' ~~·l(Il eS SPS -J.· " itse ,·:t~ ) 

- - -~ - ~ • • -- -- H - .l. • • • 
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At first Morojele talks about ya pele only, but the second 

time he precedes it with the demonstrative eo. This 

emphasises it, giving it the sense of 'that very first 

one'. It is not only the firstness that the writer is 

concerned with, but the fact that it is a known first 

thing. There is subtle satire involved here. Because of 

the clash of two culture traits, some people tend to want 

to backout on their own and pretend not to subscribe to 

it. It is for this reason that Morojele uses a construction 

that lays stress on the fact of 'known' as opposed to 

unknOim. This comes out even more clearly later (on the 

same page) when he maintains: 

Ke dumela hore Basotho ba ile ba hanella lebollong 
lena la bona nako e telele hobane ba ne ba fumana 
melemo e itseng ... (p5) 

( ... I believe that the Basotho clung tenaciously to this 
very initiation of theirs for a long time because 
they derived certain advantages ... ) 

The writer could still have used ba banella lebollong la 

bona without the demonstrative. But the force brought 

about by it, which is so essential to the meaning and the 

writer's purpose and intention, would be sadly lacking. 

This same sequence occurs with the same force also on 

pages 16, 25, 42 and 43. 

4.6.5 While Ntsane uses the rhetorical question for being 

deli~eratcly ab surd [paragraph 4.4.3) and Mofokeng, for 

activating and maintaining the reader's deep thinking 

( h ' c:: ~ 4 ~ ~) . , , . . paragrap 4.~.~- .~.~ , MoroJe~e uses tnem 1n pa1rs, the 

first always being to entice the reader into thinking 

along with him and the second being suggestive of the 

solution. For instance, in Thuto le lebollo, he demands, 

Na re ka nyenyefatsa sepheo seo mophato o theilwang 
hodima sana tshebetsong ya rnofuta o tje? Na ha ho 
molemo ho ntlafatsa moo e ka bang ho fokola teng? (p6) 

Should we deprecate the underlying purpose on which 
initia~ion is founded in this kind of (social) 
function? Is it not better to improve where there 
may be some weakness?) 
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This sequence forces the reader to compare the two trends 

of thought that have been posed as questions. At the same 

time the second question recommends strongly the trimming 

and modification of this custom, rather than discarding 

it. From here he takes the reader to the concept 

civilization, which is always associated with education: 

Na ke ho apara hantle, ho bua maleme ka mefuta le 
hona ho hlobola tsohle tsa rona e ba re apara tse 
ntjha tseo re sa hlahang le tsona? Kapa na ke ho 
tlohela dintho tse sa re sitiseng le ho ntshetsa pele 
se re fang molemo e mengata? (p6) 

(Is it to dress well, to speak different languages 
and also to strip ourselves of all that is ours, and 
then put on new things that we were not born with? 
Or is it to leave alone the things that do not hamper 
us and to develop that which will give us many 
b enefits?) 

Even here the reader's mental reaction is exactly the same 

as in the preceding pair. The writer's entreaty is 

crystal clear. (See also pages 27, 33 and 53). We 

therefore see that Morojele's style leans heavily on 

reasoning. he avoids being extreme in his stance, rather 

taking the middle of the road. He is therefore, philosophical 

and diplomatic. 

4. 7. 0 RES1JI.1E 

4.7.1 The above discussion reveals a w1ae field of stylistic 

techniques employed by Southern Sotho writers, the ones 

used most often being parallelism and the rhetorical 

question. While Moiloa employs mainly semantic parallelism 

to emphasise his point in a typical kgotla manner, 

I'focoancoeng and Ntsane utilize both semantic and syntatic 

parallelisms at will. Mofokeng handles both with masterly 

skill, and often combines them to achieve greater impact 

on the reader. Ntsane also employs such a combination 

with much success. Mocoancoeng poses the rhetorical 

question to express an undeniable fact, while Ntsane uses 

it to provoke the reader to think ahead. 
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intentions. Mofokeng and Morojele each uses this 

technique in his own way. While Mofokeng sets the reader 

thinking about the theme beyond its face value, in order 

to realise his own shortcomings, Morojele uses it in 

pairs, the first being an invitation to the reader to 

think along with him while the second is a suggestion as 

to the answer. Another striking feature is that, while 

all the other writers ! tone is either subjective or 

objective and reference is made m~inly to the third 

person, Mofokeng always reverts back to the second person. 

Mofokeng, therefore, speaks to his reader to a greater 

extent than do the other writers. While he and Ntsane 

exploit the power of repetition, he couples it vrith 

brevity to great advantage (as seen in 4.5.6). Ntsane and 

Mofokeng retain their intimacy with the reader throughout: 

by means of the apostrophe. Each of these writers, 

however, also has his distinctive stylistic tendency. We 

may, for example, refer to Mocoancoeng's shrewd handling 

of the narrative tense, Moiloa 1 s love for alliteration, 

Ntsane's satirical endings in which the theme word(s) is 

left resounding in the reader's mind, }~ofokeng's commencement 

of sentences with the conjuction HOBANE (because) and 

Morojelel's proverbial themes. It should, at this stage, 

be observed that all the w1·iters use simple language, with 

the exception of Moiloa; and that, in this respect, Moiloa 

and Morojele are diametrical extremes. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 .0 THE ESSAY AND LITERARY ART 

5.1 .1 In discussing the five Sotho writers, each with his own 

volume of essays, it became inevitable to handle the 

literary features of the essay, i.e. theme, structure and 

style, separately. This meant separating intertwined and 

basically inseparable traits. In this chapter an attempt 

will be made to restore the relat i ve unity of the essay as 

a genre in Sotho. Scholes and Klaus (1969:1) define 

literature as language used to create an experience that 

we value, and that should lead us to some contemplation 

about the theme that is being discussed, or the experience 

itself. The essay is, therefore, a literary form whereby 

the writer seeks to impart to the reader valuable 

experiences, or make critical observations which may, at 

least, have the reader weigh his own stance against the 

writer's point of view. 

5.1 .2 The function of the essay is literary and essayistic. It 

is essayistic 1n that it offers to teach us something that 

can be of use to us, or seeks to persuade us to some 

action the writer considers desirable. In Ntsane, such 

persuasion is felt in Ditsietsi, Thapelo, Botle le bobe, 

and Bohale. In Ditsietsi he makes no bones of the fact 

that we must expect to encounter difficulties at every 

corner of life : 

empa tlotla le kganya ke tsa ba di hlolang (p9) 

( ... but honour and glory go to those who overcome 
them) 

163 
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This is a clear statement against passiveness. Morojele, 

on the other hand, philosophises about the cons and pros 

of each of his themes, and ends up strongly advocating 

remedial action for the demerits. This inclination to 

defend and to teach comes out more conspicuously in Thuto 

le lebollo, Dintho tsa baditjhaba, Ho fetofetolwa ha 

batsamaisi, Dihlahlobo, Setswalle and Mphemphe e a lapisa. 

In Thuto le lebollo, for instance, he is strongly opposed 

to being passively gullible to any denunciation of one's 

own customs (4.6.4). He wants to see something done to 

improve them, rather than merely discarding them. 

5.1.3 In Moiloa's essays, the very titles imply the theme. His 

Botahwa, Botsotsi, Mosa diphoofolong, Boipoloko tseleng 

and Bophelo metseng e meholo are strongly persuasive in 

character. Taking Botahwa as an example, we find that he 

feels strongly against drunkenness among the youth to whom 

he refers as dikgoh1wana tse maminanyana (little children 

with mucus besmeared faces) (3.8.1 - 3.9.3). Through his 

reader, Moiloa would like to penetrate the feelings of the 

urban community so that it, at the very least, tries to 

correct the wrong to which it seems to have turned a blind 

eye. 

5.1.4 Mocoancoeng is both robust and subtle in his persuasion. 

When he becomes robustly persuasive, he becomes equally 

ridiculous of the state of affairs in question. The 

essays that abound in this are Thokolosi, Dipoko le 

dithotsela, Marena a madiba, Matswelo-pele, Ditumelo tsa 

mafeela, and Kwae. In Thokolosi he derides the African 

belief in the existence of a mysterious being by crediting 

him (the African) with ridiculous powers, as creator of 

such a being (3.4.2- 3.4.5). He is cunningly essayistic, 

and always wants to activate the reader in one way or the 

other. His advocacy of socio-political change in Mofeta

ka-tsela is strongly satirical of the privileged, and his 

ending very deep for the casual reader : 
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0 feta jwalo a etswa moo re sa tsebeng, 
a eya moo le yena a sa tsebeng (p66) 

(He passes on like that, coming from where we do 
not know, going where he too does not know). 

Mocoancoeng speaks to the reader about the uncertainty of 

the Black man's destiny as he saw it. To him this 

vagabond could as well be what Thomas Gray 1) called 'some 

mute inglorious Milton' or 'some Cromwell, guiltless of 

his country's blood'. He has written in Sotho, not only 

to his people, but to all who will share with him in this 

experience. 

5.1.5 .Mofokeng's subtle persuasion is felt throughout, and no 

single one of his essays can be picked with ease as being 

more clearly persuasive than the rest. In Nako, for 

example, we are struck by his deep reasoning about time 

and all its dimensions and implications. On looking 

closer, .we find that he wants us to view the concept time 

in a broader constructive light. The concepts ' time' and 

'life span' should, he feels, be measured in terms of 

completeness of pu~pose, rather than duration. Throughout, 

Mcfokeng urges us to look deeper than the surface of 

things, and to make the best of the little that life seems to 

offer. 

5.1.6 The essay as a literary form should not only be useful to 

the writer, but should also have a high aesthetic value. 

As Scholes and Klaus point ·out, 'the artisan can go beyond 

the utility of his product and transform it into a work of 

art' (1969:1). They maintain that utility lasts for as 

long as there is need, while artful writing 'can endure 

centuries, preserved only by its beauty'. Beauty makes 

reading a pleasure rather than a burden to the reader. 

1) Elegy written lD a Country Churchyard. 
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It is this beauty that enabled the essay to survive its 

launching in 1580 (1.2.2) and it is in this respect that 

skilful handling of stylistic techniques is invaluable in 

essay writing. Though this aspect of the essay was either 

lightly regarded by Morojele, or, at times, painfully 

overdone by Moiloa, the Sotho essayists have each 

acquitted himself fairly well in his own way (4.6.5). 

5.2.0 THE MULTISIDED NATURE OF THE ESSAY- FINAL CLASSIFICATION 

5.2.1 Scholes and Klaus (1969:3) ably show how the essay, apart 

from its typical formal essayistic features, may also have 

structural properties of other literary forms, viz. the 

s t o r y, the p 1 a y and p o e t r y. In the story, the 

characters are presented to us by way of the narrator's 

description, and we come to know them and everything else 

as he sees them. l'Je then make our own impression or 

deduce the story's underlying motive. In the play we 

become aware of things by hearing what the characters say 

among themselves about these things and about themselves. 

Finally, in poetry the poet muses about things, talking 

only to himself. We overhear him and come to know the 

things he is thinking about and his impressions of them. 

In these three literary forms, things are presented to the 

reader indirectly by the narrator, by the characters' 

dialogue and by the poet's musin gs. The essay, on the 

other hand, is the most direct and practical. It has, at 

its heart, persuasion, be it direct or indirect or 

concealed (5.1.2). Because of this structural overlap of 

the essay into other forms of literature referred to 

above, Scholes and Klaus rightfully classify the essay 

into the persuasive essay, the narrative essay, the 

dramatic essay and the meditative or poetic essay. 
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The Persuasive Essay 

5.2.2 In the persuasive essay, the writer makes a point and 

supports it. Where persuasion is bold and vigorous and 

strong support is provided, we have an essayistic essay. 

All the five Sotho essayists are persuasive essayists 

(5.1.2- 5.1.5), but Morojele and Mocoancoeng can, by virtue 

of their very strong arguments, be regarded as also 

typically essayistic writers (4.6.3 - 4.6.5 and 4.2.8 -

4.2.9). This characteristic is seen in the following of 

their essays 

Morojele 

Mocoancoeng 

The Narrative Essay 

Thuto le lebollo (Education and initiation) ' 

Boitsebo (Knowing oneself) 

Tumelo ya seholo-holo (The faith of the 

olden days) 

Dihlahlobo (Examinations) 

Dinoko le dithotsela (Ghosts and zombies) 

Thokolosi (The tokolosh) 

Marena a madiba (Kings of the deep) 

Matswelo-pele (The civilised) 

Ditumelo tsa mafeela (Unfounded beliefs) 

Kwae (Tobacco) 

5.2.3 The narrative essays consist of narration, description, 

di a logue and commentary. Ap art from Moil oa, who has 

written an autobiography, Maipolelo (Telling of oneself), 

and a biography, Sheleng e pheta tsa bophelo ba yona (A 

shilling tells its own life _ story), Mocoancoeng is the 

only Sotho writer to engage the narrative form of writing 

for persuasive self-expression. He has written the 

following narrative essays 
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Tsela ya dikepe (The way of ships) 

Ditoro tse bohloko (Bad dreams) 

Manna ya neng a thunye Modimo (The man who once shot 

at God) 

~loruti ya neng a fofele Lehodimong (The priest who 

once flew to heaven) 

Ha ke tla fumana sesene mohlahareng (How I got a gap 

between the molars) 

Kganyapa ya Phiritona (The Heilbron tornado) 

Ha kgwedi e tjhaba (When the moon rises) 

In all the essays the writer tells a story, but not for 

its own sake. There is an underlying message or lesson he 

wishes to convey to the reader. Tsela ya dikepe is a 

typical story form with all the narrative elements 

employed to depict the different stages in the movement of 

the plot. The situation moves to a climax, which is the 

height of tension, and is followed by its resolution. 

This comes ingeniously at the close of the story : 

empa meokgo ya nna ya re tsu! 
A thola feela, mme ka pelo a re 
He laetse ya sa arabisweng - le dumme (p5) 

( ... but the tears rolled down. She just 
kept quiet, and inwardly she said to 
herself : He has commanded, Who 
cannot be gainsaid - it has thundered 
i.e. let it be) 

With this change in the woman•s mood, from joyful 

anticipation to helpless resignation, the writer is saying 

to the reade~, ~~he way o f life is no~ subject to man•s 

planning' . Manna ya neng a thunye Modimo is also told in 

similar fashion, with the exception of a more directly 

didactic ending that consists of a priest's comments from 

the Scriptures, endorsed by the writer's own. Here the 

story is used to illustrate the writer's ultimate 

message : 
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Ha ho motho ya ka lwantshang Modimo a be a hlole. (p36) 

(No man can fight against God and win). 

The writer begins by being an objective narrator and ends 

up being a subjective commentor. As in Tsela ya dikepe, 

he would like us to accept fate as the will of God. 

The Dramatic Essay 

5.2.4 Only Moiloa has written 'dramatic' essay types Kgang }a 

boloi (An argument about witchcraft) and Kgang ka tsa 

thuto (An argument about education). Though it has been 

pointed out that this form is not strictly essayistic 

(3.1.9), Scholes and Klaus maintain that this depends on 

our inference about the characters and the aim of the 

writer. Moiloa's aim - to attemp~ to bring about some 

change in the Black man's socio-cultural outlook (3.4.7) by 

much concealed persuasion - gives them that essayistic 

touch. The arguments also lead to some form of resolution, 

though no climax, and end rather abrupty. 

The Meditative Essay 

5.2.5 Mofokeng is different from his felow essayists · in that he 

at no stage becomes 'essayistic', and, though he retains 

contact with his reader, he is also meditative throughout. 

His contact with the reader is strictly that of co

ponderer. Even as he talks to the reader, he is often 

carried away by his thoughts to the extent of becoming 

oblivious of his (the reader's ) presence. Whilst 

discussing the unfortunate consequences of misunderstanding 

in Botho, and the most touching aspects of death in Lefu 

(4.5.6 - 4.5.7), he becomes so involved that he tends to 

'talk to himself'. Mofokeng i s , the refore, ~at only a 

subtly persuasive, but also an eminently meditative · 

essayist. 
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5.2.6 It can, at this jucture, be inferred that the essay in 

Southern Sotho exhibits all the different elements of an 

essay, and is represented as follows in the writings of 

our authors : 

a. The persuasive essay 

b. The narrative essay 

c. The dramatic esay 

d. The meditative essay 

Mocoancoeng - essayist 
Moiloa - essayist 
Ntsane - essayist 

Mocoancoeng - overwhelmingly 
Moiloa - to a limited 

Moiloa 

Mofokeng 

extent 

- to a limited 
extent 

overwhelmingly 

5.3.0 THE LARGER UNITY - SIGNIFICANCE OF COLLECTION TITLES 

5.3.1 Mocoancoeng's Meqoqo ya £hirimana is typical of the evening 

story telling by the fire-side. This is an old tradition 

practiced amongst Blacks. One gets the impression that 

the volume was named only on its completion, because, 

though the writer always has a point to make, he has more 

stories to tell than his fellow essayists. Moreover, the 

grand old lady who told her stories by the fire-side, 

always had a moral lesson to give to her young ones. 

Mocoancoeng adopts this traditional fashion to speak to 

his reader. His stories are told in a gripping and 

entertaining manner. Even where he becomes openly 

didactic, as in Kwae and Matswelo-pele, he provides 

interesting reading even to the reader who may not agree 

with him. In this way Mocoancoeng's volume complies with 

the original intention of story telling : to provide some 

moral lesson while entertaining. His essays also conform 

to the original idea of an informal essay : even where 

they assume the conventional form, the reader still feels 

that he wrote the ideas down as they occurred to him at 

the time of writing (1 .OS). He was not pre-occupied with 

a particular structure. 
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5.3.2 Almost all of Morojele's essays are variations of the 

conventional form, but the earnestness with which he 

handles his themes pushes structure to a secondary 

position. This gives his essays the atmosphere of 

spontaneity of expression without any emphasis on form. 

Like Mocoancoeng, one feels that concern is more on 

content than structure, and that any structural peculiarities 

that are seen are just incidental. As the titl e of the 

volume implies, Morojele merely gives his feelings 

(Maikutlo) about his theme. On the other hand, there is a 

measure of conscious structuring in Moiloa's Sediba sa 

meqoqo. Meqoqo is the Sotho word for 'essays', a modern 

concept der ived f Tom the verb stem qoqa (c onve r s e). He 

does not just converse about things as they strike him at 

the time of writing. He sets out to write essays, and 

does so with the meticulousness that characterises formal 

essays, his essays being mainly conventional in structure 

( 2.1.4, 3.2.1, 3 . 3.0 and 3.5.0). 

5.3.3 Ntsane and Mofokeng are both c onsciously conscerned with 

the structuring of their essays. Ntsane sets a fixed 

pattern or ideal for his essay and keeps to it. In 

Ditsietsi, for instance, he starts by focussing .attention 

on the still 'peaceful' water which, in spite of its 

stillness and 'purity', is teeming with countless tiny 

stones, leaves of grass and living organisms. This is 

the framework within which he discusses the first woman, 

Eve, as his starting point. He shows how she was tricked, 

and, in her turn, tricked Adam. This he regards as the 

point at which man's fate was sealed he would have to 

suffer eternally at the hands of the 'creature' he loves 

most - woman. This kind of structuring occurs with 

striking regularity 1n Ntsane's essays and cannot be 

attributed to chance. The title Makumane does not seem to 

have any influence on this structuring. 
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The word itself means 'crumbs' or 'fragments' and can be 

traced back to the verb stem -kuma (break into bits), or 

its applicative kumela (to break for, or to give little 

bits). The latter is commonly used figur~tively to denote 

'giving bits of information', and not all of it. This 

takes us back to the basic property of the essay as given 

by Grove' and Botha (1.1.0) : a discourse where the aim is 

not always to exhaust the subject. Ntsane seems to have 

been aware of this fact as he set out to write his essays, 

and in none of them do we see a conscious attempt to say 

all there is to say about whatever theme he discusses. 

And when he named his volume 'Fragments' (of information), 

there can be no doubt that he meant just that. 

5.3.4 In Mofokeng's Pelong ya ka, conscious structuring is seen 

in individual essays as well as in the collection as a 

whole. The division of the essay into phases (3.1.7) 

enables him to take a multidimensional view of the theme 

over whi c h he ponders. Within the collection, the essays 

are arranged in a way that helps maintain the underlying 

unity of his main theme, 'comments on life'. His first 

essay, Pelo, is deliberately designed to introduce the 

volume (3.2.4), while the last, Qetello (the end) , does 

not only conclude the book, but leaves the reader with a 

question pertaining to the end of 'life' -his main theme 

(see 3.10.5- 3.10.6). The title of his volume is highly 

suggestive of the meditative nature of its contents. In 

Sotho Ho bua ka pelo (talking with the heart) means being 

deep in thought, to the extent of being unconscious of the 

existence of anyone else around you. Talking about, tse 
1 -

leng ka PELONG YA KA ka mona ) (what is here in my heart), 

means expressing what I have thought deeply about. 

Mofokeng has chosen this title on purpose, to bring to the 

fore his main purpose with this volume -thinking or 

meditating. 

1 ) Pelong ya ka (p3) 
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As he thinks about the significance of the things he sees, 

hears and feels (even about his own thoughts), he knows 

that he will reach the end of it, and thinks in advance 

about the end. He designs this end in such a way that it 

becomes the beginning of more thinking on a different 

plane (3.10.5- 3.10.6). This takes us back to the title 

around which everything rev olves. It is now the reader 

who considers what is in his own heart. 

5.4.0 ROUND OFF 

5.4.1 Southern Sotho literature should be grateful to the early 

missionaries and the 'Leselinyana' series for launching 

free expression of ideas and opinion (1 .3.2- 1 .4.5). This 

led to the advent of the essay as a literary genre in the 

language. The Sotho essayists have successfully 

established themselves, and their works are of a fair 

literary value. Mocoancoeng's gripping narrative style of 

presenting his point, and his ridiculous approach to the 

state of affairs, readily imparts to the reader his 

emotional experience. It creates a new awareness of the 

nature of things around us. Ntsane's didactic satire and 

Morojele's forthright subjectivity, which seem to shake 

the reader into more serious contemplation of their point, 

lead him to at least a desire to do something. This is, 

in fact, the core of leterary value in any wr i ting. 

Moiloa acquits himself very well in this respect, in his 

theme on social phenomena (2.2.5- 2.2.7). Mofokeng's 

'infectious' meditation has been pointed out above 

(5.3.4). He creates or portrays his experiences so 

vividly that they interfuse with the reader's own, and 

impel him to want to do something. 
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5.4.2 Southern Sotho literature has, for many years, been well 

represented in genres other than the essay. These genres 

were used more for the aesthetic than other purposes, viz. 

didactic, informative, meditative, etc. The advent of the 

essay in Sotho has, like in European literature, brought a 

new dimension to Sotho literature. By its very nature, 

the writer can now speak more directly to the reader or 

the community about matters that are pertinent and, in his 

opinion, need attention. He can amuse or chide or advise 

as he feels necessary without much bother about structural 

formalities (see 1.3.1). Mocoancoeng should be saluted for 

having broken the ice in the field of modern essay 

writing, wherein he was followed almost immediately by 

Moiloa, Ntsane and Mofokeng, and recently (some twenty 

years later) by Morojele. Their volumes are a valuable 

contribution to the existing Southern Sotho literary 

heritage. Mocoancoeng's narrative skill and robust 

ridicule; Moiloa' s grave reprimand of the co:rrununi ty; 

Ntsane's sarcastic didacticism and satire; Morojele's 

forceful and well considered advice to the community on 

several issues, and Mofokeng's moving instructive 

meditation - all these have made a break through in this 

'new strange' field of Montaigne's (1.2.2). 
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